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A bstract

There are many important systems which involve the flow of dense suspensions of
deformable particles; blood is an example. However, the modeling of such materials
represents a considerable challenge to established methods such as computational
fluid dynamics (CFD). In this PhD project, work has been undertaken to extend the
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), and enable it to represent a large number of mu
tually immiscible, deformable, droplets (separated by narrow interfaces). The new
method imposes a relatively small computational overhead and has been validated
against experimental observations. The work has also led to very promising develop
ments in the simulation of micro-fluidic systems, allowing much quicker simulations
than traditional CFD methods.
The principal target application of this project is the mesoscale modeling of blood
flow, where the typical length is about 10 red blood cells’ diameters. We address
in here the identified gap in models capable of modeling efficiently, explicitly, many
deformable bodies within a surrounding incompressible fluid. We generalised, im
proved, and extended an existing LBM model for binary fluids. Our N^>2 non
coalescing fluids (droplets) are defined to represent the different deformable particles
of the suspension. Their interactions with the walls as well as their deformability
are controlled by local fluid-wall wetting and fluid-fluid surface tensions methods,
which we have also been developed and validated.
All interfacial methods suffer from small but spurious flows that disturb the solution.
Our model is, unfortunately, no exception when used in a high surface tension and
low Reynold’s number regime. We describe several steps taken to address this
problem which yield a significant reduction in .these *micro-currents’ and important
improvements in stability and flow field noise reduction. This enabled our model to

access successfully the computationally non-trivial problems of binary fluid microfluidics.
Using our model, we also recover the expected behaviour of deformable and solid
particle suspensions with respect to experimental observations on flow of solid and
deformable spheres in pressure-driven straight pipe flow. In order to serve as cali
bration, we measured the macroscopic effect of the droplets’ effective deformability
against their microscopic properties (surface tension, internal viscosity).
This new model opens very promising and unique grounds of research, by the new
capability its offers.
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Introduction
Numerical techniques provide, very often, accurate answers to numerous problems
that analytical theory cannot address. There exist an endless number of techniques,
more or less general with many suited for a very precise application only, or for
general configurations. Computational efficiency is always a decisive factor when
choosing between techniques, since super-computing is still only available to a few
research laboratories. Constant research is needed to ensure that the existing meth
ods are being developed to the full extent of the capability of widely available hard
ware and also to invent new method where existing models are inadequate.

In recent years, blood flow has been subjected to a high degree of interest by the
scientific community, since it is believed that it is often responsible or a consequence
of numerous pathologies and complications: from the turbulent heart and artery
flow, to the micro-capillary retial flow, improper blood flow is often identified as
responsible.
Better understanding of how blood flows and how biological cells interact is there
fore needed to assist developing new drugs and surgical techniques. This thesis is
concerned in tackling the very complex problem of suspension modeling, especially
mesoscopic blood flow, where every biological cell has to be explicitly represented
in the surrounding fluid.

The current field of numerical fluid dynamics is heavily dominated by standard
techniques: the well established and widely used body of mainstream CFD (Com
putational Fluid Dynamics). In this thesis, we use the Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM), which is much more recent than the CFD, but has, already, a very promis
ing future. It is especially designed for fluid-dynamics problems and has (as any
other method) associated disadvantages and artifacts, which will be addressed suc
cessfully. We identified the Gunstensen LB algorithm extension as being especially
well suited for this application, subjected to improvements and generalisation. We
addressed numerous of the model’s issues, which was necessary for the development,
of a final stable, efficient, and hydrodynamically accurate technique for the meso-
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scopic modeling of deformable particles.

This is an acknowledged non-trivial problem, (and therefore highly rewardable). This
thesis sets one of the first mile stone in LB’s application, by opening new research
opportunities and capabilities.

Aim s
The primary aim of this project had been to develop a technique capable of mod
eling, explicitly, a large number of non-coalescing droplets in solution. As a prime
application, the simulation of mesoscale blood flow was obvious, since it is subjected
to a large interest in numerous configurations. Other current models can either rep
resent a large number of solid particles in solution or a few deformable particles
in solution (and that at high computational cost). There exists therefore, a great
challenge for a model that would resolve explicitly and efficiently, a large number of
deformable particles in solution.
The secondary aim of this project (which turned out to be as important as the
latter) has been to improve the Gunstensen method in Lattice Boltzmann, which
is subjected to significant micro-currents, generating a very noisy flow field and
reduced stability of the simulations at low Reynolds number and Capillary number.
Reducing significantly the micro-currents allowed the efficient simulation of binary
fluid microfluidics devices, which grew into an obvious aim while developing and
realising the potential and advantage of this method.
It turned out that reducing the micro-currents was necessary anyway, for an eventual
simulation of mesoscale blood flow.

Thesis layout
C h a p te r 1: G eneral B ackground. This chapter begins by introducing general
concepts in Fluid Dynamics, and shows briefly how standard numerical tech
niques have evolved from it. It then introduces the bases of kinetic theory,
and the subsequent Boltzmann approaches, to provide an alternative, self con-
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sistent point of view to fluid dynamics. The link between fluid dynamics and
Kinetic theory is made explicit. A second part consists of introducing and de
scribing the construction the LBM. It describes in details the steps involved in
the algorithm and how it is closely related to the previous Boltzmann Kinetic
theory and to fluid dynamics. This chapter contains a literature review of the
main, current numerical techniques for fluid dynamics.
C h a p te r 2: Specific background. This chapter beings by describing the link be
tween a previous LB equation of motion, described in previous chapter, and
that of the binary case and the main associated issue: the discontinuity of the
equation of motion induced by an interface. It then describes, the general
isation of Gunstensen’s LBM, described in the previous chapter. Each step
is detailed and the explicit link to LBM is made explicit. Surface tension in
the Gunstensen algorithm is then described, showing the original Gunstensen
method and the more recent Lishchuk method, which provides a more accurate
answer, introducing by the same token, the issue of micro-currents. This chap
ter finishes by a discussion on stability issues in the binary LB model, mainly
centered on the microcurrent issue (omnipresent in this thesis). This chap
ter also describes a method to implement no-slip solid boundary conditions
in LB simulations (moving or static) and a review on the different numerical
interfacial methods, in CFD and LB.
C h a p te r 3: Novel m eth o d to reduce th e m icro -cu rren t s. This chapter begins
by reviewing the previously introduced micro-currents. It shows that these are
not LB related issues only and that most numerical methods have a form of
associated unwanted flow. It then describes and investigates their possible
origin in the original Gunstensen surface tension method, in an ab —initio
discussion. It then describes a new method, addressing this issue, showing
significant improvement of the model. A few additional improvements to the
method are also described. This chapter finishes by describing a novel method
of implementing wall wetting behaviour within the Gunstensen algorithm, and
provides a series of proof of capabilities. This chapter contains a review on the
micro-currents associated with different LB and CFD numerical techniques.
3

C h a p te r 4: T he N -com ponent algorithm . This chapter begins by reviewing
the current models for the simulation of suspensions, in the blood flow appli
cation especially. It demonstrates that current models are unable to simulate
realistically and/or efficiently mesoscopic blood flow or deformable particle
suspensions. It therefore introduces the main assumption of this thesis: the
representation of biological cells as viscous, liquid, non-coalescent droplets in
suspension. It then describes how to generalise the previously described Gun
stensen LB algorithm to N

2 droplets. The generalisations of each step

of the algorithm previously described in chapter 1, 2 and 3 are described in
details. This chapter finishes by providing proofs of capability for our new
model, related to the current application.
C h a p te r 5: V alidation of th e N -com ponent m eth o d . Previous chapters had
shown how to generalise and obtain a new technique for the simulation of the
a large number of deformable particles, but only provided proofs of capability.
This chapter consists, therefore, in a series of simulations validating the hy
drodynamics of our N-component model against experimental observations. It
shows that our new model recovers, correctly, some experimental observations
of mesoscopic suspensions. It also provides a calibration of the solidity of the
droplets in suspension with respect to their parameters (viscosity and surface
tension).
C h a p te r 6: M icrofluidic and o th e r applications. This last chapter begins by
introducing the other targeted application of this project: the binary microfluidics. The reason why this configuration is acknowledged as computationally
non-trivial is made explicit. This chapter describes the ‘flow-focusing’ config
uration that will be our target benchmark for our model. It shows how our
model, taken as it stands, does not allow the simulation of micro-fluidic de
vices and it shows also how to improve further our N-component algorithm,
by numerous corrections and the generalisation of the Lishchuk method. It
then demonstrated that our new, greatly enhanced model can be applied suc
cessfully to binary fluid microfluidic devices. Chapter 6 finishes by describing
some proofs of capability of our new model in the blood flow application and
4

C hapter 1
G eneral Background: Classical
Fluid D ynam ics
Introduction
This section sets the general background necessary for the understanding and ref
erencing of this thesis. Mainly theoretical, it shows how the different approaches
to fluid dynamics interlock and how they can be derived from the same general
concepts. First, the fluid dynamics section derives the Navier-Stokes Equations
(NSE), which are a set of highly non linear coupled partial differential equations
representing fluid motion. Second, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) sec
tion describes traditional techniques to discretise the NSE onto meshes and solve
them digitally. Whilst CFD is an immense subject very relevant to put the Lattice
Boltzmann Method (LBM) into the digital context, it is not the main subject of
this thesis, so it will not be covered in detail. Thirdly, a Kinetic theory section sets
the basis for the derivation of Lattice Boltzmann Equation. It is essential to do
the derivation ab initw (i.e. from the atomistic level) to realise the limitations and
power of kinetic theory and ultimately LB. And finally, a section on Lattice Boltz
mann (LB hereafter) describes the derivation of the technique, showing that it can
be understood physically from the previous kinetic theory section, which creates its
beauty and power compared to other methods: it is designed in essence to resolve
fluid dynamics related problems.
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1.1

Introduction to Fluid dynam ics

It is unavoidable, within the context of this thesis, to describe the derivation of the
equations of motion of a fluid (despite being very interesting by themselves). They
are the equations that any computer model (including CFD or LBM) has to solve in
order to be able to claim that the output post-processed pictures and extracted num
bers have any physical meaning. It will be shown first that the macroscopic fluid
motion can be derived without any reference to the detailed microscopic atomic
structure, only by considering physical fundamentals (which is actually quite fortu
nate, since it simplifies the task a lot: it would be rather complicated and expensive
to consider the individual motion of each individual molecule involved!).

1.1.1

Different points of view

Different fluid flows have common properties. As an illustration, let’s consider the
flow of the explosion of a supernova. It is believed that when a supernova explodes, a
shock wave rushes towards the outer space, inducing a compression zone on its front
and depression zone on its tail (standard shock wave). Before exploding, the star had
a well defined radial structure, with heavy elements concentrated within its inner
layers and lighter elements towards the outside. The negative pressure gradient
is directed from the outside to the inside (due to the shock wave), accelerating
heavier matter towards lighter matter. It can be shown that acceleration due to a
pressure gradient is equivalent to the acceleration due to a force such as gravity,
acting towards the centre of the star [209], [63]. This leads to the rather surprising
result that the flow of the explosion of a super-nova can be correctly described by
the flow of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (or density fingering), where a heavy fluid
sits on the top of a lighter one and both are subjected to the same gravitational
field. This is very useful to understand the dynamics of these explosions, since the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability is much easier to investigate (analytically, numerically
and obviously experimentally).
This analogy is based on the fact that non-relativistic, non-quantum systems obey
exactly the same fluid physics, so that explicit detailed resolution of the system is not
necessary, only its ‘small group behaviour’ is enough. As a consequence, the most
7

commonly used way of imposing numerically a pressure difference in the simulation
of a pipe for example, at low Reynolds number, is to set an explicit body force (like
gravity) to drive the flow.

1.1.2

Fluid m acroscopic continuum m otion

This section follows essentially Anderson’s second chapter ([2]) and concentrates on
setting the general fluid flow equations (that any model must recover), namely the
NSE (including the continuity equation).
In obtaining these basic equations of fluid motion, one always begin with the fol
lowing fundamental principles from the laws of physics:
• Mass is conserved.
• F = m a (Newton’s second law).
• Energy is conserved.
Each of these fundamental principle will be the starting point of an analysis leading
to a fluid motion equation.
T h e continuity equation
The continuity equation is the fluid dynamics analogue of the chemical law by the
French Chemist Lavoisier: ‘nothing is created, nothing disappears’ applied to a set
volume of fluid. A control volume, V, represents a finite volume of fluid, where
matter is counted. It is bounded by its control surface. First, these control volume
and surface are considered to move with the flow, expanding or shrinking along any
flow velocity streamline. The mass conservation principle implies that the total mass
in this control volume has to be constant throughout time, in equation:

DtJ f f p d V = 0 .

(1.1)

Equation 1.1 is refered as the integral form of the continuity equation, and because
the control volume is moving along with the fluid, it is also designated as the non
conservation form. In this equation, the control volume it involves represents, in
fact, the volume occupied by a finite and constant (large) number of particles (the

observer is going along or ‘advecting’ with the particles). Despite being the most
fundamental form, the ‘material derivative’ in equation 1.1 is not easily obtained or
very useful in any analysis, and is very often replaced by an expression containing its
subsequent set of partial differential operators. They can be obtained by fixing the
coordinate of the control volume (the observer now looks at the fluid from above, and
is still unable to distinguish any atomic structure) which splits the total derivative
Dt into partial derivatives. For quantities depending on time and position only (such
as velocity), Dt becomes (from e.g. Batchelor [6]):
A = ft + V - v .

(1.2)

Dt is also called the substantial derivative, which is physically the rate of change
following a moving fluid element, dt is called the local derivative, which physically
represents the time rate of change at a fixed point and V • v is the convective
derivative, which is physically the time rate of change due to the movement of the
fluid element from one location to another in the flow, taking spatial difference into
account (from e.g. Anderson [2]). The continuity equation (1.1) becomes:
J J j [c>,P + v • ( p v ) ] d K= ° .

(1.3)

This form is designated as the integral conservation.
The integral in equation 1.3 would make it necessary to make explicit the control vol
ume V, which could be a drawback in the following derivation. This can be avoided
by making the control volume infinitesimally small, and equation 1.3 becomes:
dtp + V - (pu) = 0.

(1.4)

This latter form is the differential conservation form ofthe continuity equation, for
compressible fluids. Note that u denotes the macroscopic velocity and is defined as
follow:

U
=IIIV
C
^'

The first form of the continuity equation (equation 1.1) is said to be the most
fundamental since its control volume represents in fact the volume occupied by a
constant finite number of particles (the observer is going along with the particles).

The last form of the continuity (equation 1.4) is said to be least fundamental since it
does not allow for the presence of discontinuities, for it assumes the flow properties
to be differentiable, hence continuous. It is therefore not surprising that it leads
to significant errors when investigating real flow discontinuities such as shock waves
(very local zones of high and low pressures). However, this latter form is just as valid
for the type of flow involved in this thesis (incompressible, low Reynolds number).
We will consider incompressible fluid only, in which the time derivative the continuity
equation vanishes (by definition, no spatial or temporal gradients in density), and
from equation 1.4:
V-(pu)=0.

(1.6)

This is to be the equation referred to as the continuity equation throughout this
text, even though the three forms of the continuity equation (equations 1.1, 1.3 and
1.4) all represent the same behaviour (conservation of mass), applied under different
circumstances.
M o m entum e q u atio n
In continuing to derive the fluid motion equations, one needs next to consider the
second listed law of physics: Newton’s second law. This section considers the forces
moving and deforming the control volume V considered in the previous section.
The control volume experiences two types of forces: body forces (represented by A
hereafter), which act on the volumetric mass of the fluid element (gravity, electric
and magnetic forces) and surface forces, which act on the surface of the fluid element
[2]. The surface forces are from two sources only: (a) the pressure distribution acting
on the surface by the static surrounding fluid (represented by P ) and (b) the shear
and normal stresses acting on the surface by the outside fluid tugging or pushing
on the surface by means of friction (represented by cra/j). Within these frames, the
total net force per unit volume acting on the moving fluid element in the a direction
can be written as:

Pec

= dpCTa/3 + p A a ,
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(1.7)

where aap represents the stresses exerted on the fluid element by the surrounding
fluid and relates to its time rate of change of its deformation. The diagonal and
non-diagonal components of oap have different physical meanings, yielding to its
explicit separation: the diagonal terms are written cr" and the non-diagonal terms
are written as a'a/3

Ux z
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< y
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_//

_/

°y

°yz

< y

°z

\

(1.8)

)

The viscous shear tensor (or shear stress tensor), denoted above by a'a/3 (a ^ p)
relates to the time rate of change of the shearing deformation of the fluid element,
responsible for the strains of the elements of the fluid. The normal stress tensor,
on the other hand, denoted by <r" relates to the time rate of change of volume of
the fluid element (pressure). It must be understood as mechanical pressure, defined
in terms of the mechanical stresses that act on an element of fluid. As a result of
equation 1.7, both shear and normal stresses depend on velocity gradients of the
flow and the rest of this section consists of describing the relation between cra/3 and
OaUp.

The normal stress tensor
Let’s consider the normal stress tensor first. Pascal’s theorem states that stress in a
fluid in mechanical equilibrium (no flow) is a scalar quantity (unaffected by changes
in the reference frame), completely described by an invariant isotropic pressure P
(also called thermodynamic pressure since it is the quantity used in thermodynamics
[57] or hydrostatic pressure since it applies to stationary fluids [81]). This means
that all three normal components of stress are equal to one another and to P. The
normal component of the stress tensor can therefore be written in terms of the fluid
pressure only:

11

where P is the thermodynamic pressure. Therefore, in a stationary fluid, the ther
modynamic fluid pressure is defined as the average value of the three components
of normal stress, i.e.

where 5ap is the Kronecker function.
Stokes, in 1845, obtained that the three normal stresses are unequal in a moving
incompressible fluid and defined as [2]:

<7" = P - fi2 d aua - CV • u ,
where fj, is the molecular viscosity coefficient and £ is the second or bulk viscosity.
The term associated to £ corresponds to the changes in the volume of the fluid due
to compression effects (note that V -u is the left hand side of the continuity equation
1.4) and as a consequence, for incompressible fluids this term vanishes. £ appears
only in measurements of attenuation of sound- the propagation of sound in any fluid
(including one which is incompressible) is necessarily accompanied by compressive
effects (otherwise the speed of sound would be infinite) [81]. In the case of ordinary
fluids, measurements lead to very small value of f (or big values of the speed of
sound). For incompressible fluids:
o"a = P - 2 fid aua .
Note that the repeated subscript here is not a sum and that |

(1.9)
cr" is still the

thermodynamic pressure P (through the continuity equation for incompressible flu
ids V • u = 0). Even with moving fluids, the differences between ax, cry and oz are
most often found to be small and they are ignored for most practical purposes [208].
Viscoelastic fluids however are characterised by a significant direction dependance
of cr" - that is, there are important differences between the normal stresses (i.e.
< ) ■

The shear stress tensor
Let’s now consider the shear stress tensor a'ap. In the late seventeenth century, Isaac
Newton stated that shear stress in a fluid is proportional to the time rate of strain,
12

i.e. velocity gradients. These fluids are therefore called Newtonian fluids and the
non diagonal of the stress tensor is written as:
o 'o tP ~

f1

2 < S 'a /3 )

(1-10)

where Sap is the strain rate tensor defined as follow:
Sa/3 = ^ {daUp + 8pUa) .

(1.11)

Recalling equation 1.7 giving the net force the fluid elementis subjected to, together
with the definition of the shear stress tensor aQp (equations1.8, 1.9 and 1.10), leads
to the following momentum evolution equation of the velocities:
p D tua = PQ = pdtua + p (u • V) ua = —dp(jap + p A a ,
and after rearrangement, we obtain the momentum equation:
p dtuQ+ p (updp) ua = - d aP + p dpSQp + p A a .
Sap relates to the dissipation in the tangential stresses due to the relative motion
of the various layers of fluids (p is the molecular viscosity coefficient). The shear
viscosity of a fluid is therefore the ratio between the rate of strain and the shear:
Strain
' ■

a

S

-

(M 2 >

and represents the dissipation of local stresses into the fluid. It can be understood
as the molecular friction: a non viscous fluid would have its molecules sliding easily
next to each other while the molecules of a highly viscous fluid would exchange much
more momentum through collision. Accordingly, the density of the fluid obviously
plays an important role in the rate of diffusion of momentum and needs to be taken
into account for the quantification of the rate of dissipation of stresses. Therefore,
the quantity i/ defined by:
v=^
(1.13)
P
is called the Kinematic viscosity or simply viscosity, where p is the shear viscosity
defined by equation 1.12 and p is the density of the fluid.
Colloids orparticles embedded in the fluid change the linear relation of equation
1.10 toa non

linear relationship. These fluids arecalled non-Newtonian,
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blood is

one example as is discussed in chapter 4. If the stress increases faster than the rate
of strain (viscosity increasing with the rate of strain), the fluid is said to be shearthickening (wet sand for example), and shear-thinning vice-versa (paint, blood, or
ink). Other examples of complex behaviours are Bingham fluids (no flow is observed
until a critical value of the stress: clayey muds, toothpastes and fresh cement are
few examples), or thixotropic fluids (effective viscosity decreasing with time) such
as ketchup or drilling muds.
E nergy e q u atio n
Following similar steps as previously for the second Newton’s law, which lead to
the momentum equation, the energy conservation principle leads to the derivation
of the energy equation for the fluid. One first states that since energy is conserved:
the rate of change of energy inside a fluid element has to be equal to the sum of the
net flux of heat into the element and the rate of work done on the fluid element due
to body and surface forces. One then obtains an equation which allows the study
of temperature diffusion or combustion. This energy equation won’t be discussed
further since the LB method used in this thesis does not allow any temperature
gradients. Moreover, the energy equation does not bring any more information on
the flow of an isothermal fluid, the previously described NSE and continuity are
sufficient to close the description.
Sum m ary: E q u atio n of m otion of th e flow of in te rest
The flowof incompressible (dtp = 0) non-viscoelastic (isotropicpressure)

newto-

nian (linear relation between strain and stress, or constant viscosity) fluids can be
described by two equations: continuity and momentum equations. The continuity
equation reads as follows:
V • u = 0,

(1.14)

which ensures that the fluid is incompressible. The momentum equation dictates
the effects of external forces and the dissipation of stresses:
pdtua + p{updp)ua = - d aP + p,dpSaf3 + p A a,

14

(1.15)

The momentum equation is called the Navier-Stokes equation, but it is widely under
stood, however, that the term Navier-Stokes equations encompasses the continuity,
Navier-Stokes and Energy equation (not described here).
For completeness, it should be noted that Euler had derived the continuity and mo
mentum equation for inviscid flow (null viscosity) but had not derived the energy
equation since the science of thermodynamics did not exist at the time. Therefore,
a fluid with no dissipation due to viscous stress is identified as a Eulerian fluid,
obeying the Euler equations (NSE with /i — 0):
VP
ftu + (u -V )u = F - - ^ - .

1.1.3

(1.16)

B oundary conditions for fluid flow

G eneral rem ark s
The NavierStokes equations can take on different forms depending on flow regime:
• Incompressible, steady: Elliptic,
• Incompressible, unsteady: Parabolic,
• Compressible, steady: Elliptic/Hyperbolic,
• Compressible, unsteady: Parabolic/Hyperbolic.
Different numerical methods will succeed in different regimes and therefore different
formulations are used to handle compressible and incompressible flow cases.
Mathematical principles on PDEs states that the NSEs should have u defined over
all the boundaries of the flow domain. Therefore, boundaries can’t be overlooked
and should be subjected to great care. The two main types of boundaries that will
be considered are walls and other non-miscible fluid.
B o u n d ary conditions: solid walls
A fluid cannot penetrate into a non-porous wall, which requires that the normal
component of the velocity to the boundary of the fluid should be equal to the
velocity of the boundary (usoud • n = u uquid • n). In addition to that, in the case
of a non-Eulerian fluid (non-zero viscosity), it can be shown that any discontinuity
15

between the tangential velocity of the fluid and the boundary would lead to infinit
energy dissipation at the surface as a result of the non-null viscosity and therefore
cannot be allowed. This leads to the non-slip boundary condition:
U

flu id '

^

=

U

solid

’^

(1.17)

Note that this condition is valid for a solid wall as well as for deformable (moving)
walls. Cavitation happens when nearby layers of fluid cannot keep up with the
layer of fluid immediately next to the very fast moving wall, due to too small a
viscosity, leaving an increasing space between them, leading to low pressure and
the formation of bubbles (very often accelerated to supersonic velocities by the very
important pressure gradient). On the other hand, in the case of non-moving walls,
fluid immediately next to it should have zero velocity.
Boundary conditions: fluid interface
The other type of boundary is the an interface between two fluids. Fluid interfaces
can be considered at two levels: the macroscopic (continuum) level and the micro
scopic (discrete) level. This section concentrates on continuum fluid dynamics and
will therefore consider the continuum representation of fluid boundaries. We refer to
Rowlinson and Widom [171] for microscopic information about interface structure.
In the case of an interface between two fluids ( (1) and (2) ), the tangential stresses
should be continuous through the interface (to avoid any cavitation of the two fluids):

where na and ta are the normal and tangential unit vector of the interface. It can
be understood as the necessity for the interface to have no structure and therefore
cannot be the host of any discontinuity (at least from a continuum point of view).
Therefore, the condition that the tangential stresses should be continuous leads
immediately to the condition (after equation 1.9):
V i d y U ^ = /j,2 d y U ^ ,

where the interface is located in the x — z plane. However, the normal stresses
experience a step through the interface due to the effect of surface tension of the

interface of the two fluids. This surface tension if the consequence of the difference
of affinity and density of the two fluids in contact. The standard condition on the
normal stress at the fluid interface boundary is given by ([116]):
(i)

(2 )
nP ~

/ 1 , 1\
nP = 712 \ R 1 + 'F2) Ua’

As seen previously, normal stresses are closely related to pressure. The normal stress
step of the interface corresponds macroscopically to a pressure step from the inside
to the outside of the droplet, as defined by the Young-Laplace law:
A P = Pa —P 2 =
where

712

7 l2

Q - + Y )

(1.18)

is the surface tension coefficient between fluid 1 and fluid 2 , and R\ and

R 2 are the local principal radii of curvature. The surface tension parameter is most
often positive, indicating that the pressure is higher on the concave side of the
interface.
M ulti-com ponent (>2) fluid interface
The same approach is taken in the case of an interface between N fluids: a line
of contact is subjected to the tensions of the N different surfaces and, since it is
without mass (by definition), the vector resultant of the N tensions must have zero
component in any direction in which it is free to move. When one of the N media
is a solid, the local surface of which will normally be a plane, the line of contact is
free to move only in one direction parallel to the solid surface. The following single
scalar condition for equilibrium is then given by (in the case of three media, where
media

1

is the wall, and

1

and

2

are fluids) by:

712

=

731

+

723

cos6c

(1.19)

which determines and defines the angle of contact 9C (see figure 1.1).

1.2

Classical Fluid Dynam ics m odeling techniques

1.2.1

Euler vs Lagrange

A fluid particle is defined as an element of fluid V such as its size is very small
relative to the length scale that characterises the flow and very large relative to the
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Figure 1.1: Surface tension geometry in the case of three components.
mean free path of a molecule [125]. This is to ensure good statistics of the different
quantities within the volume of fluid (particle) and consequently their averages and
evolution. When this applies (for most gas problems at normal pressure and for
most liquid problems), the fluid can be treated as a continuous medium and two
distinct alternatives of fluid specification are possible, differing in their reference to
the fluid. The first one, the Lagrangian description, considers a fixed volume of
fluid V given at a time reference (t = 0 generally) advecting with the flow. The flow
observables are defined as functions of time and of the choice of material element of
fluid, and describe the dynamical history of this selected fluid element (contained
in the moving volume V). Useful in certain special contexts, it leads however to
rather cumbersome analysis and is at a disadvantage in not giving directly spatial
gradients in the fluid ([6]). That is why a rather less complicated approach is used:
the Eulerian approach. Here the velocities considered are at a fix e d point. At each
instant of time, the velocity field describes the velocity of different fluid particles (of
volume V). Methods describing explicitly each molecule are qualified as Lagrangian
while any grid-based approach is therefore qualified as Eulerian. LB is Eulerian.

C FD techniques
The NSE are analytically solvable for only very simple problems where im portant
simplifications, due to the configuration of the flow, can be made. Otherwise, nu
merical techniques are the only alternative, with the advantage th at a solution to
the NSE can be obtained, but with the drawbacks of limited accuracy and efficiency.
First, some standard techniques to discretise PDEs will be reviewed, since they are
very often used to solve the NSE (standard CFD solvers for example). The LBM
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will then be described, showing its essential difference: it is restricted and designed
to solve the NSE (with additional terms as well such as gravity, surface tension, and
other effects if necessary).
Finite difference
The whole idea of discretisation is to replace the (infinitesimal) partial derivatives
of the NSE with a suitable (finite) differences quotient (definition of a derivative),
i.e. a finite difference. This implies a discretisation of the simulational space. Most
common finite-difference representations of derivates are based on the Taylor series
expansions, where the zeroth order is a first guess (not really good), the first order
adds information to capture the slope of the curve and the second order its curvature.
It can be shown that partial derivatives can be written as:
& ( « ) = Ui+1’f f x U iJ + O(A 2 0 =

1 2 A :r

dt(u) = Ui'^ ~ x Ui'{ + 0( Aa) = —

+ ° (A x )2 ’

+ 0 (A s)2 ,

where Uij is the quantity of interest, i is the spacial index and j is the time index.
It can be noticed immediately that the accuracy of the solution will depend greatly
on the chosen accuracy of the finite difference.
finite volume m ethods
Finite volume methods do not differ much from the finite-difference technique in
that they also involve a discretisation, but now of the integral form of the evolution
equation this time. For example, the equation:*

III

pdV + J J p u dS — 0,

is the integral form of the continuity equation (where S is the control surface bound
ing V). Replacing these integrals by finite volumes (which is what an integral rep
resents) enables integral equations to be solved.
These are standard numerical methods for solving non-linear PDE, which can be
used for any (including non-fluid dynamics related) problem. Another approach is
kinetic theory, which is purposely designed to solve fluid dynamics related problems
and described below.
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1.3

K inetic Theory: from A tom istic D ynam ics to
Therm odynam ics

The last section derived the NSE describing the macroscopic fluid flow that fluid
dynamics solvers (like LBM) have to recover, it is however necessary to start from
the atomistic level (microscopic) to derive the LBM which, as we will see, recovers
the NSE to a very good accuracy. This first part follows essentially S. Succi’s ap
proach towards LB, from his book The lattice Boltzmann equation. [190]. Additional
information has been taken from the on line lecture notes by J. R. Graham’s from
Berkeley University on Astrophysical Gas Dynamics [77], from Statistical Physics
and the Atomic Theory of Matter, from Boyle and Newton to Landau and Onsager
by S. G. Brush [21], and from the unavoidable text book by S. Chapman and T.
Cowling [28] ( The Mathematical Theory of Non-Uniform Gases).

1.3.1

A tom istic dynam ics

Boltzmann’s original concern was to derive the second law of thermodynamics for
continuum physics from principles of classical mechanics, and gather more insight
on the apparent contradiction on irreversibility of continuum mater (second law of
thermodynamics) and reversibility of discrete matter (classical Newtonian mechan
ics). Through this process, in 1868, he derived a law of velocity distribution for a gas
at equilibrium, with an external force field such as gravity present (thus expanding
the previous Maxwell’s law) [21]. This had been one of the first milestone of kinetic
theory, which lead to the description of the motion of a fluid four years latter (still
by Boltzmann). In that sense, kinetic theory describes the motion of a fluid by
considering a large number of molecules rather than each of their individual motion.

1.3.2

B oltzm ann approach

M omentum distribution function
First, the following key quantity has to be defined: what is the number of molecules
in a volume (A x)3 with velocities in the range v and v ± A v?
The answer is represented the quantity /(x ,v ) [28]. This very simple statement is
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indeed very powerful since the quantity / does not have to be quantified, precisely
its evolution and statistics are enough to derive the laws of fluid motion. Making A x
and A v infinitesimal, the number / becomes a probability depending on position x
and velocity v. In fact, this infinitesimal point of view is from the continuum level,
where the number of molecules considered in V is large and V itself is very small
compared to the macroscopic length scale (which crosses the definition of fluid’s
particle mentioned previously). This distribution / is the pivotal object in kinetic
theory, and will be omnipresent in this thesis.
M acroscopic observables from the m omentum distribution function
Integrating the distribution / over v won’t necessarily add up to unity, since / is
derived from a non-normalised number of molecules, and leads to:
J /( x ,v )d v = Nmoi(x) ,
where Nmoi(x) is the total number of molecules at V and x. In addition, since /
relies to a constant finite volume of fluid (taken to be unity), we have:
m J f (x, v ) dv —p ( x ) ,

(1.20)

where m is the mass of the fluid particle and p(x) is the fluid weight at x, in the
volume V: its density. The distribution’s total momentum and total energy are
simply the sum (or integral) of all the associated momentum and energy of each
molecule. They can be computed by ‘moments’ of /:

m

f /(x , v) va dv = p(x) ua(x)
f ( x ,v ) v 2/2 d v = p(x)e(x)

(1.21)
(1.22)

where ua is the macroscopic flow speed (by convention, va is the microscopic molecule’s
velocity) in the a direction and p(x) e(x) the energy density. This had been the only
way to dear with large numbers of particles whose precise positions and velocities
at any instant

are unknown.

Laplace believed in the deterministicproperty of the

evolution of a gas, andimagined that if a super-intelligence (such as current super
computers) were supplied with complete information about all individual atoms at
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one time, it could compute their positions and motions at any other time as well as
the macroscopic properties of that gas. Modern quantum physics, however, opposes
such an idea through the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, that the accuracy on
the position of a quantum particle (such as a gas molecule) and the accuracy on its
speed are balanced (there would be no point in wanting to find the precise trajectory
of a molecule if its position or velocity were to be subjected to a great uncertainty).
Quantum restrictions don’t allow a direct bridge to continuum physics, but kinetic
theory does!

1.3.3

T he B oltzm ann equation

In 1872, Boltzmann presented, in a long paper, the evolution equation of the pre
vious quantity / derived from atomistic interaction, which became known as the
Boltzmann Equation (BE). It is important to realise the apparent contradiction of
the BE: it represents the non-stochastic evolution of an unquantified quantity!
Exact evolution
The first step towards the BE is to find the rate of change in time of / . As men
tioned previously, / represents a large number of molecules rather than a single
particle, and therefore its evolution cannot be represented by a simple time deriva
tive (recall the Eulerian approach). The partial derivative with respect to time d /d t
represents the rate of change of a quantity at a point which is fixed in space and
which is occupied by a succession of different fluid particles in turn. The quantity
/ represents a large number of particles on the move, on the other hand, and there
fore these particles occupy a succession of different points (recall the Lagrangian
approach). The answer to this paradox is readily found by the Taylor expansion,
keeping the first order terms [77]:
^
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Following the fluid, the rate of change (or total change during dt) of the quantity /
subjected to an external force F can be re-written as:
/ ( x + c dt, c + F dt, t + dt) dx dc dt — /(x , c, t) dx dc dt = £!(/) dx dc d t ,
where fi(/) is the collision operator since Dtf is also equal to the rate of change of
the particles undergoing collisions. Letting dt —>0 gives the BE [28]:
D tf = dtf + (ua -da) f + Fa - dca f = f t ( / ) .

(1.23)

First assum ption
The simplest case is to consider the one body distribution f \ (note that in this
chapter, unless otherwise stated, the subscript C on f c represents the number of
bodies of the distribution), and equation 1.23 reads as follow:
D tfi = dtfi -f- (ua • da) fi + Fa • dca f i = C2 ,

(1-24)

where C2 is the binary collision operator (note that C\ is absurd) and represents the
effect of intermolecular (two-body) collisions taking molecules in/out the streaming
trajectory (C2 = Dtfi). Equation 1.24 is the beginning of the so called BBGKY
hierarchy, after Bogoliubov, Born, Green, Kirkwood and Yvon [12] where the dy
namic equation for f 2 depends on the three-body distribution function / 3 which in
turn depends on / 4 and so on down an endless hierarchy [190].
To close this hierarchy, Boltzmann made few stringent assumptions on the na
ture of the physical system that was considered: a dilute gas of point-like and
structureless molecules was assumed. This assumption has the consequence (un
fortunately) of erasing any dependance of the dynamics upon the detailed chemistry
of the molecules. However, within this picture, the collision operator of equation
1.24 becomes the (self sufficient) integro-differential function:
C2 = j [ f 2 ( v v, v,2) - f 2{vi,V2)\G{vu V2,v,1,v'2)d 3v ,

(1.25)

where the function G depends on the nature of the forces between the molecules,
{^1 , V2 } are the pre-collisions velocities of the colliding particles (remember that C2
considerers binary collisions) and {vj,

are their velocity after collision.
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Second a ssu m p tio n
At this point, Boltzmann made another assumption: there is no statistical corre
lation between the velocities of two molecules before they collide (and therefore
after collisions). In other words, they interact via short-range two-body potentials.
Elementary statistics reminds us that the probability of two uncorrelated events
is simply the product of their respective probabilities, which leads to the famous
Boltzmann closure assumption, molecular chaos or Stosszahlansatz [11]:

f2{v'1,v'2) = /i(ui)/i(u2).
This is the main assumption in his theory and is still the subject of active dis
cussions because even-though this assumption is reasonable for dilute gas where
molecules spend most of their life traveling alone and being absolutely unaware of
their surroundings, it is certainly not so true for liquids. It should also be noted that,
even-though it is reasonable to assume no correlation between the molecules before
they have ever collided (at the beginning of time say), this lack of correlation for
a particle is immediately lost after its first collision, by virtue of mass, momentum
and energy conservation.
Summarising, the BE takes the following form ([125]):
(0f + u - V + F - d p)/i = J [fi(v[)fi{v2) - / i ( v i ) / i ( v 2)] G(v1,v 2iv[1v2)d 3v .
The beauty of this equation is that it links atomistic and continuum behaviour.
The left hand side is the faithful microscopic reversible Newtonian single-particle
dynamics while the right hand side describes continuum intermolecular interactions
which, we will see in next section, is irreversible. Additional terms can be added
to take account of gradient of temperature and fluid velocity, and are known as the
Boltzmann’s transport equation. Boltzmann then showed that collisions always push
the distribution / towards the so called Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution
function (note that Maxwell had first given the definition of this distribution [28] by
deriving the equilibrium velocity distribution of gases, but without external force).
D ynam ical evolution of any fluid velocity d istrib u tio n : th e H -th eo re m
Although processes are generally reversible at the molecular level, it is known that
most macroscopic processes are irreversible. The BE must hold the key. Boltzmann
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showed that the following quantity:
H =/

/ log(f) dv

was always decreasing (a formal derivation can be found in [164] or [125] for exam
ple):
DtH < 0.
In other words, this (H -) theorem states that a uniform gas with a random distri
bution of velocity will decrease monotonically to an equilibrium state through the
effect of collisions. That is, only when fi (uj)

= fi{v i)fi(v 2 ) (hence DtH = 0),

which introduces the notion of local equilibrium: when the distribution remains un
changed under the effect of collision (hence time). It should be emphasised that
the H -theorem is not in general the same as the principle of monotonic increase of
entropy (second law of thermodynamics), in that H is only defined for a uniform gas
(see previous Boltzmann’s assumptions) while the entropy can be defined for com
plex systems. Moreover, H is defined for any distribution while entropy is only for
system in thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, only the special case of a dilute
gas in thermodynamic equilibrium can H and entropy be defined at the same time.
Under these circumstances, the entropy is related to H by S = —IcbH + K where
S is the entropy of the system, ks is the Boltzmann constant and K is a constant
[125],
Boltzmann further showed that the collisions are pushing the distribution / towards
the equilibrium Maxwell distribution. The iJ-theorem is equivalent to the generali
sation to a dilute gas at non-equilibrium to the statement that the entropy always
increases or remains constant (2nd law of thermodynamics) [21].
A first justification could be the general tendency for systems to pass irreversibly
towards thermal equilibrium. Boltzmann had another justification, less clear, that
the entropy-increasing process corresponds to a transition from less probable to
more probable microstates, and entropy itself can be interpreted as a measure of
probability. In this view, the Maxwell distribution is therefore the one most likely
to be found in thermal equilibrium because it corresponds to the largest number of
micro-states. For further reading, see [21] (pages 64-104).
The idea of unavoidable increase of entropy and decrease of the quantity H relate
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both ultimately to Clausius’ idea of Heat Death, namely the universe as a whole
evolves in a unique way towards a state of maximum entropy (and minimum H)
where all energy is diffused uniformly through space at a temperature very close to
absolute zero, so that no mechanical work can be done and life cannot exist. This
rather disturbing idea goes along side the idea of unavoidable and unidirectional
decay of matter into lead. For further readings, see the section irreversibility of D.
Levermore’s website from the University of Maryland [123].
The next section will concentrate on defining this equilibrium distribution function
introduced by the iT-theorem.

1.3.4

R elaxation to local equilibrium

It is important at this point to distinguish between two different equilibria: the
‘state’ or (macroscopic’ or ‘global’ equilibrium and the ‘thermodynamical’ or ‘mi
croscopic’ or ‘local’ equilibrium. The main difference lies in the scale at which they
may be represented. Global equilibrium is reached when the macroscopic properties
of a system’s constituents are not observed to change as further time elapses (density,
pressure, temperature, magnetisation, etc) while thermal equilibrium is compatible
with rapid spatial variations in the state of the system at the microscopic level of
its constituent molecules. Local equilibrium is defined mathematically as a local
distribution function / e, such that gain and loss to the microscopic system are in
exact balance [125], so that from equation 1.24:
C2( f e, f e) = 0,
where the subscript 'd

(1.26)

denotes ' equilibrium1 hereafter. Afterequation 1.26, this

leads to:
fi(v[) fi(v'2) = fi(vi) /i(v 2) •

(1.27)

Following Liboff [125], the logarithm of equation 1.27 gives:
ln ( M vi)) + M / i M ) = ln( M vi)) + M / i M ) •

(1-28)

The equality shows that the quantity l n ( fe) does not change under the effect of
collisions (remember the left hand side of equation 1.27 represents the pre-collision
distributions and the right hand side represents the post-collision distributions). In
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addition, at thermodynamic equilibrium, l n ( f ) must be a linear combination of the
three collision invariants defined previously (namely mass, momentum and energy)
([28]):
ln ( fe) = A + B a va + C u2/ 2,
where A, B a, C are five Lagrangian multipliers defined solely by the macroscopic
observables (equation 1.20, 1.21, and 1.22). Elementary quadrature of Gaussian
integrals delivers the celebrated Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution [190],
giving the number of molecules (or probability) with velocity v with respect to their
local density p at a temperature T. In D spatial dimensions:
/ e(v, p, T) = p (2 7T

,

(1.29)

where c is the so-called peculiar velocity
c = v —u ,

(1.30)

and
v t

[K ^f
------------ ,
V m

= \

is the thermal speed associated with the fluid temperature T. It is interesting to note
that f e only depends on the fluid’s local macroscopic observables, and is independent
of the local neighbouring, chemistry or external fields (it can therefore be greatly
different from time to time and from a point in space to another). This infers for this
function a notion of absoluteness, which can be viewed as a weakness: it is legitimate
to question its applicability and validity when considering the assumptions made to
obtain this equilibrium distribution, and whether what it represents alongside its
dynamics are representative of a real fluid. One could even argue that Boltzmann
did everything he could possibly do to get to this result, which shows the limits of
this distribution function and demonstrates its paradox: even though it claims to
be absolute, it lacks applicability to any real fluid.
These ideas are still highly discussed and argued. To the author’s mind, this should
not be forgotten, especially when developing a simulation technique that is based on
the BE and the Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution function (the LBM).
The LBM, on the other hand, has been shown to provide (surprisingly maybe?) great
results and it has a great advantage to other techniques: locality and ‘physicality’.
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1.4

From kinetic theory to fluid dynam ics

1.4.1

T he B oltzm ann transport equation

General statements cannot be easily extracted from the BE apart from the Htheorem.

A more fruitful approach considers its moments: the one associated

with the mass and momentum in particular. Multiplying the BE by some func
tion Q (x,v, t) and integrating over all velocities, gives after some algebra:
dt J f i Q d v - J f i d t Q dv + da J Q fc v a dv - J A vada Q dv
+ J Fadcaf i Q d v = J Q D t f 2dv.

(1.31)

Equation 1.31 is the transport equation, and tells us how the volume density f fiQ d v
of any quantity that is conserved in binary collisions evolves with time. For a such
a quantity Q, the second term f f \ d t Q dv and the collision integral J Q Dtf 2 dv
vanish [77]. .
First, setting Q to m (the particle’s mass), the volume density f f i Q gives p and
any of gradient in Q (spatial or temporal) vanish (because the fluid is considered
as incompressible). Therefore, equation 1.31 yields the mass conservation equation
seen previously in this chapter (continuity equation 1.6):
dtP + da{pua) = 0.

Second, setting Q to m u a (the particle’s momentum), the volume density f f i Q d v
gives p u a and (after some algebra), f vaf d a m u p d v gives da(P5ap — cr^), where
a'ap is the dissipative term of the momentum stress tensor (see equations 1.8 and
1.10). Therefore, equation 1.31 yields also the momentum conservation equation:
dt(pup) + da(pua up + P S ap - <j'ap) + pF p = 0.
This equation can be recognised as the NSE (equation 1.15) and verifies that the
('microscopic) BE recovers the (macroscopic) NSE introduced in previously.
The transport equation is consequently seen as the gateway from the world of mi
crophysics to the world of macrophysics through its moments.
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1.4.2

B hatnagar-G ross-K rook m odel equation

Since we have defined a (universal) equilibrium distribution function, any distribu
tion can be written in the form:
/(x , v, t) = / e(x, v, t) + g(x, v, t)
where f e is the Maxwellian distribution function (see equation 1.29) and g describes
any departure from it. With this definition, in 1954, Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook
[9] re-wrote the BE (equation 1.23) in terms of equilibrium and non-equilibrium
parts:
(1.32)
therefore,
Dt f = —vc i f ~ f e) ■

(1.33)

where vc is the collision rate associated with the collision time rc = l / ^ c- This is
the so-called BGK collision operator. Equation 1.33 is named the BGK equation
and is much easier to solve than the integro-partial differential equation that is the
BE, and most of all, without spoiling the basic physics. Since isc can be regarded as
independent of / , the BGK equation is linear in / . This allows much easier com
putation of the transport coefficients and provides a great advantage in subsequent
computer models (like LBM) [190].

1.4.3

T he Chapm an-Enskog procedure

Since the BGK equation provides a simple alternative to the BE, it is interesting to
investigate the consequence of the simple collision operator structure on its moments.
To do so, a characteristic small parameter needs first to be defined. It is usually taken
to be the Knudsen number (see J. R. Graham [77] for a justification of this choice),
namely the ratio between the molecular mean free path and the shortest scale at
which macroscopic variations can be appreciated (note that the bridge between
micro and macro becomes explicit here):

The Chapman-Enskog procedure is based on a double expansion in the smallness
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parameter of both dependent /(x , v, t) and independent space-time (x, t) variables
(see [125], [28] for a detailed derivation of this expansion). First, the momentum
densities are separated between equilibrium

and non-equilibrium ( / ^ ) parts:

/ = / (0) + e / (1).
Note that the major difference between g defined in the BGK equation and
is that

here

is assumed 0(1) (the smallness of the non-equilibrium part is carried by

the pre-factor e) while g carried the smallness and is therefore much smaller than
It should also be understood that

defined as above contains implicitly a

£n / ^ (where each f n is 0(1)).

whole series of terms: / =

Second, time and space are expanded up to the second order:
x

= e_1 X i ,

t

« e-1 ti + e~2t2 ,

{

and the differential operators likewise:

{

dx ~ £ dXl,
dt ~ edt l + e2 dt2,

hence the streaming operator becomes:
I
Dt ^ e d ti + e dt2 + e uadai + - e 2 ua up dai dP l.

This analysis will be restricted to the second order of the time expansion for reasons
that are explained latter. In this analysis,

x\

and

represent the linear (sound

wave) fast regime while t2 represent the long-term (slow) dynamics. This segregation
between equilibrium term (fast) and non equilibrium term (slow) is explicit in the
moments of the subsequent equations. The zeroth order term of the distributions
is the local Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function defined in equation 1.29.
Similarly as in section 1.4.1, we integrate the BE over v and take its zeroth and first
moments. The first order solutions are found by considering 0(e) in the integrated
BE and give (for the zeroth and first order momentum respectively):
dtlp + dQlpua = 0,
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dtipua + dp, (puaup + PSap) = 0,
where P = p T is the fluid pressure. These equations are recognised to yield the
Euler equations of inviscid flows (equation 1.16). However, although this represents
a dynamical evolution of a fluid, the fluid’s viscosity is missing in the equation: the
distribution of the fluid had been assumed to be the local Maxwellian distribution at
all points at all times. Transport phenomena occur when there are large gradients
of temperature or velocity, and this should be taken into account in the evolution
of f (not only / ^ ) .
It is therefore important to investigate the non-equilibrium moments. The second
order solutions are found by considering 0(e2) in the integrated BE and read as
follow:
dt2p = 0,
dt2pua + d0l rn J ( / (1) + d7v7 / (0)) ua updv = 0.

In fact, by splitting / into equilibrium ( / ^ ) and non-equilibrium ( / ^ ) components,
it can be shown that the two integrals represent the equilibrium and non-equilibrium
components of the momentum flux tensor Pap defined as follows:
Pap = m J f va vp d v .
Respectively (for an incompressible fluid):
I

PaP —'Pap T Tap ,

<

Tap = m f / (0>VQVp = pUa Up + P8ap ,
rap = m f f {1)VaVp = 2fi Sap.

It is important to notice here that the dissipative term of the momentum flux tensor
(rap) is equal to the viscous stress tensor cr^ (equation 1.10) which can therefore
be computed purely locally. It provides a great reduction in its computation in the
subsequent method (LBM).
Finally, joining the non-equilibrium and equilibrium parts of the zeroth and first
moment of the BE order by order gives the NSE.
This demonstrates that a distributions can be explicitly spit into equilibrium and
non-equilibrium parts and yet, its evolution still recovers correct continuum viscous
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fluid behaviour, despite the assumptions necessary to get to this result. It therefore
demonstrates the fact that the NSE contain, implicitly, the same assumptions as
Boltzmann’s (hidden in its large time and length scale). It can also appear rather
surprising that the second order in the truncation of the Knudsen number e does re
cover the full NSE, but it is fortunate on the other hand, since the Chapman-Enskog
treatment of the BE does not converge for higher orders of the Knudsen number: for
example, Bobylev [10] has shown that the Burnett and super-Burnett hydrodynam
ics (from the third and fourth order respectively) violates the basic physics behind
the Boltzmann equation (which is now known as the Bobylev instability) and Succi
notes that they are exposed to severe numerical instabilities [190]).
In order to recover non-ideal fluid motion (i.e. non Newtonian or visco-elasticity),
the ’trick’ is to impose additional dependence on the hydrodynamic parameters.
This is precisely what CFD solvers do.

1.5

LB: th e construction of th e algorithm

Historically, U. Frish, B. Hasslacher and Y. Pomeau developed the first simple cel
lular automaton obeying nothing but conservation laws (see section 1.1.2) at a mi
croscopic level, and were able to reproduce the complexity of real fluid flow [62]: the
Lattice Gas Cellular Automaton (LGCA). Then, the earliest example of LBM was
essentially an attempt to address statistical noise inherent in LGCA ([137]). With
time, the LB technique evolved into a self-standing research subject ([190]). He and
Luo [86] showed that, theoretically, the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE hereafter,
equivalent of the BE) is independent of the lattice-gas automaton. Therefore, rather
than providing a long genealogical tree (see Succi [190] for more details), this section
concentrates on showing how the LBM relates to the continuum and statistical fluid
dynamics just described, in a self-consistent matter.

1.5.1

T he LBE: a discrete form o f th e BE

It is interesting to note that other approaches are available to validate the dynamics
of LBE. Luo et al for example have shown rigorously that the LBE is a specially
discretised form in both space and time of the continuous BE which provides solid
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theoretical foundations in order to address several issues inherent to the LBM [85],
[86]. '

First of all, time has to be discretised, decomposing the algorithm into a repetition
of two procedures: collision and propagation. The collision step is taken to be
instantaneous (following Boltzmann’s assumption), and time evolution is carried by
the propagating step. Second, space is discretised, by choosing an adequate lattice
element enabling a regular pattern for the nodes and links to be used.

1.5.2

L attice geom etry

Most of LB models deal with a regular lattice, simplifying greatly the algorithm.
However, there is nothing preventing one from inventing a complicated geometrical
lattice with irregular pattern with appropriate interpolation schemes (multi-grid
via recursive sub-division or adaptative meshing) such as the one from [43], [112],
[102] for example. The distribution densities / ’s are transformed into a discrete
distributions f f s that are restricted to exist only on nodes of the lattice and to
travel to a neighbouring nodes only (through the links of the lattice). In this way,
the continuous quantity /(x , v ,t), described in previous sections, is restricted to
exist only on a small number of velocities (equal to the number of neighbouring
nodes) and becomes the discrete momentum distribution /^(x, t): the probability
density of the discrete velocity Ci at position x and time t. In LB, geometries are
commonly designated DnQm, for m discrete speeds and n dimensions (i can take
only m different values).

1.5.3

T he propagating step

As mentioned previously, in LB densities travel from a node, along the links of the
lattice, onto a neighbouring node, spending the amount of time St. It is important
to realise that all the f f s propagate at the same time, and do not interact doing
so (which is consistent with Boltzmann’s assumption): ‘they fly alone, unaware of
each other’.
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1.5.4

T he collision step

The collision step is the key to the method: this is the step that provides the method
with most its hydrodynamics. Recalling the (relatively) simple form of the BE,
Dtf = C2 , ■
where / is the continuous distribution function and C2 is the collision operator. It
can be shown that the LB scheme has the same evolution:
A fi = Ci(fi),

where Ci(fi) represents the effect of collisions on fi. Recalling also the BGK equation
for continuous distribution (equation 1.33), it can be shown that the complicated
discrete collision operator (Ci(fi)) can be replaced by a much simpler form [190]:
A /; = - w (/,- - f ? ) ,
where

lj

(1.34)

is the BGK collision time and / f 9 is the discrete form of the Maxwell-

Boltzmann equilibrium function.
This equation has appropriately been named lattice BGK, LBGK for short.
dictates the rate at which
equilibrium

10

adistribution relaxes towards itscorresponding local

anddictatesthe rate of transport in the same way:

it can be shown

that u relates very simply to the fluid’s viscosity [190]:

""5 ( « _1) '

(1'35)

Qian et al. [162] note that the physical requirement of positive viscosity (that stan
dard theoretical fluid dynamics requires [81]) gives the condition for numerical sta
bility that the relaxation parameter u is bound by upper and lower limit:
0 < a; < 2.

(1.36)

Due to the simplicity and robustness of this method, the BGK evolution became
the most widely used in the LB scheme.

It remains to quantify the discrete equilibrium function f*9. It can be shown that
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the LBGK equilibrium function takes the form [190]:
_peq

Ji

n+

P^i

( -f

,

I J- H

Q a 'U'a

o
<2

,

r

Q ia f3 ^ a 'U'fi

(1.37)

2ct ,

where Qiap = c;acj^ —c%8ap is the kinetic projector and Wi are multiplying weights to
take the geometry of the lattice into account. Moments and geometrical restrictions
impose a unique set of values to the weights U. Following continuum kinetic theory,
the discrete equilibrium function has to carry the same density, momentum and
energy as the actual distribution function it represents (for these quantities to be
conserved over collisions).
The nodal velocity ua and density p can be computed by the following:
p(x) = E i / e5(x) = E j / ( x )

(1.38)

^ p(x) ua(x) = E i /^(x) Cia = E i /(x) °i<*
On the top of that, the geometry of the lattice imposes similar links (i.e. identical
associated energy) to have the same weight (isotropy considerations). A whole family
of solutions (DnQm, mentioned previously) follow and close the remaining degrees
of freedom of equation 1.37. It should be noted that the form of f P is unchanged
with the geometry and the number of dimensions. Only the weights vary, depending
on the geometry and number of dimensions.
In this project, we use the D2Q9 geometry depicted by figure 1.2.

0 /

F ig u r e 1 .2 :

D 2 Q 9 L a t t i c e g e o m e t r y u s e d in th is th e s is .
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The associated equilibrium distribution of the D2Q9 geometry is:
9 ,
\2 ^ 9
/ f ( p , u ) = *ip 1 + 3u • ci + - (u • Ci) - - u
with the associated weights:
4/9
ti = ( 1/9

for i=0.,
for 2=2,4,6,8,

1/36 for 2=1,3,5,7.

Conclusion
This chapter has set the essential background in continuum fluid dynamics, kinetic
theory and LBM for the rest of this thesis. It has introduced the general idea of the
BE and shown how Boltzmann reduced a very complex equation to a much simpler
form and how it can be simplified even further to give a very elegant method, very
well suited to be discretised into the a computer strategy- LBE. This chapter also
showed how the Boltzmann approach relates to the continuum fluid dynamics theory
and how the LBM can be derived accurately to recover the NSE.
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C hapter 2
Specific Background: B inary fluids
Introduction
The previous chapter concentrated on deriving the NSE describing the motion of
a continuous fluid. It has also been mentioned that this set of equations is not
sufficient when discontinuities occur in the continuum fluid, in which case extra
rules have to be implemented. Unfortunately for this project, an interface between
two fluids represents a discontinuity for the NSE. Navier-Stokes solvers such as CFD,
(see the excellent introduction by Abbot and Bascoe [1]) or LBM, (see the very good
description by Succi [190]) inherit this problem, since they are primarily designed to
solve the NSE alone, that is for a single fluid. First, some of the most common CFD
techniques for interfaces will be described, followed by the current, main interfacial
techniques in LB (fluid interface and solid boundaries). We describe the Gunstensen
LB interfacial method ([80]) in details since it is the method used in this project.
We finish by describing the bounce-back method for implementing LB solid non-slip
walls.

2.1
2.1.1

Equations of m otion
Illustration

In order to put the problem of simulating binary fluids into context, let’s consider
the very simple example of a water droplet sitting on a surface, surrounded by air:
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• The equations describing the motion of the fluid inside the droplet (water) are
the NSE with the parameters of water (viscosity, heat conduction, etc).
• The motion of the surrounding air is described by exactly the same set of
equations (NSE), only with different parameters (defining the air properties).
Discontinuities in the domain of application of each set of NSE therefore arise
at the interface of the two sets of parameters for the NSE and the whole art
and idea of any computational method for binary fluids is to bridge as well as
;possible these discontinuities.
• The transition from one domain to another has its own physics (wetting or
drying for example here) and it is appropriate to consider the physics of the
interfacial region as defining a particular, problematic boundary condition.

2.1.2

General requisites for num erical techniques

Numerical simulations of multiphase flow primarily requires one to locate the inter
faces between the different fluids, which shape can vary and become very complex
(break-up or coalescence for example). A very good discussion of this problem can
be found in reference [179]. In LBM however, as Inamuro et al. point out ([99]), (i)
LBM models have great advantages over conventional methods for multiphase flow,
in that they do not track interfaces, rather they can maintain spontaneous, sharp,
interfaces without any additional ‘artificial’ treatments, and (ii) the LBM conserves
accurately the mass of each component. The issue of interface location leads to the
separation of interfacial methods into two distinct categories: Front Tracking (FT),
Lagrangian approach, and Front Capturing (FC), Eulerian approach (as explained
for example by S. Succi in [190]). FT technics consist of following the fluid interface
from the mean position of tracers embedded over the simulational fluid domain,
moving and imposing forces on the flow as they deform. Methods based on this
approach are robust for fairly smooth and continuous interfaces but they face major
difficulties when the interface becomes tortuous, breaks-up or coalesces (as Sethian
points out in reference [178]). FC based methods on the other hand overcome this
problem by defining a data structure within the computational domain: the inter
face is defined where explicit colour discontinuities occur. However, compared to
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FT techniques, they suffer from much more pronounced numerical diffusion effects
which tend to smear out the interface [190].

The Laplace law (equation 1.18) indicates that a droplet at rest exhibits an inner
pressure higher than its surrounding fluid, proportional to the ratio of its interfacial
pressure step and its radius- defining the interfacial surface tension. As a conse
quence, there exist two main numerical approaches to impose surface tension on
an interface: (i) imposing a pressure step directly on the interface, which defines
the surface tension and (ii), imposing directly the surface tension and verifying the
pressure step. Both approaches give numerical results which are equally as valid
(the old argument of the chicken or the egg), but have subtle differences by design,
leading to differences in applications and accuracies.

2.1.3

B inary interfaces w ith CFD

CFD models are especially well suited for the modeling of single component flu
ids. However, since their very essence is to not retain locality, they inherit difficul
ties in handling (sharp) discontinuities. Solid walls are not much of a problem as
long as they do not move. Principally, two methods imposed themselves for multicomponent CFD methods: the Volume of Fluid (VOF) and the Set Level Method
(LSM).
The VOF m ethod
The VOF ([144], [93]) was developed in the 1960’s and is still widely used by CFD
solvers, mostly for liquid-gas interfaces. It consists of three ingredients: (i) a scheme
to locate the surface (interface), (ii) an algorithm to treat this surface as a sharp in
terface moving through a computational grid and (iii) a means of applying boundary
conditions at the surface. A number of VOF programs have claimed a VOF capa
bility when in reality, they were only implementing one or two of the three VOF
ingredients, giving incorrect results, as described by Hirt in [92]. Most pseudo-VOF
methods use a fluid volume fraction to locate surfaces, but they then attem pt to
compute flow in both liquids by a boundary condition, which produces an incor
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rect motion of the surface since the boundary is assumed to move with the average
velocity of both liquids. In reality, the two fluids generally move independently
of one another except for a thin boundary layer. Other pseudo-VOF practices in
clude representing the interface by a rapid spatial change in density. However, such
schemes result in smoothed transition regions between gas and liquids that cover
several control volumes rather than sharp interfaces localised in one control volume
as the original VOF method [92]. This is especially important when computational
resources are limited.
The surface tension on a VOF interface is imposed mainly by two distinct methods.
The first consists of a body-force acting perpendicularly to the interface and propor
tional to the curvature: the continuous surface force method, CSF ([16], [39], [167],
[7]). The second consists of representing the surface tension as the divergence of a
stress tensor : the continuous surface stress method, CSS ([115], [176]). However,
both techniques have spurious or parasite currents described by [176] as ‘vortices in
the neighbourhood of interface despite the absence of any external forcing. They are
observed with many surface tension simulation methods, including the CSF method,
the CSS method and the LB method, in which they were first discovered

It is in

teresting to note that the pattern of the micro-currents obtained in VOF methods
(pattern pictured in [165] and analysed by Brackbill et al. [16]) is qualitatively the
same as with most LB models (pattern pictured by Halliday et al. [82] for the Gunstensen model, by Wagner [211] for the free energy approach, by Hou et al. for the
potential approach [95]). Reynardy et al derived PROST (Parabolic Reconstruc
tion of Surface Tension) to eliminate these micro-currents for the VOF method by
interpolating the interface (see [165] and chapter 4 for more details).
Despite the very appealing properties of the VOF method, its significant drawbacks
lead to the development of other interfacial methods in CFD, such as the LSM
(described below).
The LSM
The LSM is much more recent that the VOF method: it was developed mainly
by Osher and Sethian around the 1990’s (introduced in Osher, S. and Sethian, J.A.
[149], based on Sethian’s earlier work [179]). The main idea of the level set method is
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to consider the original interface and add an extra dimension to the problem, rather
than following the interface itself: in other words, treating the problem of a moving
interfacial curve (in 2D) as a moving surface. Usually, more dimensions usually mean
more work but the trick of embedding the front in a higher dimensional function (the
set level function) is apparently well worth the added cost, and in fact, with some
work, that cost can be made the same as that of FT techniques (according to Sethian
in [178]). The zero level set of a variable $ (representing the high dimensional
interface) is used to determine the position of the interface.

must be continuous,

smooth and monotonic in the direction normal to the interface. A calculated velocity
field can then be used to advect $. The 2D technique can be summarised as follow
(from [178]): first, the evolving interface is embedded in one higher dimension, using
a time-dependant function $ (x,y, z ,t = 0) in four dimensional space. And then,
adjust this higher dimensional function corresponding to the motion of the interface,
and compute the ” zero” level set to find the position of the propagating interface. It
should be noted that the LSM is not naturally conservative (because has not been
designed for fluid dynamics problems initially) unlike the VOF method, and an extra
mass conservation condition is required. One of the first attempt at using the LSM
to address fluid problems was by Sussman et al ([193] and more recently [192]) for
large viscosity and density ratios problems. Chang et al showed the derivation of
the volume source for surface tension and implemented a mass conserving condition
dependent on curvature ([27]). The LSM has even been combined with the VOF
method to bring the advantages of both techniques: the LSM is used as a predicate
and the VOF for mass conservation (as claimed by Bourlioux [15] and others [196],
[5]). Other (non fluid related) applications, include the computation of optimal
robot paths around obstacles, the extraction of clinically useful features from noisy
output of medical images and the manufacturing steps of transferring a street-map
of circuitry onto a small piece of silicon (more applications, information and links
can be found in J. A. Sethian’s website at Berkeley University [180]).

2.1.4

T he m ain LB interfaces m ethods

This section details the main competing models in LB for binary fluid flow, showing
their strengths, weaknesses, and where they apply best (see [95], [130], [131] for
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detailed theoretical and numerical comparisons). A comparison of two-phase LB
and VOF methods is available in [177]. Extensive literature on the LB multiphase
and multi-component models can be found in [31], [84], [131], [170] and [169]. All
of the existing LB multiphase models make full use of one of the main advantages
of LBM over other numerical methods: locality, removing the task of tracking the
interface.
Pseudo-potential approach
This approach derives directly form microscopic considerations of what is happening
at the interface between two fluids: molecules sitting at the interface experience a
net force driven by the different values of the average intermolecular distance and
affinity in the two fluids. This difference is obviously more important for heavy/light
fluid interfaces. This approach was introduced by X. Shan and H. Chen ([29], [182])
hence known as the Shan-Chen, S-C, model within the LB community. It was
further improved and characterised by the same authors and G. D. Doolen ([183],
[184], [185]). In this technique, both phases follow the standard LBGK evolution
(equation 1.34) as a mixture, with a source term 5 “ (for the colour a) to distinguish
their behaviour:
A Ri = - u s (Ri - R I ) + S(l ,
ABi

= - u , ( B i - B f ) + S?.

where Ri and Bi are the red and blue momentum distribution functions associated
with the red and blue fluid in the lattice.
This source term represents the mesoscopic interactions between the two fluids and
relates to surface tension and phase separation. It is represented by a force following
pairwise interaction, namely the sum of the momentum exchanges with particles
of all other species in the direct neighbourhood. Shan and Chen simplified their
model, to use a single species to simulate binary fluids, by noting that the interface
between two fluids could be captured by their density: a site with high density
belongs to the one fluid and a site with a low density belongs to the other fluid. The
transition between light and heavy fluids is controlled by a function x(p(x)) [183]
and taken to provide a sharp transition between the two phases. Sankaranarayanan
and Sundaresan ([174]) and Sankaranarayanan et al ([173], [172]) modified this
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pseudo-potential approach for the analysis of drag, lift and virtual mass forces in
bubbly suspension. Very recently, they derived a multiscale approach based on this
technique for the extraction of continuum-level (coarse stability) information directly
from LB simulations, applied to the computation of coarse bifurcation diagrams in
bubbly flow [201].
The main drawback of this technique however is that the surface tension parameter
depends on the phase’s separation parameter. This leads to either well separated
very stiff droplets or weakly separated sloppy droplets. Another drawback of this
method is the width of its interface per se: whilst it is possible to have a very stiff
interface of width about one lattice node, the most practical applications of the S-C
model seem to require structured interfaces of thickness > 4 lattice nodes. This
considerably broad interface must have some impact on the length scales accessible
with this technique (requires a very large number of grid points to down scale the
effect of the interfacial width). It should again be noted that this model is subjected,
as is any LB model, to micro-currents flow as depicted by Hou ([95]) and addressed
by Teng ([200], [41]) for example.
This model is however very popular and especially well suited for the simulation
, of important differences of fluid’s density, such as liquid-gas interfaces ([215] for
example).
Free energy approach
A step towards thermodynamic consistency was taken by Swift et al [195], struc
turing the fluid to reach the right thermodynamic equilibrium directly under the
effect of an appropriate equation of state, for a Van der Waals fluid (which exhibits
spontaneous separation) which is isothermal. The pressure, P, may be shown to be
given by:
P = p ^ -® -« p V V -^ |V /9 |2

where

is represents the free energy density functional and

(2.1)
k

is related to the sur

face tension. This leads to a modified equilibrium function and pressure tensor for
the model [195]. The advantage of this approach over the previous S-C approach
is that the surface tension appears directly in the pressure tensor, avoiding dependance upon segregation. Swift et al obtained good agreement against the Laplace
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law ([194]). This model is also very well suited for imposing wetting behaviour
as a result of including a suitable external chemical potential, whose gradients act
as an effective thermodynamic force and can be directly added to the RHS of the
LBE. The local property of the LBE (or BE) makes it possible to tune this force
depending on the fluid and whether it is in contact with any wall ([148]). Recently,
Dupuis et al. obtained very convincing wetting behaviour in several configurations
([122], [49] and [50]). Inamuro et al. have designed a method based on this model,
and proposed an LBM for multicomponent immiscible fluids with the same density
[97], [100] based on the previous work by Inamuro et al. [96]. Inamuro et al. studied
the miscibility of their model and its application to a heat-transfer problem [101].
They improved this method for density ratios up to 1000 and obtained very good
agreement with standard bubble shape diagrams as well as experimental comparison
of coalescence and break up (original method in [99] and [98]).
Swift’s approach, however, does not separate fluids very efficiently and has a wide
interfacial width (again, whilst it is possible to have a very stiff interface of width
about one lattice node, most practical applications of the S-C model seem to require
structured interfaces of thickness > 4 lattice nodes). This model is therefore not
really well suited to simulate large differences of viscosity between the two phases
separated fluids or to be used with small lattices.

Finite density models
All multiphase models described so far include temperature only as a static parame
ter and do not allow self-consistent thermodynamics: the equilibrium state in these
models cannot be described by thermodynamics (see Swift et al. [195], [194] and
Luo [130]). Moreover, the original BE does not apply to dense gases or liquids, it
only describes rarefied gases where molecules are considered as point like particles
(recall Boltzmann’s assumptions discussed in the previous chapter).
In the Boltzmann gas limit (see chapter 1):
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N —* oo,
m

— >

0,

>

r —> 0,
j

where N , m and r are the particle number, particle mass, and interaction range,
respectively, and N m —> finite, N r 2 —>finite, and N r 3 —» 0. Thus, in this limit,
the mean free path I ~ 1/N r2 remains constant, while the total interaction volume
N r3 goes to zero (from [130]). Therefore, in the strict thermodynamic sense, (i) the
Boltzmann equation retains only the thermodynamic properties of a perfect gas, (ii)
the finite size of the molecules are being totally overlooked, (iii) any molecular finite
size effect such as volume exclusion (term (V-b) in the Van der Vaals equation) are
impossible. This calls for finite density corrections to the BE, and involves the two
body radial distribution function pu = f fn d v (which has been replaced by / 1 / 2
under the assumption of molecular chaos) and binary collisions only (dilute gas) in
the derivation of the BE in last chapter. Luo’s idea ([130]) had been precisely to go
back to the BE and apply the method he had developed with He [86] to analyse the
LBE for multiphase fluids with a non-ideal gas equation of state. This equation is
known as the Enskog equation for dense gas [28]. Luo ([84]) then obtained a LBE for
isothermal multiphase fluids, which had the required thermodynamic consistency.
This neat approach provides a more realistic method for non-dilute gases (i.e. to
wards liquids) but is still subjected to some approximations (hard spheres, instan
taneous collisions) and is believed to be less robust than the standard BKG model
([190]).
Chromodynamic models
These models provide two completely immiscible fluids distinguished by their colour.
The original method dates back to the immiscible lattice gas model (ancestor of the
LB, see Frisch et al. [62] by Rothman and Keller in 1988 ([168]), applied to the LBM
by Gunstensen et al in 1991 ([80]) for two spatial dimensions and extended to three
by Gunstensen and Rothman ([79]), and subsequently improved by Grunau et al
([78]). Note that in the latter paper, the immiscible lattice BGK was generalising to
two components the ideas of Chen et al [30] and Qian et al [162]. Not very popular
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within the LB community, it has however decisive advantages against the other
models described previously: it is the only LB technique that allows the separation
of the treatment of surface tension from the interface tracking (it is a drawback of
the interacting potential method and free energy approach that they are unable to
fix explicitly the coefficient of surface tension a priori [105]). Furthermore, it is the
only LB technique able fully to segregate two fluids (i.e. exactly immiscible fluids).
A detailed description of this model can be found in section 2.2 (below) since this is
the model we based our iV-component algorithm upon. Briefly, it consists of fully
separating species within a mixed colour node by a process which can be regarded as
a brutal segregation of colour lacking proper thermodynamical evolution equation
(hence less popular than the free energy or potential approaches). It is subjected
(as any other LB and CFD models) to non-zero micro-currents emerging from the
interface, affecting the dynamics of the interface in a certain regime of flow and,
creating un-physical velocities to the bulk of fluid and a noisy flow field. In reaching
large capillary number applications (surface tension and interface dominated flows),
reducing these unwanted flows has been a constant motivation. Some results in this
application are shown in next chapter.

2.1.5

Large scale LB sim ulation projects

The great advantages of LB compared to other numerical methods for fluid flow
(locality, efficiency, highly parallelisable, wide applicability, etc.) make it very at
tractive for numerous projects involving real engineering issues. These applications
only really took off recently, since LB is considerably younger and rather more im
mature than standard CFD techniques (massively used for a long time for large
scale projects). In these LB projects, fundamental science is not the main issue,
they concentrate mainly on technical and computational issues inherent to the large
scale simulations. A few examples of these computationally impressive LB projects
appropriate at the time of writing are given below.
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Ludwig
Kendon and co-workers have developed Ludwig in the late 1990’s, a general purpose
parallel LB code capable of simulating the hydrodynamics of complex fluids in 3-D
(a detailed description can be found in [45]). The aim of Ludwig is to simulate mul
ticomponent fluids, amphifilic systems, flow in porous media, colloidal particles and
polymers. Desplat et al note that the modular structure of Ludwig is its strength
and should facilitate its extension to many other problems. So far, Ludwig has been
used numerically to study the late-stage demixing following spinodal decomposition
of a three-dimensional symmetric binary fluid mixture [107], but no further appli
cations have been reported to the best knowledge of the author. It did however
demonstrate the feasibility of large numerical LB simulations.

VirtualFluids_real
Following the concept of Ludwig, Krafczyk et al ([112], [42]) are developing a LBMCFD based software, VirtualFluids_real, to compute, very efficiently, transient and
steady state flows, the ultimate aim being to provide a very flexible analysis of com
plex flow phenomena. Doing so, they integrate the three interdependent steps of
computational engineering studies (main difference with Ludwig): (i) preprocess
ing, (ii) computation and (ii) postprocessing, and report that their LB-CFD kernel
provides major advantages in terms of integrating them [111]. They also note that
LBM through its locality, provides considerable numerical and algorithmic advan
tages. The current application of this project is the interactive analyse of indoor
air flow for HVAC systems (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), with up to
one million discrete grid points, at realistic Reynolds numbers and with an updated
result every 10 seconds [111]. In VirtualFluids_real, the flow is computed in ‘real
time’ accordingly to the user’s inputs: a new computational grid is automatically
generated after each user’s modification to the computational geometry. The bilat
eral interaction between the simulation and the flow visualisation is done by Virtual
Reality. This project is apparently very successful and gave already very promising
results.
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RealityGrid
More recently, a more ambitious project sponsored by a major EPSRC (Engineer
ing and Physical Sciences Research Council, the UK Governments leading funding
agency for research and training in engineering and the physical sciences) grant to
a consortium of universities and collaborating institutions aims to grid-enable the
realistic modeling and simulation of complex condensed matter structures at the
mesoscale and nanoscale levels as well as to facilitate the discovery of new materi
als. Called RealityGrid,, the project is an ambitious and exciting global effort to
develop an environment in which individual users can access computers, databases
and experimental facilities ‘simply and transparently’ , without having to consider
where those facilities are located. RealityGrid proposes to extend the concept of
a Virtual Reality centre across the grid and links it to massive computational re
sources at high performance computing centres and experimental facilities (a com
puting environment built around the UK’s most advanced computing technology
and infrastructure). The Principal Investigator of this grant is P.V. Coveney from
University College London, and more details can be found on the RealityGrid web
site [163]. Further details on the art of steering simulations can be found in [136],
[33], [20], [32], and some impressive applications using this technology can be found
in [76], [83], [75],

Exa Corporation and PowerFLOW
A description of the LBM would not be complete without mentioning that K.
Molvig, while on sabbatical from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
founded E xa (in 1991). Exa Corporation is in charge of developing and marketing
P ow erFLO W , the only commercial LB based fluid flow software, for engineers to
analyse complex fluid flow problems. Exa PowerFLO W claims to be dramatically
faster than currently available solutions (CFD) and to deliver unprecedented accu
racy. Its applications include automotive, aerospace, petroleum, chemical process
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ing, environmental engineering, material processing, power generation, and HVAC
(linked to the project VirtualityFluidJFteal described previously). More details can
be found on the Exa website [56].

2.2
2.2.1

The G unstensen m ethod for diphasic LB fluid
Introduction

As with any model, the Gunstensen algorithm is design to address discontinuities
occurring in the NSEs in a physical way. Its great advantage over its competitors
(LB or CFD) is that it remains very local, segregates fully two fluids, and permits
one to set a priori the surface tension parameter; enableling explicit assignment
of parameters for both fluids, as well as the interface. Together these are the key
to a simple and efficient algorithm for our problem here. D. Kehrwald provided
a very detailed (numerical and theoretical) analysis of this two-phase incompress
ible Navier-Stokes model, with several approaches to improving the two dimensional
model. Unfortunately, all of them turned out to yield no substantial improvement
[105]. In reference [106], he analysed the Gunstensen model’s physical consistency,
but no attention was paid however to the interface motion or maintenance of immiscibility.
This work had set-out acknowledged difficulties around this model, which we as
sessed during this project.
As seen with previous multiphase models, the standard LB algorithm (repetitive
collision / propagation steps) is not enough to simulate polychromatic fluids. Gunstensen’s original idea was inspired by the immiscible lattice gas method of Rothmann and Keller ([168]). It was to keep the core LB algorithm, generalising the
’’colourblind” densities /* to ri and

(denoting red and blue), and adding an extra

step between the collision step and propagation step to, (i) segregate colour and, (ii)
impose surface tension. This extra step is defined as the recolouring step. Ginzburg
and Steiner ([68], [67]) proposed a modified Gunstensen model to simulate freesurface flows and obtained very convincing filling process simulations. Tolke et al
([205]) modified the algorithm slightly for the simulation of variable viscosity and
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density ratios (and applied their model convincingly to the flow in porous media).

2.2.2

T he collision step

Let’s see first the evolution of pure nodes (i.e. containing only one colour, typically
in the bulk of either fluids). They undergo exactly the monochromatic collision step
from the standard LBGK relaxation algorithm:
rf

= Ti —u r (7*,- —rf 9) for red pure nodes,

bf

= h — u>b (hi — beq) for blue pure nodes,

where the equilibrium distribution functions are defined the usual way:

u ) = t i p R 1 + 3u • Ci + | (u • Cj)2 - ~u2 for red pure nodes,

(2.2)

bf{p, u) = tipB 1 + 3u • q + ^ (u • q )2 - | u 2 for blue pure nodes.
It should be noted that u r and Ub still carry the viscosity information of the fluid
considered (see equation 1.35), ensuring that pure nodes evolve consistently to the
corresponding NSE. u and pa (a here denotes either colour) are the macroscopic
nodal velocity and density respectively defined as follow:
pR = JT r{ and pR ua = J2i ri °ia

for red pure nodes,

pB = ]T\ bi and pB ua = JT b{ Qa

for blue pure nodes,

Mixed nodes on the other hand have to manufacture a lattice a ‘smooth’ discontinu
ity in the parameters of the two adjacent NSE, as well as imbedding the interface’s
own physics. In this case, the algorithm considers the colourblind densities (similar
to the original LBGK note):
fi =Ti -f bi,
evolving in the usual way:

ft =
where the equilibrium distribution function and the macroscopic observables are
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defined as usual:
f - Q= pU [l -f 3u • ci + |( u • Ci)2 + §u2] ,
P = T ,i(ri + k ) =
pUot =

Q a “b bi Gcc) =

>
fi G a '

A smooth transition of the kinematic viscosity from one fluid to another through
the finite interfacial width, is ensured by the effective BGK relaxation parameter:

e

=

p
pR/ u R + pB/ojB ’

leading to an effective interfacial viscosity:
pRvR + pBvB
ve = ------------------.
P
The location of the interface emerges from the mixed nodes, very easily tractable:
it lies where nodes contain both colours (pR ^ 0 and pB ^ 0).

2.2.3

R ecolouring step

The lack of an additional step to the standard LBM, in which the propagation
step follows immediately the collide step, would lead to the rapid and nearly total
diffusion of all the dynamic links form mixed nodes into surrounding nodes leading to
a uniform soup of colour. To avoid this, the Gunstensen algorithm segregates colour
at every mixed node, at every time step, ensuring that colour, as far as possible,
goes back where it came from (following microscopic observations of non-miscibility
or differential attraction). The aim of the segregation step is therefore to achieve
a nodal distribution of colour in which each colour is propagated back as much as
possible to its corresponding bulk colour, that is, each side of the interface. To
achieve segregation, the technique maximises the work done by the colour-flux qa
of each colour (measure of the net momentum difference at a site) resulting from
the nodal post-segregation distribution, against the colour-field P “. We define the
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colour-flux qa and the colour-field P a as follow:
qa (x , t) = ]T1 Ci [ai - ad ,
i
^

M

)

=

^

M

x

+

c i . 4) - « i ( r

+

ci,t)]

CiP

ij

=

] C [^a (x + Ci,t) - p “ (r + Ci,t)]

dp.

(2.3)

i

where a is the colour considered and a the other colour (i.e. if a is red then a is
blue), with the associated momentum densities a* and al (i.e. if oti is r< then a is
k).

Note that P ^ (x ,t) stay unchanged by any nodal rearrangement of colour. Maximis
ing the work of the colour-field against the colour-flux for one colour is enough to
ensure maximum de-mixing of mixed nodes since there is a maximum of two colours
only and that the two corresponding colour-fields and colour-flux are opposite:
$(x,t) = -gf(x,t),

1

(24)

i^ ( x , i ) = - f f ( x , t ) . J
Throughout this thesis, any angle in the simulation has been chosen to be measured
with respect to direction 4 in the D2Q9 geometry (see figure 1.2), which leads to
the following formula for the angle of P a:
d% = tan -1 ( jis J

(2.5)

This technique makes the assumption that the direction of P represents the direc
tion of the interface normal. This has been subjected to some discussions but no
valid arguments or convincing measurements could be found to refute this essential
assumption: no significant difference between the normal of the fitted interface of a
closed drop and the computed local colour-field was found (the difference was typi
cally less than a degree), which leads to the conclusion that the previous assumption
is valid to a high order of accuracy.
Then, each nodal colour density, pa, is distributed numerically onto the colourblind
post-collided dynamical links

fi

s by the order of decreasing link/colour-field work

(ci • P) until pa is exhausted. Figure 2.1 illustrates the way to find the order of
recolouring, Ore hereafter, for Op = 10°.
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7

Figure 2.1:

6

5

Finding the reallocation order of colour. In this example, Op is 10° corre
sponding to an order of recolouring of [3,4, 5 ,2 ,0 ,6 ,1 ,8 , 7].

Working out the order of recolouring of each link of each node at each time step is
very computationally ineffective. This is addressed by noticing th at there are only
16 possible different Ore. It is therefore possible to resolve the infinite number of Op
into 16 different ranges, defining 16 orders of recolouring (see figure 2.2).

—

Figure 2.2:

Red bulk —

— Blue bulk —

In this case, the colour-field direction lies exactly at the boundary where
link 2 and 5 have equal priority (as well as 1 and 6 note). The two shaded
zones indicates zones of identical reallocating order.

/3 in figure 2.3 can be easily calculated to be:
/3 = tan~1^- « 26,56°.

The rest of the orders and angular limits can be easily found by symmetry. This
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leads to configuration of figure 2.3 and the following corresponding table of colour
reallocation order which can be used as a look up table in the programme:
Hierarchy order

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

Segment 1

3 4

5 2 0 6

Segment 2

3 4

2 5 0

Segment 3

3 2 4 .1

Segment 4

3 2

Segment 5

1 2 3 8

Segment 6

1 2 8 3 0

Segment 7

1 8 2

Segment 8

9

1 8

7

1 6 8

7

5 8 6

7

1 4 0 8 5 6

7

0

0 4

7 6 5

7 4

6 5

7 0 3 6 4

5

1 8

7 2 0 6 3 4

5

Segment 9

7 8

1 6 0

2 5 4

3

Segment 10

7 8 6

1 0 5 2 4

3

Segment 11

7 6 8 5 0

Segment 12

7 6 5 8

0 4

Segment 13

5 6

0 8 3

2

1

Segment 14

5 6 4 7 0 3 8 2

1

Segment 15

5 4 6 3 0

1

Segment 16

5 4 3 6 0 2

7 4

1 4

2 3

1 2 3

7 2 8
7 8

1

This numerical step ensures very efficient and effective recolouring and segregation
of colour: we measured that a droplet retained its integrity (total mass within its
closed boundary) to a level better than 10- 2 % after 106 steps (steady step). For
many, this points out the great advantage to fully recolouring, as it implies stable
segregation in time. However, the recolouring step is relatively crude: each colour is
forced back without direct reference to the hydrodynamics, disabling any possibility
of phase segregation investigation. At the time of writing, the dynamics of the colour
is only approximately understood. However, it appears essential to ‘counter-diffuse’,
at least on short time and (of course) length scales.
It should be noted that according to equation 2.4, the interface normal can be
considered as lying along either of the red or blue fluid’s colour-field. This property
is used as a short cut when recolouring colours: say r< is recoloured first, then
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1

2

3

6

5

8

7
F ig u r e 2 .3 :

D 2 Q 9 s e g m e n ta tio n o f th e c o lo u r -fie ld d ir e c tio n in to 1 6 r a n g e s g iv in g id e n 
tic a l r e c o lo u r in g o r d e r

it is legitimate to state that b{ = fi — r< (which would be obtained by applying
the recolouring to the blue fluid). Only half of the re-allocation needs to be done
which, as well as reducing the execution time of the recolouring process, halves the
classification noise added to the tVs and bf s (output of the recolouring step).
This section finishes with an example to illustrate this complicated step. Let’s say
that 6p = 10° (recall picture 2.1). It therefore lies in segment number 1 of the above
look up table (with figure 2.3), and the recolouring order of the red fluid onto the
links within the node is directly found to be Tr = [3,4,5,2,0,6,1,8,7]. As we saw
previously, the blue fluid colour-field will be directed opposite, that is 6p — 190°,
and lies in the segment 9. The blue reallocation table is % = [7,8,1,6,0,2,5,4,3]
(through the colour reallocation look up table), but can be omitted by recalling that
bi = f i - n .
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2.2.4

Original G unstensen surface tension

Throughout this thesis, we shall make the explicit distinction between the Gun
stensen algorithm and the Gunstensen method, referring to the general method to
tackle the interface in LB and the original method to impose surface tension, re
spectively.
Halliday et al developed and characterised a Gunstensen type method to impose
surface tension on a Gunstensen-type interface ([82]). It should be noted that the
description of this method (described further later in this section) is the starting
point of significant improvements, and is therefore important.
This approach is based on imposing the surface tension (in opposition to imposing
a pressure step). It is inspired by physical observations: the surface tension is, by
definition, a tension, i.e. a tendency of the interface to shrink. The method consists
therefore in reducing the simulational interfacial length, by removing an amount
A/* of mass density along the surface and adding it to the post collided densities
/ * (x, t) and is defined by the mass and momentum conservative perturbation:

A /i(x, t) = a(x) cos [ 2 (0p(r) - 0;)].

(2.6)

cr(x) is the surface tension parameter set by the user, Op is the angle of the interface
normal (either Op or Op), and 0* is the angle of the link i.
It should be noticed that the interface is effectively broader when lying along diago
nal links of the lattice (long links, 11) than along the longitudinal links (short links,
si). Since the perturbation 2.6 is applied to any mixed node, the interface along
the 11 will be subjected to more forcing. This anisotropy was not addressed until
the introduction of the A factor (see next chapter for more details). This difference
creates a local anisotropic surface tension. The activation of surface tension is lim
ited to mixed sites by inclusion of a concentration factor CC to the perturbation
2.6 ensuring similar effective surface tension radially throughout the interface of the
droplet. It is defined by:,
CC(v,t) = l -

PR ~ P B
pR + pB

(2.7)

It can be shown that these perturbations (equations 2.6 and 2.7) do not change the
momentum or velocity of the site.
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2.2.5

T he Lishchuk m ethod to im pose surface tension

In an attempt to reduce the micro-currents, Lishchuk decided not to try to refine the
Gunstensen method further but to invent another way of imposing surface tension
[127]. His strategy had been to impose the pressure step across the interface via
the stress condition, at multi-coloured nodes, giving an effective surface tension
(in fact, reverse engineering from the previous original Gunstensen method). This
method consists therefore in adding a body force acting towards the droplet, along
the normal to the interface, proportional to the expected surface tension and the
local radius of curvature (note the great similarity with the continuous surface force
method in the VOF model in CFD ([16]). It is in a sense, applying the Laplace
law (equation 1.18), locally , inspired from CFD techniques (section 2.1.3). This
is achieved by adding the following step (instead of the Gunstensen’s perturbation,
equations 2.6 and 2.7) to the Gunstensen algorithm, still at the mixed nodes only:
A /i(x) = <t(x ) U K (x) cia da

»

where cr(x) is the surface tension parameter, K is the local curvature of the interface
and U are the usual lattice dependant weights. First, the curvature of the red-blue
interface at a mixed node x is calculated from an identity generalised from the result
K = Vs : n [127]:
K (r) = nx ny (dx ny + dy nx) - n2x dx nx - n2x dy ny ,

(2.8)

where nx and ny are the x and y component of the interface normal. Spatial gradients
can be calculated as follow to the 0(4) accuracy [127]:
dpna(x) = i ^ n a (x + Ci) a p .
i

There are no valid arguments why the direction of the interface normal direction
could not be represented again by the colour-field’s direction. However, the colourfield vector PQ has to be normalised, since it contains also density gradient infor
mation, unwanted for the surface gradient computation (so far, only its angle is of
interest):
1^

PQ(x + ci)

Lishchuk et al. [127] found that, surprisingly, the micro-currents activity fia (see
equation 3.2) is forty times reduced with this method for a neutrally buoyant drop
at rest) compared to the standard Gunstensen method. The isotropy of the droplet
was found to be much better as well. These points will be discussed further in next
chapter. More details on this method can be found in [127].

2.2.6

Rem ark on th e G unstensen algorithm

The Gunstensen algorithm consists of a generalisation to two component of the
standard repetition of collide and propagate steps in the LB method (see figure
2.4). It can be modified very easily since all procedures are inter-independent. For
example, the collision step can, in principle, be any LB evolution developed for other
methods.
Initialisation

Collision of colourblind densities

(Extra physics:
surface tension, gravity, pressure force, etc)

Recolouring

(Bounce back)

Propagation

Figure 2.4: Gunstensen algorithm.
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2.3

Solid boundary lattice closure w ith LB

Key applications in this thesis rely upon accurate representations of the boundary.

2.3.1

B ounce back

We use LB’s most common and robust way of imposing no-slip boundary condi
tion to our simulation: the bounce back method. There are however two ways of
implementing this technique: ”on grid” or ” mid-grid” [190].

O n-grid bounce-back m eth o d
The on-grid method consists, crudely, in reversing all density populations sitting on
a boundary node (the wall is East-West), splitting the densities into two different
groups (North and South). Figure 2.5 and equations 2.10, 2.9 illustrate the on-grid
bounce back method (taken from Succi, [190]).

M

/

7T\
4

be

•

Before

•

•

After

Figure 2.5: On grid bounce back method, the wall is represented by the solid line.

fin(N) = foutiS)
1 0 0\
h {x ,y )
\h ( x ,y ) )

(2.9)

f2(x,y)
( 2. 10)

0 1 0
yO 0 l

/ \f4 {x ,y) )

The zero slip velocity is obtained exactly on the node location, the physical boundary
lies exactly on the grid’s line. However, on-grid bounce back is generally credited to
be only first-order accurate because the densities at the boundary node do collide
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and therefore are modified by what is happening on the other side of the wall (which
is obviously unphysical for a non-deformable and non-moving wall).
At a practical level, the position of the walls is defined by a boolean-type array of
the same size as the LB lattice: B 5 OT(x). Each element of B B ^ x ) defines whether
there is a wall or not at the position x (we chose arbitrarily to set B B on(x) = 1 for
the presence of a wall and B B on(x = 0) for the absence of a wall). See figure 2.6 for
an illustration.
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• BB(xV=l
Figure 2.6: Lattice B B mi of the on-grid bounce back method determining the position
of the walls

M id-grid bounce back m eth o d
The remedy to the accuracy of the on-grid bounce back problem (only first-order
accuracy) is to change slightly the method by reflecting densities back. Taking the
same example than previously, where a wall is East-West:

^ fe fa y )^

1 0 0

( f 2{ x - l , y - l ) \

fi{x>y)

0 1 0

h { x , y — 1)

\0 0 1

/

(2 .11)

\ J A{x + \ , y - l ) )

The position of the walls is defined effectively by a similar boolean-type array than
B B m (x) for the on-link bounce back, but of double size as the LB lattice: B B mid(x)
(see figure 2.8) for illustration. It should be noted that a node cannot be the host of
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Figure 2.7: Mid-link bounce back method, the wall is represented by the solid line.
a mid-link bounce back (that just does not make any sense) and th at B B mid(x.) must
contain continuous boundaries only (failing to do so induces leakage of velocities).

•

Hydrodynam ical LB nodes

•
O

B B (x)=l
BB(x)=0

Figure 2.8: Lattice B B mid of the mid-grid bounce back method determining the position
of the walls
We used the mid-link bounce back method in this project, but however, as Succi
notes, the distinction between mid-grid and on-grid bounce back is not very impor
tant since the on-grid method can also be made second order accurate. For more
detailed discussion of the treatm ent of no-slip boundary conditions in LBGK, con
sult for example Ginzburg and Adler [65] and Ginzburg I. and D’Humieres [66], He
et al. [87], Mei et al. [138], [139] or Succi [190].

2.3.2

M oving particles, m ulticom ponent LB: th e Ladd m eth od

Solid particles can be added into the LB situational domain by the mean of a
technique developed by Ladd et al. in 1994 ([113], [114]). Each particle is represented
by a closed surface S which is replaced by the set of lattice links cut by S'. A
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mid-link bounce back type method is used for the solid —>fluid interaction. The
fluid —> solid interaction is slightly more complicated. The solid particle should
move and .rotate according to the surrounding flow’s stresses. This is addressed
by integrating the total torque and force acting on the particle, and moving it
accordingly. The interior of the particle is filled with fluid which quickly relaxes to
a rigid-body motion of the same mass [114]. Ladd also included some lubrication
force correction to the particles suspensions for more accurate representation of high
volume fraction suspensions [143]. Some applications of this technique range from
particle re-suspension problems by Feng et al. ([59], [58]) to the modeling of the
dynamic of volcanic eruptions [129]. This technique easily address non-spherical
particles, examples include the study of the sedimentation of a fiber in Newtonian
fluid [103] or red blood cell simulations [191], [140].

2.4
2.4.1

D iscussions
Stab ility issues

The overall stability of most LB simulations is set by the appearance of ‘negative
densities’, /< < 0, which do not have any physical meaning (how does a density of
probability be negative?). These negative densities appear mainly for two reasons:
(i) the total forcing applied (sum of body force, velocity forcing, surface tension,
pressure difference, etc) is too high and fully depletes a link (fl < Y lA fl) , or (ii)
the relaxation parameter setting the viscosity of the fluid over-do the relaxation to
equilibrium (the relaxation parameter has to be between 0 and 2 (see equation 1.36)
and ideally, between 0.1 and 1.9 for most configurations). In the case of binary
fluids, instability can rise when the viscosity ratio between two fluids is too high,
leading to a too important gradients and discontinuities (ideally the ratio of the
viscosities should not be greater than 100).
Stability issues are therefore important and great care has been given to the surface
tension methods to provide adequate stability. The Lishchuk method has been found
to be much more stable than the original Gunstensen method [127], even though
the reasons are not really understood at the time of writing.
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2.4.2

O pen discussion

It is important to note that most of the current LBM models for multiphase and
multicomponent fluid flows do not connect directly to kinetic theory. However, as
we mentioned, Luo ([130], [131]) and Luo and Girimaji ([132], [133]) have rigorously
derived LBM models for multiphase fluid flows from the Enskog equation (non-ideal
gases) from which is the corresponding kinetic equation, and provided a unified
framework to treat the LBM models for multiphase and multicomponent fluids ([99]).
It would be interesting to analyse methods for a Gunstensen-type algorithm, since
it provides easy implementation and does not depend any evolution equation can
easily be implemented in this technique (contrary to other LB algorithms).

Conclusion
This chapter provided the reader with the necessary background for the discussions
and improvement for the following of this thesis. It showed that the Gunstensen
algorithm for handling binary fluid interfaces is different from all the other interfacial
LB techniques, in that the latter is the only one to provide well separated fluids,
to the expense of the thermodynamics of the colour flux. Micro-currents have also
been mentioned as a cause of reduced stability of the model. Next chapter addresses
the later issue.
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C hapter 3
B inary fluid: reduction o f
m icro-currents and p ossibility of
w ettin g properties
Introduction
The previous chapters were to set the necessary background information in fluid
dynamics and LB theory (monochromatic and binary fluid with the Gunstensen
algorithm) to support this and the following chapters. Here, we shall first review
work on micro-currents with other binary models such as CFD and LB methods,
then qualify and quantify the micro-currents activity and seek their origin in the
case of the original LB Gunstensen algorithm and interfacial surface tension method.
From that, we then show how to reduce the micro-currents by more than an order
of magnitude and, by the same token, improve significantly the circularity of a
suspended droplet shape. Finally, we show a method for imposing wetting properties
on a Gunstensen interface, followed by simple applications. This provides the first
result chapter of this thesis and has been published in [46].
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3.1

Literature review and introduction to th e microcurrents

3.1.1

D id you say m icro-currents, spurious flow or artificial
velocities?

This section aims to qualify and describe what is meant by what are most commonly
known as *spurious velocities ’ in multiphase modeling. It should be noted straight
away that there is no difference between the phenomena to which the terms ‘microcurrents’, ‘spurious velocities’ or ‘artificial flow’ refer to, except authors’ habit.
At Sheffield Hallam University, we prefer to qualify any unwanted flow artifact
attributable to the presence of an interface as micro-currents. R. Scardovelli and S.
Zaleski [176] describe them as ‘vortices in the neighbourhood of an interface, despite
the absence of any external forcing ’. Here, the term micro is more historical than
meaningful since, as we will see in this chapter and in chapter 6, some micro-currents
are not so ‘micro’ and, under certain conditions, the hydrodynamic flow can even
be overwhelmed. Micro-currents are, by definition, unwanted and are the cause of
key limitations in the capability hence applicability, and of most multi-component
methods (LB or CFD). It is therefore important to reduce them.
Interestingly enough, the patterns of the micro-currents flow around a stationary
droplet are qualitatively the same for the VOF methods (pattern pictured in [165])
and LB binary models (pattern crudely pictured by Halliday et al [82] and Kehrwald
[105] for the Gunstensen model, by Wagner [211] and Nourgaliev et al. [146] for the
free energy approach, and by Hou et al. for the potential approach [95]).

3.1.2

Literature review on m icro-currents

‘Parasite’ flow in the VOF methods
The existence of spurious currents in the simulation of a spherical drop with zero
initial velocity is a well-known limiting case of the VOF technique [176]. Recall that
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the surface tension in the VOF method is mainly imposed by two techniques: the
CSF and the CSS.
In 1994, Lafaurie [115] identified and compared these ‘parasite’ currents emerging
from the CSF method with the one obtained with the Rothman-Keller lattice gas
model (the ’ancestor’ of the Gunstensen model). They found that in both tech
niques, the surface tension algorithm induced pathological effects, especially at high
values of the surface tension.
In 1998, some alternative implementations of the CSF method ameliorated the flow,
by smoothing the colour function before calculating its derivatives [108].
In 2001, Ginzburg et al. [69] also found that in both the CSS and CFS methods,
anomalous currents originate from an approximation issue of the surface tension
term due, to discretisation methods. They used a cubic spline aligned grid to rep
resent the surface tension more accurately (based on the original idea of Popinet
and Zaleski [159]). The amplitude of the spurious currents was reduced by a factor
4 —500, depending on the coarsening of the grids. They found that, generally, the
current strength decreases with the spatial resolution.
In 2002, Renardy et al [165] showed that the spurious flow in both the CSF and
CSS models in CFD were caused by a lack of spatial/temporal convergence (also
shown in a different way by Brackbill et al in [16] and [7]): apparently (i) temporal
discretisation error causes drops to stretch rapidly, (ii) while spatial discretisation
error causes them to stretch too slowly. They designed a more accurate representa
tion of the body force that imposes the surface tension, consisting in (i) a new body
force algorithm, (ii) some improvements in the projection method for the NavierStokes solver, and (iii) a higher order interface advection scheme, which effectively
eliminates the spurious currents. In this model, the curvature of the interface was
calculated from an optimal fit for a quadratic approximation of the interface over
surrounding groups of cells. The authors consequently called this algorithm PRO S T :
Parabolic Reconstruction Of Surface Tension [165].
It should however be noted that all these improved methods are generally elaborate
and non-local, against which the Gunstensen method (as well as other LB methods)
has an advantage.
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‘Spurious velocities’ in the Free Energy approach
In 2002, Nurgaliev et al. [146] derived a model based on this FE technique and shown
that the interface spurious velocities were orders of magnitude lower than that for
existing LBE models of non-ideal fluids. They were able significantly to improve the
stability of the thechnique, particularly when used in the modeling of stiff droplets
(high surface tension).
In 2003, Wagner demonstrated that the spurious velocities in diphasic LB mod
els using this method are caused and driven by a non-compatible discretisation of
the driving forces for the order-parameter 4/ (see equation 2.1) dictating the colour
evolution and the momentum densities fa [211]. Wagner claims that the same argu
ments holds for all other LB methods that exhibit spurious velocities but has not
published any similar method for any other LB interfacial methods since (to the au
thor’s best knowledge) nor have the author and collaborators managed to gain the
same order of improvement by applying similar ideas to the Gunstensen interfacial
method. Moreover, Wagner’s paper is not really clear on the origin of the reduced
overall stability of this modified model (nor is it on the proposed, corresponding fix)
and the need to input a correction term into the definition of the momentum (to
insure invariance).
Teng et al concluded that the existence of the spurious velocities is due to the errors
of the discreteness of space and time inherent in any numerical simulations (LB and
other macroscopic finite-difference simulations) [200].
It is interesting to note that Nourgaliev, in his previous paper ([146]), argued that
since this model conserves local momentum, the interface spurious velocities are
significantly smaller than that one for non-local inter-particle interaction potential
models (which do not). However, to the author’s mind this implication is suspect,
since the Guntensen’s method conserves local momenta but shows higher micro
currents activity than the Lishchuk method [127], which does not.
‘Artefact velocities’ in the pseudo-potential approach
As just mentioned, this model does not conserve local net momentum at each site
(note that the total momentum of the system is however exactly conserved [183]).
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Nourgaliev et al. deduced that this is the origin of significant interface spurious ve
locities, claimed to be caused by the local violation of the momentum conservation
[146] (which, again appears to be suspect to the author’s mind).
In 1997, Zou et al described this method’s micro-currents in details (while com
paring this approach with the Gunstensen approach) [95] and observed that the
spurious currents can be directly reduced by reducing the value of the interaction
potential (determining the surface tension and miscibility), but generating higher
miscibility and lower surface tension. We return to this point in next section.
Kato et al [104] studied the thermodynamics of phase transition using a similar
approach, but Nourgaliev et al [146] reported that kato’s model was still subjected
to non-negligible spurious velocities at the interface as well as strong anisotropic
effects, even for a static bubble. Cristea et al [41] also addressed this issue of spu
rious velocities but no convincing remedies has yet been found to the author’s best
knowledge.
It is interesting to note that the conclusions of all these authors highlight what we
consider as a general problem (deriving from the Gunstensen method): the need
to maintain (i) narrow interface and (ii) isotropic drops conflicts with the need to
reduce the micro-currents.
M icro-currents in the G unstensen model
In 1997, Hou et al [95] noted that in the Rothman-Keller model [168] (ancestor of
the Gunstensen model), the spurious currents are closely related to the value of the
surface tension parameter a and can be reduced by using smaller values of cr, but the
surface tension decreases accordingly. They believed that this could be explained in
the way the particle-particle interaction is microscopically modeled: interactions be
tween particles exist only in an arbitrarily defined interfacial zone and their strength
is calculated through a maximisation process (the recolouring scheme, see section
2.2.3 for details).
In 1998, Halliday et al [82] derived an analytical expression for the Gunstensen sur
face tension method and suggested that an orientational-dependent anisotropy in
the model’s surface tension was responsible, at least in part, for the micro-currents.
However, they noted that any attempt quantitatively to access the theory of micro
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currents will require substantial work, but would certainly help understanding this
phenomenon and provide a chance to eliminate them [82]. To the author’s best
knowledge, such an analysis has still not been done yet. In 1999, Thompson et al.
([203]) provided a more thorough investigation on the drop’s isotropy but did not
push the analysis of their micro-currents further.
More recently (late 2003), Kehrwald ([105]) studied, analytically, the Gunstensen
technique in great detail. He applied equivalent moment analysis and local differen
tial geometry to examine how the interface motion is determined and how the surface
tension step can be included such that consistency to the two-phase incompressible
NSE can be expected (validating his theoretical analysis by numerical experiments).
He also found that the Gunstensen method can be closely connected to the conser
vative volume tracking method (for determining interface motion) and consequently
coupled both methods together. Applied to simple flow fields, this coupled method
yields much better results than the plain Gunstensen model. He also observed some
spurious currents and assigned their origins to the discretisation of the surface ten
sion formula. This work was certainly very promising and more attention should be
paid. Unfortunately, we only discovered this work late in this project and did not
have the time to apply any of these ideas to our model. It could be the base for
future work in the current application.

3.1.3

Tests on micro-currents: from ab-initio

We shall now concentrate on the micro-currents originating from the Gunstensen
surface tension approach (see previous chapter for a description of the method).
As we saw in the last section, the micro-currents in the standard Gunstensen model
have, as yet, no certain origins unlike most other models (although discretisation
error remains the most likely cause). Previous studies have shown that one con
tribution to the general trend on the interfacial origin of the micro-currents was
a mismatch in the surface tension forcing. This section consequently describes the
symptoms associated with the micro-currents in the original Gunstensen model, and
their assumed origin from the surface tension perturbation through three tests which
lead to the development of an improved Gunstensen-type surface tension method.
This comprise the first results of this thesis and has been published in July 2003 in
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[46].
Test 1 - N o surface tension: testing the algorithm
The first test consists of describing the conditions under which the micro-currents
appear. It is widely acknowledged that a monochromatic LB simulation without
forcing does not exhibit any flow (to the extent of the computer’s finite accuracy).
This suggests that the interfacial method is responsible for the generation of the
micro-currents (everybody agrees on that, as last section showed): to test this hy
pothesis, a droplet (number 1 say) is initialised in a rest fluid, and not subjected to
any forcing (surface tension, gravity or pressure gradient).
The velocity field in this simulation has been measured to be uniformly zero (to
a similar level than similar monochromatic simulations). We measured that the
droplet ‘diffuses’ into the surrounding fluid at a rate of only 10-5 % of its total mass
every 106 time steps, which demonstrates the very good de-mixing efficiency (immiscibility) of this algorithm. ■
This information on the velocity field and diffusion confirmed, as expected, that
the Gunstensen algorithm does conserve local and total mass, and momentum while
de-mixing very efficiently (unlike other models such as the potential approach).
Micro-currents appear when the surface tension parameter is non-zero (a ^ 0, from
equation 2.6), identifying the surface tension perturbation as one cause (if not the
major) of the micro-currents in this technique.
Test 2 :- Add surface tension: characterisation of the m icro-currents
The second test was to add surface tension to the previous drop with the origi
nal Gunstensen method, and investigate the time evolution and dependance of the
micro-currents on different parameters of the simulation.
In order to gain consistency within the results of the different tests, it is important
to note that a alone (equations 2.6) is not appropriate to quantify the interfacial
surface tension: we use the macroscopic (or effective) surface tension E defined as
follow (c.f. the Laplace law, equation 1.18):
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where A P is the pressure step inside the drop and R is its radius.

We define also the normalised micro-currents activity, p a namely the ratio of the
overall flow to the measured macroscopic surface tension S (from equation 3.1) as:
( 3 .2 )

where u(x, t) is the calculated nodal velocity (see equation 1.38).

The steady state drop’s relative anisotropy (in other words, its general shape) and
micro-currents pattern do not depend significantly on the simulation parameters
(drop’s viscosity, surrounding fluid’s viscosity, droplet’s surface tension and radius).
Figures 3.1-3.3 shows the typical steady state shape (the colour represents the pres
sure) and associated velocity field of a droplet at ‘rest’. The simulation parameters
for this data were: 200 x 200 nodes, u R = u B = 1.7, p° = 1.8, a = 0.001, Rdrop — 33,
periodic boundary conditions top/bottom and left-right.
It is interesting to note that the depletion of the interfacial nodes is clearly noticeable
in figure 3.2, where the blue represents low nodal density and corresponds to the
position of the interface. This is caused by the surface tension method which effec
tively depletes links parallel to the interface and feeds those perpendicular, leading
to a nodal depletion of the interface (through the propagation step).
We quantify the total anisotropy of the droplet by the standard deviation of the
distance of the mixed nodes to the averaged radius of the drop:

_

where

N

j^j E n

(1 X mixecL

x gra|

Ro)

is the number of mixed nodes in the simulation,

^

x m ixed

is the posit ion. of

the mixed nodes, x gra is the position of the centre of gravity of the droplet and Ra
is the drop’s average radius defined by the average distance of all mixed nodes to
the centre of gravity:
~j=r~
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iia = ----------

^ p ra|

.

We define also the drop’s local anisotropy for a segment (typically 4°) of the droplet
around position x by the distance of the neighbouring mixed nodes to the average
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Figure 3.1: Steady state shape and velocity field of a drop with the original Gunstensen
method. The colour represents the fluid’s pressure.
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where n is a neighbouring node within the bounded segment of the droplet interface
(containing typically between two and five mixed nodes).
We found th at a dropletinitialised as a circle (hence isotropic), subjected to a
surfacetension imposed by

a the Gunstensen method, exhibits a high degree of

anisotropy during the early development of the flow field and relaxes back to an
isotropic configuration.
Figure 3.4 shows this isotropic-anisotropic-isotropic time development. The simu
lation parameters for this data were: 100 x 100 nodes, coR =

lob

= 1.7, p° — 1.8,

<j — 0.0001, Rdrop — 25, periodic boundary conditions top/bottom and left-right.
This time-dependant local (and total) anisotropy is characterised by the time evo
lution of quantities A L (and A T) shown in figure 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
It is im portant to note th at an isotropy such as the one obtained with a drop at
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Figure 3.2: Steady state of the internal flow field with the original Gunstensen method.
The colour represents the fluid's pressure.
steady state with the Gunstensen method (A t ~ 0.4, see figure 3.6) means th at the
typical distance of mixed nodes to the continuum interface is less th at half a node.
Discretisation or resolution constraints require th at a A t below 0.5 is quantitatively
meaningless, and th at any droplet where A t < 0.5 can be considered as as isotropic
as measurable when projected onto a square lattice of the size used (note th at this
value of 0.5 is be radius and lattice size dependant). We can therefore conclude
th at an initial isotropic droplet (A r(t = 0) < 0.5), subjected to a Gunstensen type
surface tension, reaches a peak of anisotropy (A x(t = 1000) « 0.8 > 0.5) during
its relaxation to isotropic a final steady state configuration (A r(t = oo) < 0.5). In
between, it acts like a damped oscillator initialised with a non-zero velocity, which
can be seen by the alternance of colour in figure 3.5 and the two peaks in figure 3.6.

The corresponding micro-currents, on the other hand, build-up slowly and reach a
steady state configuration (pa and pattern). Figure 3.7 shows the time evolution of
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Figure 3.3: Steady state of the external flow field with the original Gunstensen method.
The colour represents the fluid’s pressure.
Fa
it should be noted th at p a, unlike the micro-currents’ pattern and the drop’s qual
itative anisotropy was found to be directly proportional to E (hence <r when every
other parameters are kept constant), which points (again) to the surface tension
perturbation step as the origin of the micro-currents.
The conclusion of this test on a simple Gunstensen droplet is th a t the surface ten
sion step defined by equation 2.6 contains, implicitly, a high degree on anisotropy,
which we addressed and correct subsequently (see section 3.2 below).

Test 3: M onochrom atic dro p let
A last test needed to be done to address the claim by Hou et al. [95] (see section
3.1.2). They suggested th at the Gunstensen micro-currents are due to a mismatch
of the colour-field and the interface normal, inducing a missed aligned colour-flux
originating from the ‘brutal’ recolouring step. To assess the validity of this theory,
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(b) t=3000 time steps

Figure 3.4: Snap shots of a drop subjected to the Gunstensen method. The isotropicanisotropic-isotropic sequence is clearly visible.
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Figure 3.5: False colour plot of the radial anisotropy of the drop A l with the Gunstensen
method. Note the damping of the radial oscillations with time.
the test applies the Gunstensen surface tension perturbation (equation 2.6) to nodes
close to the perimeter of a circle of constant radius to a uniform fluid with the same
parameters as the previous drops 1 and 2. If the theory is correct, no flow should be
observed: no mismatch is possible between colour-field and colour-flux, since they
do not exist in this test (only one colour).
This test gave, however, the same micro-currents pattern and similar pa as th at of
drop number

2

which refutes the colour-field/colour-flux mismatch theory of Hou

et al. for the origin of the micro-currents and confirms, by the same token, th at
the micro-currents in the Gunstensen method are certainly due to a surface tension
perturbation’s anisotropy over the length of the interface, rather than any colour
related issues.

S im ila r

d e p e n d a n c e

o f th e

m ic r o -c u r r e n ts

in

o th e r

m o d e ls

It is interesting to realise th at other models (LB and CFD) reported very similar
dependance of the micro-currents pattern and activity on the parameters described
above. For example, Lafaurie reported th at the ‘parasite’ currents in his CFD model
were directly dependant on the applied surface tension [115]. Inamuro reported
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Figure 3.7: Micro-currents activity p a 3.2 with the Gunstensen method

3.2.1

The A correction

We saw in section 3.1.3 th at the micro-currents in the Gunstensen method are due
to an imbalance within the interface forcing technique, despite the introduction
of the concentration factor CC(pR,pB) to the perturbation step. The Gunstensen
interfacial perturbation is purely local (equation

2 .6 )

and, in order to retain this

main advantage over other techniques, any additional step or modification to the
method should also be local.
The underlying D2Q9 lattice (see figure 1.2) can clearly be seen in the shape of the
micro-currents (see figure 3.1), and it is therefore natural to impose an imbalance
within the perturbation between the different links of the lattice, to counterbalance
the observed anisotropy in the velocity field of a drop at rest. As a consequence, the
original perturbation parameter o (equation 2 .6 ) has been added a link dependence:
<7 — » (Ti .

This new cr* must retain the basic properties of the original perturbation: nodal
mass and momentum conservation. This is achieved by introducing a param eter A
to the new perturbation parameter cr* as follow (recall the lattice geometry, figure
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Figure 3.8: False colour plots of micro-currents activity in time. A minimum at X ~ 2.1
is clearly visible in both the kick of anisotropy of the drop and the transient
and steady-state of the micro-currents activity
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were those of figure 3.1 (original Gunstensen equivalent simulation): 200 x 200 nodes,
ujr

—

ujb

= 1.7, p° = 1.8, a = 0.001, Rdrap — 33, periodic boundary conditions

top/bottom and left-right.
It should be however noted th at the micro-currents’ pattern remains approximately
the ‘same as’ with the Gunstensen method (even thought the overall micro-currents
are reduced considerably.

Figure 3.12 shows this more explicitly, by comparing

the modulus of the nodal velocities for the Gunstensen method and the A method.
Note th at (i) the micro-currents are mainly concentrated at the interface with the A
method and (ii) the difference in the velocity scale, gives an estimate of the reduction
in micro-currents of a factor 4 overall and 6-7 in the bulk.

.u

:■

- 1.7998
- 1.7996
- 1.7994
;> < H w n tii)i> m

- 1.7992
- 1.799

Figure 3.9: Overall micro-currents flow field with the A = 2 .1 correction. It should be
noted that this pattern is qualitatively very similar from the one obtained
with the original Gunstensen method.
Quantitatively, figure 3.13 shows th at the ‘kick’ of the isotropy is non-existing, and
figure 3.14 shows th at pa is 5 times reduced.
We investigated the gain of stability of the A method though the Laplace law (equa
tion 1.18). We define the limit of stability of a method (original Gunstensen or A)
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Figure 3.10:

Internal micro-currents flow field with the A = 2.1 correction. N ote the
explicit checker board pattern and the peak activity a t the poles and equator
o f the drop.

by the o param eter, taken as the maximum value of o giving a difference of pressure
(A P ) which remains in the linear p art of th e Laplace Law. Figure 3.15 shows th a t
the stability and the linear response over the o param eter are enhanced by a factor
4 w ith the A correction.

3 .2 .4

A nalytical verification o f th e value of

A

It is interesting to note th a t this value of 2.1 can be verified analytically. T he original
G unstensen surface tension m ethod (equation 2.6) can be adjusted independently in
D2Q9 as, for horizontal(diagonal) links, surface tension is produced by p e rtu rb atin g
on the short (long) links only. Consequently, Halliday et al. [82] showed th a t th e
effective surface tension obtained by the G unstensen algorithm depends indeed on
the orientation of a planar interface w ith respect to th e lattice:
4cr / 3u> ~ 1.33 o / u
S=<

for horizontal interfaces,
'
4 a / v2u J ~ 2.83 (j/uo for diagonal interfaces.

(3-5)
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Figure 3.11: External micro-currents flow field with the A = 2.1 correction, the Exter
nal recirculation is similar in shape to the one o f the original Gunstensen
method.

Note th a t these formula assume th a t both fluids have the same viscosity. In the case
of a (closed) droplet, the interface lies along all possible directions and th e droplet
experiences smaller surface tension on its poles and equator (short links) th a n on
its north-east, north west, south-east and south-west faces (long links), since th e o
and

uj

param eters are constant. This explains why, the droplet acquires th e shape

of figure 3.4 at an early stage b ut does not explain why the droplet relaxes tow ards
an isotropic shape at steady state. The author does not have an explanation for
the later. Figure 3.16 illustrates this point: at t= 0 , th e droplet experiences stronger
surface tension when the interface is diagonal th a n longitudinal.
This imbalance is quantified by the ratio of th e effective surface tension along the
short and long links and dividing the two equations of equation 3.5, gives th e dimensionless ratio:
2.1

A0 —

(3.6)

which corresponds to the value obtained by experiment. The modification of the
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Steady sta te nodal velocity modulus
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Figure 3.13:

Total anisotropy Ar{t). Note that A T (t) < 0.5 for all t, implying th at the
drop stays isotropic through its relaxation to steady state.

surface tension with A « 2.1 as the consequence, to erase this imbalance ensures a
smooth surface tension along all interfacial directions. This confirms the measure
ments and the fact th at this very simple modification to the Gunstensen’s interface
is enough to ‘re-balance’ the surface tension perturbation.

3.2.5

Conclusion of th e A correction

We define A0 — 2.1415 the value of the ‘counterbalancing’ parameter A providing
a minimum A t and minimum p a. We found th at this simple correction improves
considerably the way a drop relaxes to steady state and reduces the micro-currents
activity by a factor 5 (ratio between the total micro-currents with A = Aq and A = 1,
corresponding to the Gunstensen method). This provides consequently a better flow
field at low Re and high E (small capillary number regime) [46], by concentrating
the micro-currents at the interface.
The reader should note that, in all the remainder of this thesis, the use of the A cor
rection (with A0 = 2.1415) is implicit when mentioning the use of the ‘Gunstensen’
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Figure 3.14:

Micro-currents activity fia

method.

3.3

Further refinements to the G unstensen algo
rithm

Driven by the need to reduce fia even further in order to reach lower capillary
number (for the micro-fluidic applications), few improvements to the Gunstensen
method have been necessary, especially in respect of the behaviour of the system
near to solid walls, usually at rest.

3.3.1

R edefinition o f the colour-field next to th e walls

T he sym ptom s
Our first improvement has been to redefine the colour-held at nodes in contact to a
wall. We realised th at the current definition of the colour-held (equation 2.3) carries

(a) Gunstensen method

*,

60

a

(b) Lambda method
F ig u r e 3 .1 5 :

S ta b ility o v e r o . N o te th a t th e o v e r a ll h y d r o d y n a m ic s c a n n o t b e g u a r a n tie d
b e y o n d th e lin e a r p a r t o f th e s e c u r v e s , d e f in in g th e lim it o f s ta b ility .
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Figure 3.16:

5

(b) Relaxation through highly anisotropic stage

Effect on the drop o f the difference in orientation o f the effective surface
tension.

the implicit assumption th at all nodes neighbouring the site are populated. The very
presence of a wall near a node (in the mid-link bounce back method, see previous
chapter for details) breaks immediately this assumption and leads to subsequent
asymmetries in the calculations. In fact, with its current definition, the colour-field
would always point (unphysically) out from the walls as figure 3.17 explains. In
this figure, the blue colour-field can be easily calculated following equation 2.3 to
be { P **; P®} = {2; —1} and { P f ; P y } — {2; 1}, leading to 9p = 135° and Op = 45°
for node 1 and 2 respectively, while P at each node should be both equal to {2, 0}
and Op =

0

.

Consequently, the recolouring process, which assumes th at the colour-field direction
defines the normal to the interface (ninterface — P ), does not reallocate colour prop
erly: an un-physical colour-flux is created and pushed back towards neighbouring
nodes (through propagation and bounce back), generating significant micro-currents
next to walls.

T he solution
To address this problem, the origin of the colour-field vector P of the previous
formula is shifted half a node away from the wall as figure 3.18 explains.
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Pure Red node

Wall
—► Calculated blue colour-field (45 )

Mixed node (50/50)
• • ► "True" colour-field (0 )
Pure Blue node
Figure 3.17:

—

Red/Blue interface

This configuration is the typical case o f a red/blue fluid interface next to
a wall (th at can be found in the case o f a drop sitting on a wall). The
difference o f calculated and true colour-field is explicit.

The corrected definition for the colour-field next to walls reads as follow:

iaM U oK = Y 2 [pR(X + Ci ~ W«(X)) ~ PB(X + Ci - Wa(X))]

,

(3-7)

i

where Wa represents the relative coordinate of the wall to the node at x, defined as
follow:

Wa(x) =

B B (x + Cj) ci a ,

(3.8)

i

This simple modification reduces the micro-currents activity by a factor 3 when us
ing the Gunstensen method on drops in contact with a solid boundary.

A dditional benefit
Small but non-zero sticking of droplet material on walls went unnoticed at first, but
became an issue when dealing with a large number of non-coalescing droplets in
confined geometry, in our N-component algorithm (see chapter 4).
The original definition of the colour-field has the consequence of generating a ‘tail’
of drop fluid onto the wall. Figure 3.19 shows the sticking of density (tail) of the
drop onto the wall, and the result with the corrected formula. It should be noted
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Calculated blue colour-field (45 )
Pure Red node

■■►

Mixed node (50/50)

"True" colour-field (0 )
Red/Blue interface

Pure Blue node
Wall

•

New origin or the node

^

Translation of the origin o f the node

Figure 3.18: Shifting the origin o f nodes next to walls o f 1 /2 a node away from the wall
refines the balance o f the colour-field definition and solves the problem o f
calculating the colour-field near a no-slip boundary.

th at this loss of density is not very large as the two pictures of the second raw of
figure 3.19 d demonstrate which show the pN = pR — pB function in the lattice and
nothing unusual is to be reported. The only way to picture this tail of sticking
density has been to image the mixed nodes, as the row of figure 3.19 demonstrates.
The simulation parameters of this data were: 200 x 50 nodes,
p° =

1 .8 ,

cr =

0 .0 0 1 ,

Rdrop =

20

ujr

=

ujb

= 1.7,

initialised on half a circle, periodic boundary

conditions top/bottom and left-right, g =

0 .0 0 0 0 1

acting horizontally (body-force

mimicking gravity to set the drop into motion, see section 3.4.6).
This new definition of the colour-field consequently ensures th at the drops retain
their integrity when moving onto a solid surface. This had significant consequence
on the stability of the TV-component model (see next chapter).

3.3.2

R edefinition o f th e recolouring order

T he sym ptom s
The accepted recolouring algorithm (discussion above) introduces an asymmetry to
the colourflux when the colour-field lies around a lattice direction. In this situation,
it seems to be particularly important that the recolouring order should take account
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Figure 3.19:

First/second column: the original colour-field definition/enhanced defini
tion. First row: initial configuration. Second row: pN function (note that
the tail o f density cannot be seen). Third row: number o f colours a t a site.
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of the fact that some links produce the same degree or segregation (i.e. same work
of the colour field against the link Ci • P = cj • P).
This situation can be grouped into two cases:
• When P is along a short link, we have:
Pa • ca(T(i)) = Pa • ca(T(i + 1)) = Pa • ca(T(i + 2)),
Pa • ca(T(i + 3)) = Pa ■ca(T(i + 4)) - Pa • ca(T(i + 5)),

>

Pa ' ca(T(i + 6)) = Pa • ca(T(i + 7)) = Pa • ca(T(i -f- 8)),
• and when f is along a long link, we have:
Pa • ca{T(i T 1)) = Pa • ca{T(i -f- 2)),
Pa • ca(T(i + 3)) = Pa • ca(T(i + 4)) = Pa • ca(T(i + 5)),
Pa ■ca(T(i + 6)) = Pa ■ca(T(i + 7)),

>
/

where i + n represents the nth link after the link i on a base 9 (see the D2Q9
geometry, figure 1.2), T(i) represents the ith link in the order of the look-up table T
and ca(T(i -f n)) represents its associated velocity in the direction a.
See figure 3.20 for an illustration.
Due to the confining effect of a wall, colour is therefore pushed (via the propagation
step) constantly in an maintained un-physical direction, since the incorrect order of
recolouring is constant.
T h e fix
To address this issue, the recoulouring algorithm has been modified to re-allocate
mass equally into the two/three equivalent links when the colour-field lies around
the direction of a node as follow:
• When P lies parallel to a short lattice link the first three directions in the look
up table, T, are taken to be degenerate for colour re-allocation priority. The
fourth to the sixth links are likewise taken to be degenerate, as are the seventh
to the ninth links. That is, for an upward vertical colour field (along link
direction 2), links in the subsets {1,2,3}, {4,5,6}, and {7,8,9} are recoloured
equally amongst themselves.
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Figure 3.20:

When the colour-field is along the long links

Sets o f links providing equal segregation with the given colour-field.
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• And when P is along a long link, the sets of links {2,3}, {4,5,6}, and {7,8}
in the order of the look-up table T should be recoloured equally if there is not
enough density to fill the set completely.
We defined arbitrarily the tolerance of + / —5° for the limit between normal and mod
ified recolouring: the recolouring takes the equality into account when the colourfield’s direction is within 5° of the direction of a lattice link.
We measured that this reduced the micro-currents activity by a factor 2 when the
drop is in the bulk and in contact with a wall.
C onsequences
In the case of two component flow (1 drop, 1 interface), this issue seldom raises and
had therefore stayed unnoticed. This enhanced recolouring scheme had more conse
quences in the case of A-component simulations since the probability of having this
recolouring asymmetry is multiplied by Nt (where Nt denotes the number of fluids
at a node) compared to the simple binary fluid case.

3.4

W all-w etting im plem entation for th e Lishchuk
and the A m ethods

3.4.1

D id you say wall-wetting?

Different fluids have different affinities with other fluids, but also with different sur
faces. For example, water has much less affinity with a material such as Gore—Tex®
than with a material like cotton. Macroscopically, chemical interactions, often due
to hydrophobic-hydrophilic effects, are at the source of this affinity. Mesoscopically
and macroscopically, one can overlook these considerations and concentrate on their
phenomenological effect: the macroscopic contact angle that interface does on a
given surface [94], see figure 3.21.
The angle of contact (6C) is very often known experimentally to a great accuracy
[81] (e.g. by microscopical indirect measurements [40]), and very often refers to an
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VL

Liquid

vw

LW

wall
Figure 3.21:

Wall wetting diagram o f a fluid interface in contact with a wall. 9c is the
contact angle.

interface between a liquid and a vapour. Contrary to the sign of the surface tension
between a liquid and a vapour (which can be assumed positive), no assumptions can
be made on its sign [81]. This is because the difference of affinity between the two
fluids with the surface can easily overcome the interfacial surface tension to give the
contact angle a positive value.
In the case of figure 3.21, the contact angle is related to the surface tension and
different wettings by the Taylor-Laplace law [6 ]:
x
I lw — Ivw
cos(0c) = ---------------- ,

fo nx
(3.9)

1LV

is the surface tension between the solid and the liquid, 7 v w is the surface

where

tension between the vapour phase and the solid, and

7 lv

is the surface tension of the

liquid-vapour interface. Note th at this equation is also known as Young’s equation,
after [216].
Control of wall-wetting behaviour is a requisite for any numerical method modeling
confined systems, as explained by Anna et al. in [3].

3.4.2

Literature on th e im plem entation of w all-w etting

In order to impose a wall-wetting property alongside a given interfacial technique, it
is natural to use an interfacial method which complements the one used to impose
surface tension.
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W all-wetting in CFD techniques
Following this principle, VOF solvers use a body force acting parallel to the wall
to impose a wetting behaviour, as Hirt explains in a technical report of his VOF
solver Flow3D [94]. Wetting issues and implementation with the CSF method can
be found in [38]. Reference [7] addresses the finite element modelling and issues of
surface tension and wetting in a particularly clear way.
W all-wetting the LB Free Energy model
The Free-Energy LB method uses the gradient of an external chemical potential as
a thermodynamic force at the interface [190]. In 1988, Langass et al ([117], [118])
used this approach to implement wetting behaviour and applied this model to the
study of the flow in porous media.
Desplat et al had implemented wetting properties into LUDWIG, designed origi
nally for the study of the flow through porous media (but actually never did it to
the author’s best knowledge). They presented however a scheme for the thermo
dynamically consistent simulation of wetting phenomena, in the case of static and
moving solid boundaries (see Desplat et al [45]).
In a recent paper, Leopoldes et al reported close quantitative match to experimen
tal results, investigating the behaviour of micron-scale fluid droplets jetted onto
surfaces patterned with lyophobic and lyophilic stripes (providing accurate predic
tions of fluid droplet behaviour for a wide range of surfaces) [122]. More recently,
Dupuis et al applied this model to describe (i) the spreading of droplets on topo
logically patterned substrates and (ii) the super-hydrophobic behaviour of a droplet
sitting on surfaces covered by an array of micron-scale posts [49] (more information
can also be found in [50]).
And very recently, Briant et al have implemented a thermodynamically consistent
boundary condition in this free energy model, allowing them to fix the static con
tact angle 0Cin the simulations. They investigated the applicability of this model to
the problem of the motion of the contact line in liquid-gas systems [17] and binary
systems [18].
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W all-wetting the LB Potential approach
In 1996, Martys et al. compared (favourably) with experiment the relative perme
ability of different wetting fluid saturations through a microtomography-generated
image of sandstone. In addition, they show a three dimensional first-order phase
transition, demonstrating, by the same token, the potential of this model for the
modeling of phase transitions and the modeling of multiphase flow through porous
media [135].
Very recently, Pan et al derived a method based on [135], consisting of a two stage
method: a sparse domain decomposition stage and a simulation stage. This avoids
the need to store and operate lattice points located within a solid phase [152]. They
found that this technique was very efficient to model the flow in porous media,
idealised there by a large number of spheres [151].
So far, most of applications using this technique consisted of the study of the flow
through porous media, and all find satisfying comparison with experiment. It should
not be forgotten, however, that this model does not separate efficiently the two fluids
in contact, and one could wonder about the dynamics of these simulations, especially
when a different wetting behaviour is applied to each fluid (which requires a sharp
interface to be consistent with the length scale of continuum LB).
W all-wetting in the LB immiscible model
To summary, most numerical models had been implemented with wall-wetting but
the Gunstensen model had mostly been left aside. Tolke mentions wall-wetting very
briefly [205] (concentrating mostly on the flow of droplets with explicit difference
of densities) and addresses it by adding a body-force to the interface. To the best
author’s knowledge, it is therefore fair to say that the Gunstensen method required
an extension to enable differential wall-wetting.

3.4.3

W all-w etting im plem entation in th e A m ethod

The wetting behaviour of an interface is strongly linked to the surface tension,
since surface spreading is a form of surface tension itself (see equation 3.9). As a
consequence, the step of imposing a wetting behaviour to an interface was designed
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to be consistent with the step of imposing surface tension, as mentioned for other
methods.
Following equation 2.6, which has the effect of imposing a pressure step through the
interface, we implement wall-wetting for the A method following the same approach:
A /i(x ) = [pfl(x) 0-*oli + /9b (x ) . * „ ] cos(2 (ft„(x) - ft))

,

(3.10)

where crRall anc^ awaii are wall-wetting parameters for the red fluid and blue fluid
respectively (positive/negative values give drying/wetting behaviours to the fluids),
and 0i is the (usual) angle of the link number %(see D2Q9 lattice, figure 1.2). 6W is
the angle of the vector pointing towards the wall from the nodal position x, and is
defined as follows:

ft"(x) = tan_1 ( U § 0
where VF(x) is defined as in equation 3.8. Note that we apply this perturbation to
any node in contact with walls.

3.4.4

W all-w etting results

We obtained different wall-wetting behaviours (wetting and drying) by tuning aRaU
with respect to crRall in equation 3.10. Figure 3.22 demonstrates this capability. The
simulation parameters for this data were: 100 x 50 nodes (200 x 50 for the two last,
high wetting), u R = u B = 1.7, p° = 1.8, a = 0.0002, aR — crB = 0.001 to 0.0001,
Rdrop — 20 initialised as half a circle onto the wall, periodic boundary left-right and
bounce back top and bottom.
Continuum fluid dynamics indicates that the shape of a droplet on a wall should be
a segment of a circle, the droplet retaining a constant radius of curvature all around
the interface, due to constant surface tension. This feature is clearly visible in figure
3.22.

3.4.5

D iscussions of th e w all-w etting im plem entations

Stability of the m ethod
It has been mentioned in last chapter that the overall stability of the system depends
on each driving effect: the surface tension has been identified as being one, which
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Figure 3.22: Different wall wetting balance between the two fluids in contact with the
wall. Note that the droplets are ‘isotropic’
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could lead to very unstable simulations (in the case of high surface tension, low Tay
lor number). Similarly, the (otherwise useful) contact angle affects the stability of
the algorithm. The wetting parameter awaii is bounded by an upper limit in exactly
the same way as the surface tension parameter is. This is due, again, to the action
of a forcing on the finite interfacial region and the key failure is the appearance of
negative densities (fi < 0). crwau s upper limit depends (like the surface tension
parameter) on the viscosity of the drop, the viscosity of the surrounding fluid and
the ratio of these viscosities and additional forcing such as surface tension or gravity.
The parameter space for the stability is therefore very large and should not be put
aside. Unfortunately, we had not have the time to assess it during this thesis, but
would certainly be worth pursuing.
We did however observe good stability over the range of wall-wetting parameters we
used so far in our target blood flow and micro-fluidic applications, which require
strongly non-wetting properties, so that instabilities would have shown up.

Spontaneous wall-wetting of the technique
Recall, the A method acts essentially by reducing the interfacial length of the contact
between two fluids. Without imposing any wall-wetting (cr^all = cr^aZf), a droplet
subjected to a surface tension with the A method has been observed to relax into a
perfect half circle (contact angle of 90 degrees). This can be understood by recalling
that the A method consists primarily in imposing a tension to the interface. The
only stable configuration of the interface in contact with a wall is therefore when
the tangential component of the tension is directly null, in other words, when the
interface is perpendicular to the wall, giving 9c — 90°. See figure 3.23 for an
illustration.
This also illustrates that the wetting properties are intrinsically limited, which is
constraining if one wants to impose them, as we do here.
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3.4.6

Point o f contact o f the interface and the wall

Spontaneous wetting o f by fluid-fluid interface

P roof of concept: adjusting walls and gravity

Since the contact angle is set at each node and each time step, it allows the wetting
parameter to be set locally and dynamically, which can be very useful in certain
configurations as this section demonstrates.

Effect of gravity
At low Re, a gravitational force can be accurately added to the simulations by the
approximation of a colour-dependant body force acting in the chosen direction. In
the case of a heavy drop in a light fluid it could be represented by a larger body-force
density acting on the drop. However, the reader should be aware of the validity of
this technique: it only truly represents gravity if applied at all sites, at all time,
uniformly within the simulation at low Re. It consequently fails very quickly with
increasing difference of density. In this case an explicit difference of nodal density
is required but the author noticed that unfortunately the problem is not trivial at
all if one wants to maintain proper hydrodynamics.
We restricted our investigations to low difference of densities or static cases (where
the assumption is valid).

The droplets in figure 3.22 were not subjected to gravity and were therefore circular.
Gravity, however, flattens the top of the droplet [81]. Figure 3.24 demonstrate th at
our A model does facilitate the modeling of gravity. The simulation parameters for
this data were: 100 x 50 nodes (200 x 50 for the two last, high wetting),
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ujr

— ujb —

1 .7 ,

p° = 1 .8 , cr = 0 .0 0 2 , aR = aB = 0 , Rdrop =

the wall, g =

10-6

to

1 0 “5,

20,

initialised as half a circle onto

periodic boundary left-right and bounce back top and

bottom.
Effect of advancing/receeding contact angle
As mentioned and observed for example by Temperley and Trevena [199], the contact
angle depends on the fluid velocity (modulus and orientation with respect to the
interface). We did not investigate the dynamical wetting angles qualitatively, but
good preliminary agreement with theory and experiment was observed qualitatively
as figure 3.25 shows.
The parameters we used for this data were: 100 x 50 nodes (200 x 100), u R = 1.7,
u B

= 0.4,

p° —

1.8, cr = 0.002,

crR

=

<jB =

0,

R d ro p

=

40, initialised as half a

circle onto the wall, g — 10_4, periodic boundary left-right and bounce back top
and bottom.

Conclusion
This first chapter of results is the starting point of our model for the venule scale
blood flow. We solved two major obstacles inherent in Gunstensen original method:
(i) micro-current activity and (ii) wall wetting considerations.

These improved

considerably the Gunstensen model and has been used in the generalisation to Ncomponent of this model, in next chapter.
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Figure 3.24: Effect o f a gravitational force on the shape o f the drop. Shape and velocity
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Drop moving along a solid inclined surface
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Hi

C hapter 4
T he N -com ponent model:
construction from th e G unstensen
m odel
Introduction
The author recalls that the main motivation of this thesis is to develop a numerical
method for the modeling of a large number of deformable bodies, with mesocopic
models of blood flow as target applications. This chapter begins whilst detailing the
current literature on blood flow modeling and, by identifying a lack in the current
literature, describes how to develop a model able to access a very large number
of deformable particles, from the enhanced Gunstensen method (the ‘A method’)
described in last chapter. This chapter consists of the second set of results: the
generalisation of the existing Gunstensen algorithm, surface tension, and wetting
methods to N

4.1
4.1.1

2

components. This new method has been published in [46].

Literature review on B lood flow m odeling
B lood flow com position

Blood flow modeling includes a very wide variety of applications due to the very
high complexity, variety, length, time and velocity scales of possible investigations.
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This is due in part to the very composition of blood: it is a mixture of plasma and
cells. There are four main blood constituents:
• The red blood cells (RBCs hereafter) or erythrocytes: they constitute approx
imately 40% of the blood composition, have a typical biconcave shape and a
size of approximately

8

x

2

fim. They are the blood cells that can deform

most, due to a low surface tension and have a high viscosity (approximately
1000 times higher than the plasma). They are very often referred to ‘bag of
haemoglobin’ or ‘deflated bubble’.
• The white blood cells (WBC hereafter) or leukocytes: they constitute approx
imately 1% of the blood composition. When advecting in the blood stream,
they most often have a spherical shape and low deformability. They are slightly
bigger than the RBC’s and very often omitted when studying blood.
• The platelets (or thrombocytes): they represents less than

1%

of the blood

composition. Much smaller than the RBC’s (about a quarter of the size of the
RBC’s), they are very often neglected when studying blood flow.
• The plasma: it represents approximately 60% of the blood composition, it is
made up mainly of water (92%) and proteins (7%), is used to transport the
three previous constituents and platelets around the body to the locations
where they are required.
Blood is modeled at several scales: (i) the macroscopic scale (hundreds of cells
diameter as typical length scale) where blood is considered as a uniform visco
elastic continuous fluid (the presence of cells is ignored but a variety of viscosity
models are used to reflect the composition), (ii) the mesoscopic level (tens of cells
diameter as typical length scale) where each cells are represented explicitly within
the surrounding fluid (plasma), and (iii) the microscopical scale (one cell’s diameter
as typical length scale) where the cell’s explicit deformation and inner structure are
resolved.
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4.1.2

M acroscopic B lood flow m odeling: very popular

The macroscopic scale considers blood as uniform and is applied at length scales in
volving 104-10 5 cells at the same time, and high Re most often (note that turbulence
models are very often required).
Even though the plasma, which is the major constituent of blood, is a Newtonian
fluid (see chapter 1), the presence of the cells gives blood a non-Newtonian macro
scopic behaviour. As a consequence, it is very common that CFD solvers represent
blood as a uniform Non-Newtonian fluid. The current literature does not lack papers
on the subject. Most common ‘hemodynamics’ investigations include, for example,
the turbulent artery flow : [25], [141], [197], [128], [4], [8 ]. The flow of blood in
stenosed artery is also widely published (for example [120], [181], [134]) : great con
cern is expressed by the current medical community, especially in western countries
over our diets and food habits leading to weight problems, as demonstrated by the
2002 report of the World Health Organisation [214]. Related to the later concern,
modeling heart blood flow is also currently fashionable (for example [158], [60]).
These are issues of great financial and public health interest, and even though stan
dard CFD solvers dominate the domain, LB has been successfully applied to nu
merous continuum blood flow studies, concentrating mainly on the same area as the
previously mentioned CFD applications. A few recent applications can be found in
[109], [90], [91], [89], [124], [110] with a recent review on the arterial flows modeling
with LB [22].

4.1.3

M icroscopic blood flow m odeling: deform ation o f sin
gle cells only

Microscopic blood flow modeling can be understood as the detailed study of the de
formation of the RBC’s (its main constituent). The physics is imposed by very local
shear stresses and velocity fields, and the deformation of a single cell is imposed only
by its local environment. The complex study of cells’ deformation is very relevant to
mesocopic and ultimately macroscopic models, since it provides parametrisation and
behaviour properties that can be feed into these models. For example, the mecha
nism involved in RBC’s deformation is not fully understood for the moment, and is
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the subject of numerous (experimental, analytical and computational) studies (for
example, [55], [160], [119] and [121]). The RBC’s deformation properties influence
the viscosity of the whole blood and hence feed into calculations at the continuum
scale. RBC’s are reported to have a very unusual dynamical response to shear: their
deformability varies with (i) their age, (ii) the frequency of the shear rate and (iii)
their environmental chemistry. Detailed simulations of single red blood cell defor
mations can be found in [161], [147], [53], [13], [14].
These techniques provide a very accurate answer to the study of RBC’s deforma
tion (microscopic scale) but they are very computationally expensive and usually
restricted to one biological cell only. They are consequently unable to provide much
insight on blood flow (requiring a large number of cells).

4.1.4

Current M esoscopic blood flow m odeling: m ostly rigid
biological cell m odeling

The mesoscopic modeling of blood involves typically 10-100 cells, at the scale of
several cell’s radii. This implies that the overall flow is significantly influenced by
(i) the explicit deformation of each cell (which does not matter at the macroscopic
level as Goldsmith demonstrated in [71]), and (ii) the mechanical interactions be
tween the cells (which does not matter at the microscopic cells as far as deformation
is concerned). This scale is therefore influenced by both scales it lies in between,
which is the cause of its computational and analytical challenge and consequently
this fact makes it accessible to only few methods. The remainder of this section
describes few numerical approaches to suspensions modeling, and demonstrates the
central computational challenge of this thesis.

‘dry’ solid particles modeling technique
A first model of mesoscopic blood flow could be to simulate a large number of solid
particles in a tube. Although (very) crude, this represents already a challenge in
numerical methods, and only a few techniques are available for this purpose. The
Discrete Element Method (DEM) for example provides a ‘relatively’ computation
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ally accessible alternative to the modeling of a large number of solid bodies (most
commonly spheres for simplicity). It consists of resolving, explicitly, each particle of
the suspension, and evolving their trajectory through their inter-particle mechani
cal collisions and hydro-dynamically mediated interactions. The algorithms involved
are very complicated and subtle, since the number of possible interactions between
the different spheres of the simulation is enormous (most simulations consider no
less than a million particles). CSIRO Inc. for example applies very successfully this
method for a very wide range of industrial problems, such as rotating mills, land
slides, or egg distributors (see [44], ref [35] and [36] for more details).

Suspension of solid particles, more expensive
Mesoscopic blood flow simulation requires the Newtonian dynamics of the plasma,
as well as the representation of the cells as Dzwinel et al. note [53]: ‘Blood in the
[microscale] must be regarded as a two-phase, nonhomogeneous fluid consisting of a
liquid plasma phase and a deformable solid phase of blood cells’. He also notes that
‘this situation cannot be modeled by classical computational fluid dynamics’.
It is therefore natural to link previous DEM approaches to a standard NS solver. The
major difficulty, however, is to model the interaction force between the particles and
the fluid. The most common of these techniques is the Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS). Examples of DNS can be found in [156] and applications include the study
of shear-induced migration of single particles (also known as lift-off) by Patankar
et al [155] and the simulations of suspension dynamics by Joseph et al. [153], [154],
[70]These techniques are generally highly computationally intensive and, consequently,
systems are usually greatly simplified (one- or two- dimensional, axisymmetric etc.)
as Llewellin notes in [129].
The LBM provides therefore a great advantage over these techniques through its
highier computational efficiency. We recall that Ladd et al [113] have developed
a technique to embed solid particles in a LB fluid (see chapter 2 for a concise
literature). In the blood flow application, Munn et al employed this method for
simulating RBC’s in capillaries and deduced their unexpected role in WBC rolling
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([191], [140]). They, however, restricted their study to a handful RBC’s in 2D, and
while the relative importance between 2D and 3D can be discussed, the importance
of the volume fraction cannot be underestimated in this application. Also, the Ladd
method remains a computationally expensive technique and is not without draw
backs in this application (the restriction to solid particles). Recovering a volume
fraction of cells high enough in the simulation consists, therefore, of the largest part
of the computational problem for the simulation of mesoscopic blood flow.

Deformable particles, most expensive
Just as important as the volume fraction of the suspension or blood, the RBC’s
deformation cannot be overlooked. Goldsmith ([71]) has shown experimentally that
the mesoscopic flow of deformable particles (and red blood cells) is quantitatively
different from the mesoscopic flow of rigid particles, demonstrating that deformability has still significant effects on the flow, even at this scale and with a large number
of cells.
In the direction of addressing this issue of explicit deformability and large number of
cells, one of the only studies is available by K. Boryczko et al. [53] where a discrete
particle dynamics method is used to model blood flow in microscopic capillaries

(1 0 0

fim long and with diameters on order of 10 fim). In this technique, the plasma is
considered as a ‘fluid particles’ containing fibrin monomers interacting with each
other with a short-ranged, repulsive dissipative force. The red blood cells and capil
lary walls are modeled using elastic mesh of ‘solid’ particles. See [53], [13] for similar
work. It should however be noted that these numerical simulations involved large
computational resources and accounted for only a handful of red blood cells, not a
number adequate for our target applications.
This leads to the conclusion that, at this scale, computational model are of great
help, providing a much more accurate and detailed analysis of the key problem than
experimental or analytical work but they are computationally very expensive (they
typically require teraflop multi-processors capabilities that only a very limited num
ber of centres are capable of for the moment [24], [186]).
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No models as far (as the author is aware) are therefore able explicitly to simulate
a large number of deformable bodies in solution. Models only have the capability
to address a large number of solid particles or a few deformable ones. This is the
gap in current computational model’s capabilities that this thesis addresses, and it
is the aim to model blood flow by:
• simplifying the explicit definition of the cells (whilst retaining their deformability) but,
• allowing the model to handle thousands of them,
• in an computationally effective way.
The ultim ate assumption: modeling R B C ’s as incompressible drops
The next step towards biological cell representation, after the just-described solid
particle in a Newtonian Navier-Stokes fluid approach, is a deformable immiscible,
incompressible droplet with surface tension and (more importantly), high internal
viscosity (recall that RBC’s have low surface tension but very high viscosity).
However, the assumption of representing biological cells with liquid drops is not
without limitations. For simplicity, this approach does not recover the restrictions
of constant surface area (or length in two dimensions) for the moment. It is, however,
the author’s opinion that the modeling of biological cells using immiscible incom
pressible viscous drops is valid as long as the typical length scale of the system is
no less than a few (typically >5) cells diameters. This is based on the assumption
that, at this scale, deformation and volume exclusion effects have much more im
portance on the overall flow than the restriction of constant surface area, especially
at relatively low deformation regimes. But most of all, some representation of deformability is a significant improvement upon no representation at all.
This model finds sufficient scope for applications in the venule scale: applications
that no other model can tackle efficiently and realistically. Thus for example, this
model would find great advantages in drug delivery related problems, or when micro
sized particles have to be injected in the blood stream. It would also provide an
appropriate tool for the simulation of larger systems where the size of the particles is
comparable to the typical length scale such as the transport of deformable particles.
I ll

In some cases, these particles are reacting chemically when in contact with each
other, requiring any numerical model to represent them explicitly.
This model, to the author’s knowledge, would be the only one capable of modeling
such problems and providing an obvious, unique, vehicle of research. Previous de
velopments in LB and studies using binary models settled the appropriate basis and
starting points for the development of such a model. The remainder of this chap
ter explains its development from the corrected and enhanced Gunstensen model
described in the two last chapters.

4.2

Towards the m odeling of m esoscopic blood
flow: the jV-component m odel

Having shown the motivations and needs of a TV-component model, this section
describes its construction and its subsequent generalisation, after the binary Gun
stensen model that spawns it. It should be noted that H. Niimura [145] developed
a LB N-component model using the Shan-Chen method for binary fluids [182], and
demonstrated non-coalescence and liquid-wetting behaviour with up to 9 compo
nents. However, to the author’s best knowledge, Niimura has not extended his
model to more than 9 different non-coalescing fluids, implying that this model was
not designed to consider more fluids. Also, thickness of the interface must impact
on length scale and/or computational resources required.

4.2.1

T he im m iscible TV-component LBM : novel ideas

Previous chapters have demonstrated (i) the validity of the Gunstensen algorithm,
(ii) some improvements (recolouring and colour-field definition) and (iii) an improved
surface tension method (A method).
The TV-component model consists of a generalisation of the Gunstensen algorithm
and the A method. Each step of the generalisation to the TV-component method
is explained in detail by starting with a reminder of the corresponding step in the
original Gunstensen method algorithm. It should be noted that, despite all the
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Schematic typical configuration of the nodal colour in the immiscible
algorithm. The relative nodal density of the red (pR( x , y :i)) and blue
(pB(x, y, i)) matrix determine the colour of the node.

explanations provided for its implementation, very careful programming is required
to maintain efficiency and accuracy.
This new method consists of the second result of this thesis. The amount of effort
(and frustration) to get to a stable algorithm should not be underestimated.

E ffic ie n c y , a

n ecessa ry

le itm o tif

Let’s first put the generalisation into context.

As we saw in previous chapters,

monochromatic LB models involve the densities of probability f ’s evolving though a
repetitive sequence of collide and propagate steps. The mid-link bounce back method
can be added to the algorithm to simulate solid, non-moving, walls. The Gunstensen
method splits these momentum densities / ; ’s into two different colour momentum
densities r* (for red) and bi (for blue).

A node is called ‘pure’ red(blue) when

containing only red(blue) densities, and its evolution is similar to monochromatic LB
case, with the appropriate relaxation parameter

u j r ( l j b )-

When this node contains

two colours however, segregation and surface tension (which can be set to zero) are
added to the dynamics of the node to give rise to the interface. The Gunstensen
algorithm can therefore be understood as a generalisation, to two components, of
the monochromatic LB model. From a computational point of view, it consists of
dealing with two real-type matrices r(x, y, i) and b(x, y, i) whose occupancy sets the
node’s colour as figure 4.1 illustrates.
Generalising this idea to N different colours could be done in the same way, where
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a crude N-component model. The occupancy of
the colour matrices are very sparse, leading to a very inefficient management
of the computational resources.
instead of having only red and blue, one could have pink, green, blue, red, yel
low... with the corresponding real-type matrices accounting for corresponding the
momentum densities: Pi, g*, bi, r*, ?/;... However, this crude approach highlights
two numerical difficulties: (i) the number of possible names for the different colours
would be quickly limiting and, (ii) this approach would not be very computationally
efficient since each colour matrices would be very sparse (especially when interfaces
are narrow), as figure 4.2 illustrates.
Moreover, memory and time requirements would scale linearly with the total number
of fluids, N hereafter, limiting the model to only a small number of fluids depending
on the available computational resources (which is probably why Niimura [145] did
not apply his multiphase model to more than 9 fluids).

F ou r

d im e n s io n a l m o m e n tu m

d e n s ity

Let us begin with the first identified issue: the labeling of colour in the programme.
To address this problem, we order colour as an extra dimension of the momen
tum matrices: r(x, i , a ) , where the last dimension accounts for colour information.
Colour is therefore not identified by its ‘common’ name but rather by a superscript,
a hereafter, corresponding to its position in the last dimension of the matrix. Note
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that even though this would solve the issue of naming the colours in the code and
make the programme able to access a large number of fluids, it would still not be
efficient in term of storage.

The second identified issue is efficiency: it is necessary to recall that the Gun
stensen algorithm provides sharp interfaces and very low diffusion between fluids.
Using this method therefore provides a much reduced number of mixed nodes, as
well as a reduced number of colours at a mixed node compared to other interfacial
LB method. In addition, the matrix of momentum densities is very sparse in its last
dimension (see figure 4.2), leading to the idea that the momentum density matrix
described previously can be concatenated into a matrix much smaller in its colour
dimension: the last ('colour’) dimension could have a reduced size, representing the
maximum number of fluids allowed at a node. We define this number by N q. We
generalised:

r(x, y , , i) and b(x, y , i)

r(x, y, i , n ) .

This momentum density matrix therefore has the following limits:
0 < x < LENGTH for the a:-dimension,
r(x, y, i,n) : <

0 < y < WIDTH for the ^/-dimension,
0<i <

for the velocity dimension,

Q

0 < n < Nq

for the ‘colour within the node’-dimension.
(4.1)

For simplicity, we consider that Nq does not depend on position. It therefore repre
sents the maximum number of fluids at any node in the simulation. On the other
hand, the number of different colours at a node (defined IV*(x, t) < Nq) does change
from node to node or time to time, and is bounded by N q:
Nt(t, x) < Nq

V {t, x} .

Colour map for absolute colour
No colour information can be deduced from the matrix r(x ,y ,i,n ) only, we therefore
draw a parallel with the allocation of memory in a computer: bytes are stored
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in a ‘random’ way and their ‘identity’ is stored through their memory ‘address’
location. Colour can be dealt in the same way: an additional matrix, a colour
map, lb(x,yfl,ri), is used to provide the necessary colour information to identify
the colour of the momentum densities stored in r(x ,y ,i,n ). This colour map has to
have exactly the same dimension as the matrix r it refers to:
r(x, y, i, n)

float array for the momentum density

lb (x,y ,i,n )

integer array for the colour,

and consequently with the limits defined by equation 4.1. In this way, each mo
mentum density (element) of the matrix r has a colour stored in the label table lb,
at the same coordinate (x,y,i,n). The main implementation issue with this model
is to ensure that colour labels stream or propagate in exactly the same way as the
momentum density they represent. Failing to do so could induce colour to disappear
or to be generated artificially, in an uncontrolled way.
Now the reader is familiar with this new notions of a generalised, compressed, mo
mentum density matrix and its corresponding colour label matrix, it is necessary to
review how the main steps of the Gunstensen algorithm are generalised in order to
cope with such changes.

4.2.2

T he iV-component generalised procedures

The description of the implementation of each generalised procedure of the Gun
stensen model begins by a brief review of the binary model, necessary to set each
generalisation in context.
The generalised collide step
In our generalisation, the colour blind density fi s are still represented by the sum of
the momentum distributions n of the link i. In the place of the diphasic assignment
/i(x, t) = r»(x, t) + &*(x, i), we have:

n=0
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It should be noted that this sum is only rarely a sum, in that Nt for most of the
simulational domain is 1 (in the bulk of the different fluids). The nodal macroscopic
observables can be deduced in exactly the same way as in the basic Gunstensen
model:
pCM)

=E?/i(x>i).

= E ? /.(x ,i)ciQ •
Once the /<’s and the macroscopic observables are calculated, the collide step can
be applied in exactly the same way as in the single component LB method, by the
standard LBGK evolution formula:
f t (X>t) = /i(x , t) - 0 Je [fi(x, t ) - / f ( x , t)] ,
where the subscript *+’ still denotes post-collided total density, with the usual iden
tity for the equilibrium distribution function:
f P = pU l +

9.
\2
^
3u-Ci + -(u-Ci) + 2

2

The value of the relaxation parameter u has still to set according to the different
fluids present at the node, and we generalise it to read:
Ue =

£f_ 5
2 — dCt

U)a

where u>a is the relaxation parameter of the fluid a and pa is the colour nodal density
of fluid a, defined as follows:
Q

pa (x ) = £

iV t(x )

I Z r (x> *’
i

n) ’

(4 -3)

n

where we define the function 8a(x.,i,n) to denote the colour match of a given mo
mentum density to the colour a:
,a. . s I
<5 (x,i,ra) = <
I

1

if lb(x,i,n) = a ,

0

otherwise.

Equation 4.2entails a smooth transition of the effective kinematic viscosity through
the fluid interface (as the original Gunstensen model does):

E at P°‘ Va
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This procedure ensures, as for the Gunstensen model, correct hydrodynamics for
the evolution of the colourblind momentum densities. The remaining of the algo
rithm ensures non-diffusion between fluids and imposes additional physics (interfa
cial boundary conditions). Still following the Gunstensen algorithm, the next step
is to ‘recolour’ these post-collided colourblind densities /+ .
G eneralised recolour step
In the basic Gunstensen algorithm, numerical recolouring is achieved by reflecting
colour flux back along the direction of the colour-field, ensuring that the work done
by the subsequent colour-flux against the colour-field is maximised. In the gener
alised model, the idea is essentially the same. The main difference, however, is that
in the case of a binary fluid model, there is only one possible interface, and colourfield of the two colours are necessarily opposed by 180 degrees (see equation 2.4).
This assumption cannot be made when a node contains more than two fluids and
the extended method had to be based on new arguments: the colour-field represents
the direction of the imbalance of one given colour with respect to the rest of the
colours at the node). Therefore, a colour-field has to be defined for each colour a of
a mixed node, and the colourblind colour field P/?(x) is generalised by:
Q
pp (x )

=

+C i) -

+

^

where pa is the nodal density of all colours at the node but colour a, and is defined
as follows:
'?a

_ £ ? £n
=
=

^ (f-l1 _- 5“(x, i, n))
r(x, i. n)

p(x) - p“ (x) .

We note that the definition of the colour-field of the colour a is therefore simplified
as follows:
i

We define the angle of the colour-field of colour a as:

in two dimensions (x and y), to determine the reallocation order of colour /3, exactly
the same way as the basic Gunstensen model.
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It is important to note th at this operation has to be repeated for each of the N t (x)
colours of the node at x. We deduce from it N t reallocation priority tables (Xi, T2,
T/vt) for the reallocation of each N t colours. The order by which these N t alloca
tion tables are addressed is im portant for the overall stability of the simulation: it
has to be in order of increasing colour nodal density (defined in equation 4.3).
Let’s illustrate this im portant point through an example: suppose we have, at x, 4
different fluids (1, 2, 3 and 4) in the following quantity: p1 »

p2 « p3 « p4. Colour

1 is therefore in majority (in the node) and colours 2, 3 and 4 in minority. Reallo
cating colour 1 first means th at the probability th at the recolouring step totally fills
a link corresponding to the first priority of colour 2, 3 or 4 is not negligible. Here,
this induces minority colour to be fully reallocated (because in minority) in a way in
which the work of its colour-flux against its colour-field is not maximised, leading to
the minority colour’s diffusion or evaporation. However, beginning by reallocating
the minority species ensures th at minority species get recoloured according to their
reallocation priority table, the majority colour ‘does not even notice’. This could
be summarised by: ‘the improper recolouring of the majority colour has a major
effect on the recolouring of the minority colours while the improper recolouring of
the minority colours has only minor effect of the recolouring of majority colour’, as
figure 4.3 illustrates.

Colour-field
Majority colour

■ft
Minority colour

Correct recolouring order
Figure 4.3:

Improper recolouring order

The order o f recolouring between the majority colour (blue here) and the
other minority colour (magenta, red and green) is crucial to ensure proper
reallocation. The majority colour should be recoloured last to allow minority
colours to be optimally recoloured as they should.
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Improper recolouring order induces droplets in contact to stick to each other and
some mass of each droplet to stick onto the surface of the other when they separate,
as figure 4.4 illustrates. The simulation parameters for this data were 100 x 200
nodes, wa .= 1.7 V a, cra/3 =

0 .0 0 1

V { a , / ? } a ^/3 (see next section of the surface

tension implementation).
Generalise propagation step
The basic Gunstensen algorithm propagates reallocated colour in the following way
(for red and blue fluid):
r<(x + ciAt, t + A t) = r<(x, t ) ,
6 f(x

+ C]At, t + At) = bi(x, t ) ,

where r*(x + C\At ,t + At) and 6 ;(x + q A t,t + At) are the post-propagated red
and blue colour respectively. Two destination matrices are therefore required to
accommodate the two post-recoloured matrices.
This propagation step gets rather more complicated when dealing with the ‘coloured’
matrix r(x, z,n) in the TV-component algorithm, but a one-to-one propagation from
origin to destination lattices (within the n dimension) is still possible since the model
assumes a constant maximum number of colour at any site,
error is returned in the code if there is more than

N

q

N

q

(generally 5). An

colours to be propagated into

a given node, to avoid overwriting densities and colour label. The labels lb{x, z, n )’s
are propagated in exactly the same way. This consists of the main idea of the
propagation algorithm, but it should be noted that this method does not provide
very tidy momentum and colour matrices.
Colour is therefore ordered within the momentum and colour matrices so that the
momentum densities of a given colour index n have the same colour label. As an
illustration, let’s consider a mixed node where colour

2

is in majority with colours

1, 3 and 4 in minority. The ordering of the colours within the lb matrix might be:
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Figure 4.4:

Two droplet, originally in contact, pulled apart by a body-force. Colour
represents the number o f nodes (white and yellow: 1, green:2, red:3). Small
surface tension between the two droplets ensures that they ‘stic k ’ to each
other. Case (a) is when the order o f recolouring is not addressed, case (b)
is when the order o f recolouring is done by decreasing colour nodal density
(pa) and case (c) is when the recolouring is done by increasing nodal density.
It is visible that the case (c) should be adopted (maximising segregation o f
fluids but retaining each fluid’s identity).
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A couple of remarks are appropriated here:
• The Nt colours are not organised in any specific order of nodal density or
absolute colour number with increasing n as long as each column of the colour
dimension at coordinate contains only one type of colour.
• We chose arbitrarily the colour label ‘O’ to denote the absence of colour.
• Colour is allocated in increasing values of the nth index: colour densities are
propagated into the destination node in their corresponding colour column,
or in the next available if the destination node does not already contain the
colour.
Initialisation
Referring to the standard Gunstensen algorithm (figure 2.4), both the initialisation
step and the collide step feed the collide step. The arrangement of the densities
r(x, z, n) and colour Z6 (x, z, n) after the initialisation step has therefore to be identical
to the arrangement after the propagation step. We saw in last section that the
different colours of a node are identified by the colour matrix /6 (x, z, n), and they
are ordered within the elements of dimension n. Following the remarks of last
section, only the first column of lb is initialised to the index chosen for the colour a
for a site. We initialise the fluid p (red say) in the original Gunstensen algorithm
by:
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r(x, i) = ti p°
b(x, i) =

0

Here we generalise this step and use:
p° for n = 0 , (

r(x,z,n)

Z6 (x, i,n) = <

—1

otherwise,

P

for n = 0 ,

—1

otherwise,

We set ‘-1’ as a trap for subsequent checking points in the programme (recall that
a negative density of probability is not physical and that the programme stops and
return an error message in this case).
G eneralised m id-link bounce back m eth o d
Again, the assumption that a node can only contain a maximum of Nq number of
different colours at the same time plays an important role in the simplification and
efficiency of the algorithm: when a wall is present between two nodes, each colour
labels lb(x, i,n) and densities r(x,z,n) are bounced back in the usual way since
the colour acceptance capability of the destination node is the same as the colour
acceptance capability of the original node (=Nq), which is the same argument as
the one used in the generalisation of the propagate step. Instead of bouncing two
densities back (r; and bp, the generalised mid link bounce back method bounces N t
densities and Nt colours. Note that the remaining NQ —Nt yet unaddressed densities
and colours at a node have to be bounced back as well, to retain the integrity of the
bounce back method and to avoid generating colour mass:
f p (x, n) = / ?+ (x - ci} n)
Z6 (x, i,n) = lb(x —
where i represents the

8

V {x; z; n} ,
V {x;z;n}.

conjugate to i.

This description is enough to obtain non-coalescence of N »
next section demonstrates.
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2 -components

as

4.2.3

P ro o f o f concept: non-coalescence o f N > 2 fluids

This section demonstrates the non-coalescence capability of the N-component model
with the information described so far, through the demonstration of ‘phase segre
gation’ (term borrowed from [145]). In figure 4.5, a rectangular box is initialised
uniformly with a square pattern of 4 different (mutually non-coalescing) fluids with
a layer top and bottom of a fifth fluid. A shear is imposed top and bottom (with
velocity Uq and —Uq). Note that a small uniform surface tension has been added
to ensure phase segregation (see next section for the implementation of the surface
tension). The simulation parameters for this data were 100 x 200 nodes, u a = 1.7 V
a , GaP = 0.001 V { a ,p } a ^ /3 (see next section of the surface tension implementation),
U0 = 0.05. Periodic boundary conditions were implemented left and right.

4.3

G eneralisation of the surface tension m ethod

So far, this chapter has described how to implement the iV-component Gunstensen
LB algorithm for many component, walls, and the main hydrodynamics of the model.
The previous chapter described how surface tensions in the original Gunstensen al
gorithm induces instabilities and flow artifacts, leading to the A correction. This
section describes now how to generalise these ideas into our N-component model.

4.3.1

TV-component G unstensen surface tension w ith th e A
correction

background, the A m ethod
Recall that the A method imposes the surface tension on an interface via a pertur
bation step which consists of reducing the interfacial length by adding the following
in the LBE:
A /i(x) = ai CCcos{2(0P(x) - f t) ) ,

(4.4)

where a* is the surface tension including the A correction, CC is the concentration
factor, 6p is the angle of the colour-field (either red or blue colour-field, recall) and
ft is the angle of the ith link (see D2Q9 lattice geometry, figure 1 .2 ).
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(a) t= 0

(b) t=6000

(c) t=12000

(d) t=18000

(ej t=24000

(f) t=30000

fej t=36000

^ ;t= 4 2 0 0 0

(i) t=48000

(j) t =54000

Figure 4.5:

Demonstration o f non-coalescence capability o f our N-component model.
The five fluids in the simulation are mutually non-coalescent. A shear and a
small surface tension force induce phase segregation.
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It should be noted that equation 4.4 accounts for the interface between red and blue
fluids, and contains explicit reference to each of the colours. Generalising equation
4.4 to ^-components therefore means to generalise it to

possible interfaces at a

node containing Nt interfaces (where each fluid of each possible pair of fluids must
have explicit representation in the final formula).
The remainder of this section explains how to generalise each term of equation 4.4.
G en eralisatio n of th e con cen tratio n factor
Recall that the role of the concentration factor CC is to minimise the activation of
surface tension, away from the purely mathematical red-blue interface (defined by
the contour pR = pB). This must be conserved in the iV-component model, and
therefore, for the fluid a - (3 fluid interface (a(3 interface for short hereafter), the
concentration factor CC becomes:
c c al3

=1-

pa - fP
pa + p13

G en eralisation of th e surface tension p a ra m e te r
In the iV-component method, the surface tension parameter cq becomes a, N x N
surface tension matrix, crQ/3, accounting for each

<ra/3

___

possible interfaces:

a11

a12 ...

a IN

a21

a22

a

..

2

N

aN1 aN2 ... a NN

Few remarks on aa/3:
<jal3 is symmetric: the surface tension of fluid a with fluid (3 is the same as the
surface tension of fluid (3 with fluid a (qaig =
interface,
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7^

) since they have the same

• say that the surrounding fluid is represented by natural number n, the nth row
and rith column of cra/3 (crna and aan) correspond to the surface tension of the
droplets with the surrounding fluid,
• diagonal elements (craa) are never addressed since they correspond to the sur
face tension of a fluid with itself (which is absurd),
• the remaining of the elements not listed above (i.e. aaf3 where a

(3 and

a 7^ n and (3 ^ n) accounts for the droplet’s liquid-wetting properties (wetting
between fluid a and fluid ft).
Generalisation of the colour-field
In the Gunstensen method, the colour-field represents the direction of the red —blue
interface. In TV-component generalisation, there are no arguments for not continuing
to represent the a(3 interface normal by the a@ colour-field defined as follow:
= X^[p“ (r + ci) - / ( r + Ci)]Ci7 •
i
And therefore, the angle of the colour-field of the af3 interface is taken as:
/ pa/3

e f = ta r T 1 (

Summary of the surface tension perturbation N -com ponent m odel
The final formula of the surface tension with the A^-component A method reads:
A/, (x) = ^
a,/3

■( l '

) c0S(2 ( < ( x ) P

P

0t) ) .

J

To summarise, the implementation of the surface tension with the A method is
straightforward from the binary method as long as very carefully implemented. The
micro-currents and isotropy have been measured to match the micro-currents ob
tained with the binary model, as one might expect.
This method enables the explicit representation of surface tensions between each
possible pair of fluids, through the surface tension matrix crap.
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4.3.2

W etting m ethods in th e G unstensen m ethod

L iquid-w etting in th e generalised A m eth o d
The implementation of the liquid-wetting is straightforward from cra/3: tuning aa/3
gives the required liquid-wetting behaviour. No additional step is required to ac
commodate liquid-wetting between the different droplets in the simulation.
In figure 4.6, a rectangular box is initialised with two fluids (A and B) split hor
izontally with a round droplet (C) lying in the middle of the interface of fluid 1
and 2. The droplet is subjected to a constant surface tension (equal surface tension
between the droplet and the surrounding fluids). We vary the surface tension of
the two surrounding fluids (A and B). The simulation parameters for this data were
350 x 100 nodes, u a = 1.7 V a, aAC = aBC = 0.001 and aAB = { 0.003, 0.002,
0.0015, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001 }.
The droplet in the middle of the interface of fluid 1 and 2 is deformed by the only
influence of the surface tension between 1 and 2. Note that this is a standard
configuration to test a A-component model.

4.3.3

Spontaneous liquid-w etting behaviour o f th e A m ethod
for JV-components

The spontaneous liquid-wetting is assessed here by the final steady state configura
tion of different fluids into contact, where all the surface tensions are equal.
In figure 4.7), the surface tensions between the surrounding fluid (S ) and the droplets
(D) are the same, and the surface tension between the droplet is set to zero. The
simulation parameters for this data were 200 x 200 nodes, u a = 1.7 V a,
and

cfdd

osd

— 0.001

— 0.

These steady state super-ball configurations of figure 4.7 can be understood by
considering the purely local property of the A method: the two droplets have exactly
the same surface tension with the surrounding fluid, and none between themselves.
So, as far as the surface tension is concerned, they are the same fluid, leading to a
spherical droplet made out of the different fluids, with arbitrary internal structure.
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Figure 4.6:

Demonstration o f liquid-wetting capability o f our N-component model. The
droplet (C) in the centre is elongated by the increasing surface tension o f
the blue-magenta (A-B) interface.
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Figure 4.7:

(a) Initial state

(b) Steady state

(c) Initial state

(d) Steady state

Liquid-wetting spontaneous behaviour. Case when ail surface tensions are
equal.
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W all-w etting in th e generalised A m eth o d
We saw in the first chapter that each liquid had its own wall-wetting behaviour,
that is affinity with a given surface. Insignificant in the hydrodynamics when only
one fluid is in contact with the walls, it becomes a key factor when more than one
fluid is present (see chapter 1). The contact angle of the interface between two
fluids and the wall depends on each fluid’s wetting as well as their surface tension
(recall the Taylor-Laplace law, equation 3.9). The reduction of both wettings to a
unique forcing (equal to the difference of wetting of the two fluids) has therefore
been possible for the binary case, but is clearly not applicable in ^-component.
Each fluid’s affinity has to be taken into account individually.
Recall that the wetting method for the binary fluid A method is to impress wetting
by imposing a perturbation step similar to the surface tension perturbation step,
parallel to the direction of the wall:
^ fi

uall p C O s [2 (0 j

@w)\ 5

where awau is the wall wetting parameter of the two fluids and 6W is the wall direc
tion with respect to the node, defined by equation 3.11.
Again, in TV-component fluids, the awau parameter is defined for each of the Nt fluids
a, and <jwaii is generalised to cr“all.

This leads to the following formula accounting for the perturbation of the post
collided densities, to include wall-wetting behaviour:
A /i = <C,H pa cos{2(6i - ew) ) .
This operation is repeated Nt times for each (Nt) fluid at the node, giving the
following final perturbation:
Nt

A ft = cos( 2(0; - 9W)) ^

a lall pa
a

4.4

P roof of capability of our N -com ponent m ethod

Since the primary objective of this thesis is explicitly to model venule scale blood
flow, figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 illustrate the case of two non-coalescing droplets with
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high/medium/low surface tension and high viscosity, subjected to body-forces in
opposite direction. The liquid-wetting matrix crQ/3 has been tuned such that the
surface tension between the two droplets is much higher than between the droplets
and the surrounding fluid. This ensures that an explicit layer of surrounding fluid
is mostly always surrounding or wetting the droplets. The two droplets can be
regarded as two vesicles. Deformation and non-coalescence is readily visible.
The simulation parameters for this data were 200 x 200 nodes,

ujs

= 1.7, u D = 0.5.

We also had, (i) in figure 4.8, aDD = 0.005, aSD = 0.0025, g=2 x 10—5, frames were
taken every 5000 steps (ii) in figure 4.9, oDD = 0.005, aSD = 0.0025, g=5 x 10-5,
frames were taken every 5000 steps and (iii) in figure 4.10, aDD = 0.002, aSD =
0.001, g=5 x 10-5, frames were taken every 5000 steps.

4.5

How efficient is this new model?

Computational efficiency is a major issue and aim of this project, since we showed
that some other numerical models where able to simulate similar application but
were rather computationally inefficient. It is therefore important to assess the effi
ciency of our model to demonstrate the major advantage it has against other related
numerical techniques.
We assess efficiency by measuring the time and memory requirements of our model
in a standard configuration (square box), with respect to the system size, the num
ber of simulated non-coalescing droplets (N ), and the number of possible different
fluids at a node (N q ).

4.5.1

C om putational efficiency against th e system size

We first needed to verify that our model was applicable to relatively large systems,
there would have been only a limited number of possible applications otherwise.
Figure 4.11 shows the memory and time requirement of our model with the total
number of nodes (note that the explicit configuration does not affect these require
ments).
This demonstrates that our new N-component model for non-coalescing droplets
scales linearly with the number of nodes, which is, as far as the author is aware, as
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Figure 4.8:

Proof o f capability o f our N-component model. Both droplets have high
surface tension and high viscosity.
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Figure 4.9:

Proof o f capability o f our N-component model. Both droplets have medium
surface tension and high viscosity.
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Figure 4.10:

Proof o f capability o f our N-component model. Both droplets have low
surface tension and high viscosity.
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C o m p u ta tio n a l r e q u ir e m e n t o f o u r n e w N -c o m p o n e n t m o d e l fo r n o n 
c o a le s c in g d r o p le t w ith r e s p e c t to th e s y s te m s iz e . T h e lin e a r d e p e n d a n c e
fo r b o th tim e a n d m e m o r y is a s g o o d a s a n y m o d e l c a n g e t.

good as any other model. In other words, the system size is not a limiting factor in
this model.

4.5.2

C om putational efficiency against th e m axim um num
ber o f fluids allowed at one node

As described previously, the maximum number of fluids at one node (N q ) is a major
parameter for the stability of the simulation. We usually choose

N

q

= 5, which has

been found to be appropriate for most of our applications so far. However, it has been
mentioned that in the case of the simulation of highly poly-dispersed suspension,
N

q

might have to be increased, so that nodes can accommodate more fluids at one

time. Figure 4.12 shows the memory and time dependance of our N-component
model against

N

q

.

It demonstrates that both time and memory requirements are linear in
means that

N

q

q

,

which

should be minimised since it is an ‘expensive’ parameter. It is also

the author’s belief that a linear dependance with

4.5.3

N

N

q

is acceptable.

C om putational efficiency against th e num ber o f sim 
ulated droplets

Most importantly in the current applications of simulating large number of droplets
(N), the efficiency of the model should be focused on the number of droplets. It
otherwise would be as any other model and not providing advantage. Recall that
the target application of this model is to simulate (efficiently) more than 100 non
coalescing droplets. Figure 4.13 shows the dependance the memory and time re
quirements with respect to the total number of simulated droplets.
This shows that the time requirements of our model scales only weakly with N (it
takes only half more time to simulate 1000 droplets than 200), and that the memory
requirements are independent of the number of droplets, keeping the simulational
domain constant. This demonstrates that our model can simulate efficiently a very
large number of droplets, which was the aim or this thesis.
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4.5.4

C onclusion on efficiency

The previous series of tests, shown in figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13, demonstrates that
large simulations with large number of non-coalescing droplets are possible with
limited computational resources.

Conclusion
We described in this chapter how to generalise the original Gunstensen model for
binary LB. We showed that our model was required explicitly to model large numbers
of non-coalescing droplet: no other model (as far as the author is aware) is capable
of such efficiency. We have shown how to generalise the surface tension method and
liquid wetting, providing the first account of mesoscopic blood flow simulation. Only
proofs of concept have been shown so far, the next chapter consists of a validation
of the dynamics of our new N-component model.
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C hapter 5
iV-component validation:
com parison w ith experim ental
behaviour
Introduction
The previous chapter has show how to implement our new N-component LB model
to the flow of many droplets in suspension, for example. However, this model needed
to be validated through comparison with well-established results. This validation
comprises the third set of results of this thesis, and is due to appear in the press
late this summer in [48] and [47].
We chose to compare our model against the work of Goldsmith [71], [72], [73], [74]
on the flow of RBC’s, and solid and deformable particles at the capillary scale (10
cells in diameter).

5.1

Experim ental observations

As we saw previously in this chapter, blood is mainly composed of plasma and
RBC’s. That is the reason why Goldsmith, in [71], [74], studied blood flow through
the flow of RBC suspensions only and why, in this chapter, we consider suspensions
of identical mono-dispersed particles only. It should be noted that Goldsmith’s work,
even though of a certain age now, is considered as the reference for this application,
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since he carried out a very careful and thorough investigation.
As mentioned previously in last chapter, RBC’s have a very high internal fluid vis
cosity (1000 times more viscous than the plasma) and a very low surface tension:
nearly zero. Ion protein pumps ensure that an important depletion of the inside
compared to the plasma and together with restriction of constant interfacial surface
area, provide the RBC’s with their typical bi-concave shape as well as their deformability. Indeed, RBC’s with inefficient ionic pumps return to a spherical shape
and do not deform (like an inflated football). It should be noted that the precise
deformability of RBC’s is also influenced by the viscoelatic property of their mem
brane. Goldsmith studies did not take this into account since they involved ‘ghost
red cells’ (red blood cells which have had all of their cytoplasmic contents removed
so that only their outer cytoplasmic membrane remains), serving as a model for
whole blood. RBC’s are consequently said to behave like like deflated footballs,
containing a viscous oil: they are slowly but highly deformable ([19]).
Goldsmith showed through this thorough study that the behaviour of RBC’s at low
Reynolds Number (less than unity) and high volume fraction is similar in many ways
to that of suspensions of deformable spheres, discs and rods ([71], [23]). However,
he also observed that the mesoscopic flow of solid particle was qualitatively different
than the mesoscopic flow of deformable particles [71], [74], [23]. This is widely taken
to mean that deformability plays a crucial role in overall flow field at this scale
and that the exact shape of the particles in suspension is not of prime importance.
Goldsmith also showed that the influence of the the shape of the particles in suspen
sion was significant only at low volume fraction (through the different equilibrium
position of a single particle and similar velocity profiles of high volume fraction of
suspensions in long straight tubes) [73], [72].
In summary, the following results highlight the need for our N-component LB model,
again, given that blood flow and deformable particle transport are key, targeted ap
plications of this thesis, since:
• deformability cannot be overlooked, even at high volume fraction,
• the exact shape of the particles is only significant at low volume fraction,
• no other current numerical model can actually simulate efficiently both high
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volume fraction and deformability.
In order to validate our N-component model, we compare the response of our new
model to the velocity profiles obtained experimentally by Goldsmith and their de
pendance on the different parameters.

5.2

Configuration and definitions

5.2.1

Flow regim e and flow configuration

Goldsmith’s experiments were carried under a microscope in transparent suspen
sions of red cell ghosts, tracking the particles in flow through tubes having radii of
32 to 80 fim, at Reynolds numbers from 10-3 to 0.3, and volume concentration from
0.1 to 0.9. The cells’ diameter was typically 6 fim [74].
A quantitative one-to-one comparison of Goldsmith’s work would not be practical
with our LB N-component flow since we do not represent exactly the same objects
(Goldsmith considers ghost RBC’s while we consider liquid droplets). We therefore
studied, quantitatively, the influence of the same parameters as Goldsmith (volume
fraction, flow rate and deformability) and extracted the qualitative trends to make
appropriate, valid comparisons.
We used a two dimensional straight channel, the typical size of the simulations was
250 x 100 lattice nodes. We used mid-link bounce back to impose top and bottom
walls and periodic boundary conditions to close the simulation left and right. The
particles’ typical size was 8 lattice nodes in diameter, providing Goldsmith’s particle
diameter to channel’s width ratio. We considered that a length to width aspect ratio
of 2.5 was sufficient to smear out the effect of the periodic boundary conditions. A
uniformly impressed body-force was used to impose the pressure gradient, which is
a good approximation at low Reynolds number when there is only a small difference
of density between the particles and the surrounding fluid. The explicit density
difference between the RBC’s and the plasma (about 1%) was not modeled. Results
were obtained from steady state, typically after 105 time steps.

In comparison to Goldsmith’s experimental configuration, we matched:
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• the surrounding fluid’s Reynolds number,
• the relative diameters of the particles (cells) to the width of the tube,
• the volume fraction of the particles to the surrounding fluid.
We used a random arrangement of identical mono-dispersed droplets as initial con
figuration, in order to minimise periodic boundary and artificial alignment effects.
The velocity profile was initiated as a longitudinally uniform parabola. We could
not match Goldsmith’s concentration factor up to 0.9 by volume, since a random
initial arrangement of the particles needed to be retained and it was found that
a volume fraction of 0.6 was as high as we could obtain with the time available.
Note that this upper bound on concentration reflects only the initialisation of our
simulation alone: the core algorithm could run with much higher concentration (see
the application on sedimenting immiscible droplets of next chapter).
We used the N-component model described in the previous chapter, together with
the A correction described in chapter 3.

5.2.2

D efinitions

Goldsmith’s arguments on the role of deformability are based on the comparisons
of the ‘blunting’ of measured velocity profiles obtained with different particles in
suspension. He compared velocity profiles qualitatively only and did not provide
any quantitative definition for the blunting. In this study, we define the blunting of
a measured velocity profile quantitatively as its departure from pure parabola. We
measure this departure as the mean departure (at 0.25% and 0.75% of the width
of the channel) to the fitted (6th order polynomial) length averaged velocity profile,
normalised to its maximum velocity, to the corresponding normalised parabola (see
also figure 5.1):
a _ v { y = 0.25) + u (y = 0.75)
P = -----------2~x~0?75----------- ’

(5J)

in which, 0.75 is the height of such a normalised parabola. With this definition, a
flat velocity profile is characterised by (3 = 1.33 and a parabolic velocity profile by
(3 = 1.00. This definition minimises the error due to the asymmetry of the velocity
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the definition of the blunting (5 of the velocity
profiles.
profile due to asymmetries in the suspension axial concentration and local flow.
Other definitions are used:
• <h: volume fraction of the suspension.
• superscript ‘D ’ denotes any droplet’s fluid and superscript ‘5 ’ denotes the
surrounding fluid.

• crD is the surface tension parameter of the droplets in suspension. It is impor
tant to note th at E is the same for all the droplets of the suspension (o SD = E).
• T is the body force parameter, used to mimic a pressure difference in the
simulation. Since the flow rate of the simulation is linearly related to T, T is
taken as a measure of the flow rate.
• v[f = vDI v s \ ratio of the droplets viscosity (v D) to the surrounding fluid’s
viscosity (vs ).
• Rdrop'• radius of the droplet. Note that through this study, all the droplets
have the same radius, since Goldsmith studied suspensions of mono-dispersed
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particles (typically, RdroP=8 l.u.).

5.2.3

Param eters for th e sim ulation o f solid and deform able
particles

Drops’ viscosity and surface tension were the two free parameter remaining to vary
the droplet’s deformability.

For the solid drop study, the droplets’ viscosity was set to be 40 times greater
than the surrounding fluid’s (\k=40,

ljs

= 1.8) and their surface tension was set to

the highest value giving stable simulations and relatively low micro-currents activity
(recall that too high a surface tension can cause a large micro-current activity, over
whelming the hydrodynamical flow which can causes the simulation go unstable, see
chapter 3). We took typically crD — 0.001.

For the study of deformable drops, the droplets’ viscosity was the same as the
surrounding fluid’s (4/ = 1) and aD was reduced to a small value, ensuring however
that the droplets do not break-up in the achieved local shear with the highest flow
rate. Typically, we had aD = 0.0001.

In both studies, we tuned the surface tension matrix cra/3 so that the droplets in
the suspension exhibit a biological, cell-like behaviour: the surrounding fluid is en
couraged to wet each droplet at all time (typically, oDD = 10 aSD). We also tuned
the wall-wetting parameters of each droplet to be negative (to dry the walls) whilst
the surrounding fluid wall wetting was tuned to be positive (to wet the wall). We
had typically o i all = 0.002 and a°oM= -0.002.

5.3

Sim ulations of solid/deform able droplets

Goldsmith observed experimentally different dependencies of (3 over T, Rd and $ for
solid and deformable suspended particles [71], [72], [23]. We propose to assess the re
sponse of our N-component model against the same parameters, and to demonstrate
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in this way the capabilities and correct hydrodynamics of our model.

5.3.1

Solid particles

In the case of solid particles, Goldsmith showed that (3 depends solely on the parti
cles’ volume fraction (<£>) and relative size to the channel (Rd) [23].
We used the parameters described in section 5.2.1.
Figure 5.2 shows the expected increase in (3 with increasing <I> (which is qualitatively
in accord with Goldsmith’s experimental results).
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Figure 5.2: Dependance o f the blunting against the volume fraction o f the suspension.
Case o f solid particles (i.e. viscous, high surface tension drops). The expected
increase o f /3 against $ is recovered.

We observed however a small dependance of (3 against T (Goldsmith observed no
dependance), as figure 5.3 shows.
This implies th at the set of parameters used to model solid particles with the droplets
described in section 5.2.3 are not sufficient to obtain really solid particles.
We could increase the solidity of the ‘particles’ (drops) in suspension by increasing
T,0 and/or ^ but this would tend to make the flow more noisy (because increased
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that the limitation o f this model.

micro-currents) and ultimately lead to unstable simulations. This effectively de
fines the boundary of our current model for application to the modeling of rigid
particles. It should, however, be noted that this limitation is not surprising since
the very essence of this technique is to model droplets (deformable particles), not
solid particles. If solid particles have to be modeled, our LB based technique allows
the concurrent implementation of a (say) Ladd type method [113] (which is more
appropriate for this task).

5.3.2

Deform able particles

In the case of deformable particles, Goldsmith found th at (3 depends on the flow
rate (recall th at (3 was independent of the flow rate for solid particles) [71], [72],
[23]. We used the parameters described in section 5.2.3 to assess this dependance.
Figure 5.4 shows the expected decrease of (3 with increasing T.
This last set of results, we suggest, validates qualitatively at least, the overall hy148
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drodynamics of our new N-component model.

5.3.3

Conclusion on th e blunting results

We found that our model gives good agreement against experimental observations
of Goldsmith for ‘rigid’ and deformable particles and identified th at purely ‘solid’
particle behaviour could not be achieved, even with the A method. In the remainder
of this thesis, we will consequently refer to ‘rigid’ rather than ‘solid’ particles. We
also note th at our model is not ideally designed to represent solid particles, repre
sented by droplets anyway (it would be pointless to disable to great advantage of
this technique to model deformability over many others). More careful optimisa
tion of the model (reduction of the micro-currents) will increase the stability of the
model and improve the flow field allowing higher surface tension and more ‘rigid’
droplets (see next chapter). This new technique however allows the implementation
of models for simulating real solid particles (such as the Ladd approach [113]).
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This study has identified th at tuning the surface tension and viscosity ratio could
be used to give suspended particles a rigid or deformable behaviour. The next sec
tion consequently investigates the behaviour of suspensions in between these two
extremes cases.

5.4

In betw een solid and deformable droplets

5.4.1

Flow regim e and configuration and droplet’s param e
ters

In this section, we assess the ‘solidity’ of suspended particles with hydrodynamical
parameters (surface tension and viscosity) between the two extreme case seen previ
ously (solid and deformable), from the point of view of the properties of the overall
liquid.
We use the observations of last section: (3 for a suspension of solid particles does not
vary with T while (3 for a suspension of deformable particles does. We use the same
simulation configuration as previously (see section 5.2.1). T is set to the maximum
value th at allowed the previous study of the solid particle regime to remain in the
constant (3 regime, as figure 5.5 schematically illustrates.

“Solid”
particles

deformable
AP
particles
1

Figure 5.5:

Flow rate

Schematic representation o f the variation o f (3 for rigid and deformable
drops in solution with our simulation against the flow rate. A t A P 0, solid
particles exhibit a maximum [3 while deformable particles exhibit a minimum
(3. (3 can therefore be taken as a direct measure o f deformability o f the
particles.

At Tq, stiff particles therefore give a maximum (3 (1.33) while very deformable par-
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tides return a minimum (3 (1.00). Measuring (3 for different aD and ^ gives a
quantitative measure of the deformability of the particles in the suspension in terms
of a property of the suspension as a whole.

5.4.2

M easurem ents

Figure 5.6 shows the response of (3 with different values of £ and ^ for the suspended
particles.

cel 1.25

O)
BC 1.2
m 1-15-

Drops’ viscosity

Drops’ surface tension

Figure 5.6:

Surface showing the (3 response o f the suspension with our N-component
model depending on the droplet’s surface tension and viscosity. Expectingly,
the m ost solid particles are found a t highest viscosity and surface tension
while m ost deformable are found a t low viscosity and surface tension.

It should be noted th at we removed approximately 10% of visibly aberrant values of
(3 when the interpolation of the fitted profile picked-up the noise of the profile, and
returned a value of [3 th at was clearly not representative. This happened mostly at
low deformability, since the flow is highly interface dominated, and is therefore sub
jected to moderate micro-currents, increasing the noise and biasing the averaging
and subsequent interpolations (see equation 5.1).
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5.4.3

R esults

As expected, the higher the viscosity and surface tension of the droplet, the higher
their rigidity. This surface provides a calibration of the solidity of the suspended
particles as a function of their surface tension S and ratio of their viscosity with
the surrounding fluid viscosity, \P. To serve this application, this surface (of figure
5.6 is represented as contour plot in which each contour represents a line of isodeformability in the particles. See figure 5.7.

viscosity ratio

Figure 5.7:

Contour plot o f figure 5.6 showing sets o f parameters giving identical
deformability to the droplets.

The contours of figure 5.7 provide a very useful calibration of the solidity exhibited
by our particles: a set of parameters can be found to give unstable simulations and
through this calibration, other sets of parameters giving similar deformability can
be determined immediately.
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5.5

C h ain in g of a dense suspension

5.5.1

E xperim ental evidence

We observed a high degree of alignment of the particle in suspension in all of the
previous simulations.
In the current literature, this phenomenon is known as chaining: some studies
showed experimental evidence of chaining through the imaging of the flow of colloidal
particles using a laser scanned confocal video [61]. Figure 5.8 shows an example of
experimental evidence of chaining by M artin Frank, Doug Anderson, Jeff Morris,
Denis Semwogerere, and Eric Weeks on their website ( h t t p : / /www. p h y s ic s . emory.
e d u /~ w e e k s/la b /flow ing.htm l), related to [61].

Figure 5.8:

Experimental observation o f colloidal particles chaining. Available on
h t t p : //w w w . p h y s i c s , em ory. e d u / " w e e k s / l a b / l a b p i c s / v 0 2 c . g i f

Molecular Dynamics simulations show that particles in a straight channel of a few
particle diameter’s in width exhibit analogous chaining behaviour [206], [166]. Other
studies showing chaining of colloidal particles can be found in [51], [52]. Chakrabarti
et al. [26] also note th at the transition towards ‘lane formation’ is a general phe
nomenon and occurs also in systems such as dusty plasma particles [2 0 2 ], ions mi
grating with two-dimensional membranes [142], granular m atter [207], [175], and
collective dynamics of pedestrian zones [8 8 ], [198].
It is therefore the author’s belief th at this behaviour is less significant than the
previous study on blunting to the validation our N-component model’s overall hy-
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drodynamics, since the latter observations implies that it is mainly due to packing
and mechanical properties only. However, the exact arrangement of the particle
within the suspension can be crucial in some studies where, for example, the sus
pension is made of chemically inter-reacting particles. The kinetic of these reactions
obviously greatly depends on the relative arrangement of the particles.

5.5.2

N um erical evidence

In order to further study this phenomenon, we initialised randomly 560 droplets in
a rectangular box. Their viscosity and surface tension were chosen so th at they ex
hibited medium deformability (a D = 0.0001, oDD — 0.001,

= 20). The simulation

size was 100 x 250 with mid-link bounce back top and bottom and periodic boundary
conditions left and right. The particles’ initial diameter was 8 lattice nodes. The
Reynolds number was 12.
Figure 5.9 shows the typical random initial configuration of the suspension.

Figure 5.9:

Random initial arrangement o f the particles in solution for the stu dy o f
chaining.

A body-force was used to impress a pressure gradient left to right (T = 10~6). Figure
5.10 shows the time evolution of the chaining.
It is immediate from the last slide of the sequence in figure 5.10 (taken as representing
a steady state) that the suspension exhibits a high degree of chaining. This chaining,
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Figure 5.10:

Chaining time sequence. From a random arrangement to aligned config
uration.

at steady state, can be better visualised thought the distribution of the droplets
across the channel, as figure 5.11 shows.
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Figure 5.11:

Radial distribution o f the particles' centre o f gravity across the capillary.
The chaining o f the particles is very clear. The 25 lanes o f the last snapshot
o f figure 5.10 are clearly visible in this distribution.

Chaining of particles in suspension at the mesoscale can be understood as a compli
ance of the droplets to the parabolic velocity profile. If the profile was initialised as
uniformly flat and did not change, the particles would not have to rearrange them 
selves in chains. The initial parabolic velocity profile evolving to slightly blunted,
imposes a constant non zero shear along the channel, forcing the particles to rear
range ‘transversally’ to accommodate the radial difference of velocity.

5.5.3

Transversal m igration

As we saw in last section, random arrangements of particles evolved to a configura
tion with a very high degree of chaining at steady state. It is therefore interesting
to illustrate the mechanism leading to this final configuration. To this effect, we
plot the ‘path1 of each particle (the transverse component of the centre of gravity of
each particle with time to be precise), see figure 5.12.
It can be seen th at the rate of transverse migration (or ‘hopping’) of the particles
decreases with time. The reason for that is two fold: (i) the particles get aligned
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Figure 5.12:

‘Path ’ o f each droplet showing alinement a t steady state. Initial transversal
migration is clearly visible.

and reach a steady configuration and (ii) the velocity profile gets blunted decreasing
the transversal shear between chains.
Figure 5.12 also shows th at the particles along the walls align first (compared to
those in the bulk). This can be understood on the hypothesis that the rate of align
ment depends on the local shear rate. A higher local shear rate (like th at on the
sides) drives a faster rearrangement through transverse migration.

Similarly, Rennie [166] observed (experimentally) th at ‘low shear rates tend to in
crease the order and align domains in a single direction’. He also observed sliding
structure in oscillatory shear [34].
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5.6
5.6.1

Conclusion
M e s o - in betw een m acro and m icro

We have demonstrated a model for a large number of non-coalescing, non-evaporating,
mutually immiscible incompressible liquid drops. The model supports a large range
of parameterisation e.g. supernate to drop viscosity ratio and surface tensions, and
is able to recover correct bulk ‘macroscopic’ flows from the particular set of micro
scopic rules in use. This observation is particularly relevant as a vindication of our
representation of lubrication forces.
So the expected qualitative features, apparent in the results in figures 3a and 3b
tend to vindicate the method we have used to represent lubrication forces: the qual
itatively correct nature of the variation in the macroscopic suspension flow profiles
in depicted in figures 5.2 and 5.4 emerges from the microscopic rules implemented.
In particular our method of enforcing an explicit layer of supernate at drop and
boundary surfaces seems to be valid, at least at volume fraction 0 = 0.6
Where particle deformation is high one might expect large contacts between drops
at high volume fraction. Accordingly, the representation of sub-lattice lubrication
forces in the algorithm is one point at which further work needs to be undertaken.

5.6.2

O m itting th e third dim ension

The validity of the comparison of the relative behaviour of a three dimensional
experiment with two dimensional numerical simulation can obviously be argued.
However, it is the author’s belief that the tests carried out in this chapter are very
promising and do validate the qualitative accuracy of the hydrodynamic interactions
of the N non-coalescing droplets of our model. More detailed validation is clearly
needed to quantify the exact deformation of the droplets in suspension.
It is interesting to note that the degree of alignment of the particles in our two
dimensional LB simulation was much higher than the one observed experimentally
in three dimensions. The particles in two dimensions do not have to ‘choose’ between
only two sides of a blocking particle, the third dimension provides an increased
freedom. This is probably the reason why margination (transverse migration of
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the cells towards the middle of the channel leaving a cell free layer next to the
wall) of leukocytes (modeled as less deformable droplets with lower viscosity than
the RBC’s) has never been observed so far with our two dimensional model. In
future, we propose to develop the model in 3D, in which case margination should
be recovered.

Conclusion
An incompressible liquid drop is characterised by two parameters. Provided the
degree and rate of deformation available to our ‘drop’ blood cells are comparable
with that exhibited by actual cells under equivalent conditions (and our observations
show that they are) the basic premise of the model, both microscopically and in
terms of the properties of the overall effective liquid (suspension) are, we believe,
sound.
Goldsmith commented on the role of ghost cells as models of erythrocytes and
concluded that at high concentration, suspensions of reconstituted ghosts provide a
good physical model for blood, which confirmed that exact cell’s representation is
less and less important as the scale gets bigger [72].
We must sound a cautionary note. The correct ratio of the viscosity of real RBC’s
and the viscosity of plasma (1000) could not be reached due to stability issues.
However, it is the author’s belief that this underestimated viscosity of the particles
in suspension had no major impact on the velocity profiles and dependance of the
flow upon the different parameters. It is important to note that such a viscosity
ratio will not be trivial to achieve alongside the required and important forcing on
the simulation (surface tension). This will be an important issue when considering
the feasibility of studying leukocyte rolling with the N-component model.
Figure 5.3 showed that ‘solid particle’ behaviour of a suspension could not be ob
tained with the A method, due to instability and micro-currents issues. The sub
sequent (and very recent) development of the Lishchuk method in TV-component
model should permit one to reach more rigid droplets’ behaviour. To the author’s
mind, solid particle behaviour would not be reached unless further reduction of the
micro-currents is achieved. There would be no point in studying solid particles mod
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eled as very rigid droplets with the TV-component model since the main advantage
of the model would be erased, and the programme would also be more expensive
compared to using a Ladd type approach to simulate solid colloids in suspension.
Rather, what one should aim at from the present work is a model which allows from
a range of deformability in the drop/particle available to the method.
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C hapter 6
M icrofluidic and other applications
Introduction
The last chapter of this thesis assesses the possible application of our N-component
LB models (enhanced binary or N-component) to microfluidics. Through this last
chapter, we will see that this regime is computationally a problem for most numer
ical methods but that, with some further improvements, our model can be applied
successfully and more importantly, efficiently to this regime. This consists of the
fourth set of original results in this thesis, it will be submitted to publication shortly.

6.1

M icro-fluidic sim ulation case study

6.1.1

W h at did you say again? M icro-fluidic?

The renowned GNU online encyclopedia Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org) de
fines microfluidics as £a multidisciplinary field comprising physics, chemistry, engi
neering and biotechnology that studies the behavior of fluids at the microscale and
mesoscale, that is, fluids at volumes thousands of times smaller than a common
droplet. It also concerns the design of systems in which such small volumes of fluids
will be used.\ In other words, it refers to any flow configuration where the Reynolds
number is less than unity and if there is a fluid interface, the capillarity (or Taylor)
number is even smaller. Example of the technology includes inkjet printers, bloodcell-separation equipment, biochemical assays, chemical synthesis, genetic analysis.
{
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Not surprisingly, the medical industry has shown keen interest in microfluidics’ tech
nology (from h t t p : / / www. what i s . com).

6.1.2

A com putational challenge

The microfluidics regime is acknowledged in the current literature as a computational
hard —to —get. Reynardy et al for example mentioned the difficulty of this regime
when describing the VOF method in [165]: ‘As in any numerical method (...) it [the
VOF method] has its weaknesses, namely, for flows in which the capillary force is
the dominant physical mechanism\
Our model, as we will see in this chapter, is' not excluded from the rule, although
we believe, it represents the best hope. The Gunstensen algorithm provides good
starting point for the microfluidics applications and great advantages compared to
other methods: very sharp interfaces, possible viscosity contrast and nodal locality
(enabling differences in local hydrodynamical parameters).

6.2

Case study: ‘Flow -focusing’ configuration

We chose to apply our model to the ‘Flow-focusing’ configuration. It consists of
focusing a flow (generally a binary filet) through an aperture, in the aim of obtaining
very mono-dispersed droplets downstream of the aperture (see [3] for example). This
technique is relatively recent (less than five years old) and is the subject of significant
research efforts (see for example [64], [157], [3]).

6.2.1

Configuration

We chose to compare our model with the configuration described by Anna et al. in
[3]. The configuration is depicted in figure 6.1.
Experim ental configuration
Figure 6.1 shows the schematic flow-focusing configuration with parameters (in mm,
Kg, s): vw = 10“6, pw = 10-6, Uw = 1.25, v ° = 6 x 10"6, p° = 1(T6, U° = 1.67,
'yow = 5 x 10~3 (where ’O’ denotes ’Oil’ and ’W ’ water).
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the flow-focusing configuration. The lengths
are in millimetres.
Keeping m atters simple, the flow-focusing configuration can be understood as fol
lows: distilled water flows into the middle channel and silicone oil (of viscosity

6

times higher than the water’s) flows into the two outside channels, the two liquid
phases are then forced to flow through a small orifice th at is located downstream of
the three channels. The outer fluid exerts pressure and viscous stresses th at force
the inner fluid into a narrow thread, which then breaks inside or downstream of the
orifice. Water drops form in a continuous phase of oil (from [3]).
It is important to note th at span 80 surfactant (Sorbitan monooleate, Aldrich) is
dissolved in the oil phase at 0.67 wt % ([3]). We return to this point.
Figure 6.2 shows the time evolution of the experimental flow focussing configuration
by Anna et al. [3].

BBS

Figure 6.2: Experimental pictures of flow breakup sequences occurring inside the flowfocusing orifice (from Anna et al. [3])
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Numerical configuration
In order to assess our model in this configuration, we need to qualify the flow in
term of non-dimensional numbers since Anna et al consider millimetres and seconds
while our simulations are in l.u.. We define the Reynolds number for the oil (Re°)
and capillarity (or Taylor) number (Ca) as follow:

_

&

S
_

Inertia forces
U° W °
„_ ,
Viscous fo ^ es S
* 10~
Viscous forces
_ \lq \U0 ~ Uwater\ _
Surface tension forces ~
~

, _ ..

4

{(U)
0.
1 ]

We define that the aperture (see figure 6.1) should be approximately 10 lattice
nodes wide to obtain sufficient. Given the lattice length for the aperture, the rest
of the solid boundaries of the simulation can be determined. Next, setting the
hydrodynamic parameters for one fluid sets the hydrodynamical parameters of the
other fluid (v ° = 6 v w , and Uo = 1-33 Uw)- We therefore have two equations (Re,
Ca) with three unknowns (Uo, TPW, fio)'= 0 .2 5 ,
= 0.8 x 10-5,
which leaves a free parameter. We also have the following stability and low micro
currents condition:
< 0.05,
0.1 < u < 0.9.
Representative sets of possible parameters are listed below with the appropriate
comments.
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A t (hrs)

Remarks

14.4

4.80

aow too big

0.0029

3.7

16.1

<jow too big

0.5

0.0015

1.8

30.5

gow

0.7

8 x l0 -4

0.96

49.2

oow too big

0.9

6 x l0 -4

0.53

74.8

oow and A t too big

1.1

111

aow and A t too big

u 0 (lu)

U o ( hi)

0.1

0.0099

0.2

(lu)

too big

2 xlO-4

0.15
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aow and A t too big

1.5

1 xlO-4

0.06

274

gow

1.7

9 xlO-5

0.02

518

A t too big

1.82

5 xlO "5

0.007

924

A t too big

1.9

2 xlO "5

0.002

1737

A t too big

1.95

1 xlO "5

5 x lO '4

3565

A t too big

1.99

2 xlO "6

2xl0~ 5

18194

A t too big

i

1.3

X

o
T
—
1

0.30

and A t too big

Here u>o is the BGK relaxation parameter of the oil in our LB simulation defining the
viscosity of the fluid, Uo is the inlet velocity,

gow

is the surface tension parameter

of the oil/water interface and A t is the estimated time for a ‘particle’ to cross the
channel (from the inlet to the outlet) with our Standard PC Computational Capa
bilities (SPC3 hereafter, see appendix under SPC3 for more details). We restricted
A t to two days maximum.

It is immediate from this table that no set of parameters allows a stable simula
tion in a short execution time (it should be mentioned that we did run a stable
simulation for more than a week but observed very high micro-currents, overwhelm
ing the hydro dynamical flow). We therefore identified the surface tension as the
major obstacle to address this regime, and we had to find other alternatives to allow
us to impose surface tension in our model, reducing jia and increasing the stability
of the model at high surface tension.
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6.3
6.3.1

N ecessary m odifications
T he Lishchuk’s m ethod

In 2003, Lishchuk et al [127] developed a method to impose surface tension in
a Gunstensen the fluid interface, and unexpectedly, found that their method had
enhanced stability and greatly reduced micro-current activity pa (see equation 3.2)
by a factor 40 compared to the standard Gunstensen model [127], corresponding to
a factor 5 to the A method. This was therefore the way forward but a non-locality
property in the calculation of the curvature had been a major drawback in this
application (recall that, contrary to the Lishchuk method, the A method remains
local to a node).

6.3.2

Further im provem ents to Lishchuk’s m ethod

We implemented the Lishchuk method, as published in [127], to a binary fluid con
figuration, first to assess the capability of the method. Thanks to the enhanced
robustness of the Lishchuk method, the simulations were stable at the targeted
‘micro-fluidic’ Re and Ca, but the micro-currents were still significant. The re
mainder of this section describes some improvements to the binary fluid Lishchuk
method, designed to address this issue.
We used the same enhancement of the colour-field definition and recolouring step as
the one described for the A method (see chapter 3). Both corrections have important
effects on the Lishchuk method since colour gradients are an essential reference in
the technique through the calculation of the curvature (equation 2.8).
Redefinition of the colour-field next to solid, no slip walls
Implemented as published by Lishchuk et al [127], the calculated curvature and
normal direction to the interface are wrong at nodes adjacent to any wall. This
generates additional micro-currents up to two sites away from any wall. Recall that
the curvature is defined in terms of spatial gradients of the colourfield, which is itself
defined as a spatial gradient of the pN function.
The simple modification described in chapter 3, section 3.3 (used for the A method)
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reduced (ia by a factor 6 when using the Lishchuk method on drops approaching
solid boundary.
R edefinition o f th e recolouring ,o rd er
Recall that the recolouring step of the original Gunstensen model has to be corrected
when the interface lies along lattice links (see section 3.3). The wrong recolouring
step has a significant effect on the colour gradients and hence the surface tension
step with Lishchuk algorithm (through the calculation of curvature K , identical
arguments as previously in chapter 3). It ultimately results in additional micro
currents, since this error is always in the the same direction (still identical argument
than in chapter 3 with the A method, see chapter 3). We found that refining the
re-colouring step reduced na by a further factor 4 when using the Lishchuk method.
T im e averaging of th e velocities
By reducing the micro-currents significantly relative to the Lishchuk method a
checker board pattern appeared and dominated the undisturbed flow (similarly when
we reduced fia in the A method). See figure 6.3. The simulation parameters for this
data were 100 x 100 nodes, tos = u D = 1.7, aSD = 0.01 and the steady state was
typically after 5 x 105 time steps.
In order to reduce the micro-current further, we found that a simple time average
over two time step of the calculated nodal velocities used in the collide step is enough
to smear out this checker board pattern, by taking a short time average:
_
v(x, t 1) ~t" v(x, t)
v = —--------- ------- ----- 2

where v is the hydrodynamical velocity calculated by equation 1.38 and v is the
averaged velocity used for the calculation of the Boltzmann equilibrium function
(see equation 1.37). It is important to note that this averaging of velocity does not
invalidate the hydrodynamics: v remains a solution of the NSE.
Figure 6.4 shows the velocity field of a drop with the Lishchuk method with averaged
velocities and both corrections. The simulation parameters and the scale of the
vector plot were the same as those of figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3:

Checker board pattern o f the velocity field with the enhanced Lishchuk
method. It should be noted these velocities are much smaller than with the
original Lishchuk method.

Using the tim e average of the nodal velocities reduces p a by a factor 18 and reduced
the bulk micro-currents in proximity of the drop by, typically, a factor 30. It also
concentrates the micro-currents near to the interface.
It is interesting to note th a t this checker board p a ttern exhibits some asym m etry
(‘je ts ’ of velocity shown in figure 6.5(a)) b u t has no significant effect on the overall
dynamics since (i) the droplet’s centre of gravity does not vary more th a n 10 — 5%
and (ii) it smears out between two tim e steps (as figure 6.5(b) shows).
It should also be noted th a t this tim e averaging is valid as long as the hydrodynam ic
velocities do not vary significantly in time, or in other words, (v(x, t ) —v(x, t —1) < <
1). This is obviously the case in microfluidics and capillary flow applications.
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Figure 6.4: Smear out o f the checker board pattern with a simple velocity time average
over two time steps. The scale o f the vector plot is the same th at o f figure
6.3.

W all-w etting behaviour w ith th e Lishchuk m eth o d
Similarly to the A method, wall wetting behaviour had not been implemented with
the Lishchuk method and needed, therefore, to be accomplished for our micro-fluidic
and blood flow applications. The implementation of wall-wetting with the Lishchuk
method follows the same approach as previously with the A method: the Lishchuk
method imposes surface tension by means of a body-force acting towards the interior
of the droplet. We therefore impose wetting affinities by a body-force acting in the
direction towards the inside or outside of the droplet (depending on the required
wetting or drying property), directed parallel to the walls:
^ fi

L ^ a (P

) Q a @wall 5

where pN = (pD —ps ) /p and whose gradient determines the direction of the forcing
(definition of the colour-field), owau is the wall-wetting parameter of the drop’s
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(a) Original Lishchuk method

(b) Velocity averaged and corrections

Figure 6.5:

Effect o f the velocity average on the velocity flow. The colour represents
|u (x )| corresponding to the vector plot o f figure 6.3 and 6.4. N ote that the
asymm etry in (a) is smeared out by the short-time averaging.
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fluid against the surrounding fluid (note that here, again, the droplet’s fluid is the
fluid of reference). A positive(negative) value to the wall-wetting parameter gives a
wetting(drying) behaviour to the fluid.

6.3.3

P ro o f o f concept, m icrofluidics sim ulated successfully

Flow focussing configuration
As mentioned previously, the aim of this chapter is to simulate the flow-focusing
configuration. This objective required few improvements to the existing model.
We reduced fia for the Lishchuk method by, typically, a factor 40 and 80 when an
interface is in contact to a wall. Figure 6.6 shows the time evolution of a simulation
addressing the flow-focusing configuration of Anna et al. [3].
The simulation parameters for this data were 100 x 40 nodes, u ° = 0.1,

ujw

= 0.7,

aow = 0.1, Uo — 0.002, Uw = 0.004 (in l.u.). The time interval between images is
1000 time steps. This sequence required approximately 20 minutes on our SPC3.
Note that the simulation of figure 6.6 was a test of capabilty of our enhanced binary
N-component model, rather than an attempt for a one-to-one comparison of the flowfocusing configuration of Anna et al., since the latter used surfactant to interrupt the
coalescence of the droplets downstream of the aperture (the droplets in Anna et al
‘jam ’ downstream the of aperture) and that our binary model cannot model more
than two different fluids. It should also be noted that the parameters we used were
slightly different from those of Anna et al. Our set of parameters were purposely
pushing the simulation more to assess the model’s robustness (see below).
This simulation was half the length and width of the targeted simulation of Anna
et al. [3], the surface tension was purposely chosen to be larger (recall that the stabil
ity of the model decreases with increasing surface tension), leading to proportionally
bigger droplets. The wetting property was tuned down so that the droplets wet the
aperture to assess the wetting property of the model. We also altered the ratio of
the water/oil flow rate to give well separated droplets since this model (so far), does
not allow the definition of more than two fluids.
This simulation, despite not being a one-to-one comparison with the experimental
set-up, does demonstrate that our binary model can address the flow focussing
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Figure 6.6:

Proof o f capability o f the improved Lishchuk method, seen now to be able
to tackle microfluidics applications efficiently. This sequence required only
20 minutes on our SPC3.
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configuration successfully.

M o n o -d is p e r s e d

m ic r o -d r o p le ts

d e v ic e

To serve as further validation of the applicability of our binary model to the mi
crofluidics regime, we applied our model to a binary fluid microfluidics configuration,
found on the website of D. Weitz’s laboratory from the division of Engineering and
Applied Sciences at Harvard University ([212]). Figure 6.7 shows schematically this
configuration. It is similar to the flow-focusing configuration of Anna et al. but has
the advantage for our binary model better to separate the droplets downstream.

Oil

Figure 6.7: Schematic representation o f the D. W eitz’s configuration. Image taken from
[212]

It should be noted th at a lack of explicit parameters for this configuration did
not allow the author to match confidently the parameters ‘one-to-one’. However,
through trial and error and with similar parameters as the previous flow-focusing
configuration, we obtained very convincing one-to-one comparison, as figure
shows. The simulation parameters for this data were 150 x 100 nodes,
ljw

uj°

6 .8

= 0.1,

= 0.7, <
j ow = 0.1, Uo = 0.002, Uw = 0.005. The time interval between images

is 1000 time steps. This sequence required approximately 20 minutes on our SPC3.
We also obtained the two vortices obtained experimentally by D. W eitz’s group
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(g) Experimental picture

Figure 6.8:

(h) Numerical simulation

Further proof o f capability o f the improved Lishchuk m ethod against another
microfluidics device: one o f the W eitz’s la b ’s configuration.
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[212] (visualised by colloidal tracers), as figure 6.9 shows. This simulation further
validated the capability and correct hydrodynamics of our binary model in the mi
crofluidics regime.

6.4

N -com ponent Lishchuk m ethod

We saw in previous sections how to improve the Lishchuk method for the binary
model and that these improvements made the technique capable of simulating mi
crofluidics devices successfully. However, the full results of Anna et al. [3] require
non coalescence of the droplets downstream of the aperture (as mentioned previ
ously, they reported the use of surfactant to limit coalescence). See figure 6.10.
It is important to realise that, at this point, we have (i) a complicated, local, Ncomponent model with reduced micro-currents but it is unable to tackle microfluidics
applications efficiently and (ii) the improved Lishchuk method (a different model,
also complicated because of the numerous improvements to the method), which, on
the other hand, is able to tackle efficiently the microfluidics regime but is unable
to avoid coalescence between droplets. The remainder of this chapter explains,
therefore, how to merge these two models together to achieve, finally, the realistic
simulation of the flow focussing configuration of Anna et al.

6.4.1

Interfacial surface tension w ith th e Lishchuk m ethod

N ew concepts
The implementation of the Lishchuk method in N-component is not as straightfor
ward as the implementation of the A method has been. Recall that the Lishchuk
method imposes a pressure step through the interface by the mean of a body force
applied as follows:
b

t

A fi = a t{ K Cia da(-

P ).
2

p

The main idea of this method is, therefore, to apply a body force on the interface,
pointing fro m the surrounding fluid to the inside of the droplet. In the binary case,
defining a fluid as the droplet’s fluid set by default the surrounding fluid (the other
fluid). However, in the N-component model, the very concept of a binary interface
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Qualitatively identical pair o f recirculations as those obtained experimen
tally.
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Figure 6.10:

Experimental images from Anna et al. [3] showing non-coalescence o f
droplets downstream o f the aperture o f the flow-focusing configuration.

has to be generalised, not to apply between two fluids (as previously), but to apply
between droplet’s fluid a and any other fluid (written as a). Consequently, in this
method we will refer to the interface of fluid a rather than the interface a/3 (note
th at a can denote any droplet as well as the surrounding fluid). It follows that
the binary Lishehuk method contains in fact two interfaces: the interface of the red
fluid and the interface of the blue fluid (happening to lie on the same position at all
time), and only one surface tension is applied to this interface, the surrounding fluid
has no surface tension (since, by definition, a supernate in a suspension of droplets
fills the voids and does not tend to form a large bubble).

C alculation of th e c u rv atu re
First of all, we generalise the definition of the local curvature K(x.) to the curvature
of the interface of fluid a , in two dimensions:
t f “ (x) = nax na
y {dxn° + dyn%) - n f d xnax - n ? d yn°

where n" and

are the x and y component of the interface normal of the interface

of fluid a (of the fluid a). There is still not a valid argument why this interface
normal (rip) could not be represented again by the colour-field (Pp), defined as a
vector pointing towards the fluid o ’s interior, normal to its surface (interface a a ):
P /3 (x ) = ^ ( p “ (x + c i) - P ° (x + c i)) c0 ■
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Surface te n sio n v ecto r

We generalise the Lishchuk surface tension parameter a to a column vector surface
tension, with Np elements for the N d droplets of the simulation (where N = N d + 1,
1 for the surrounding fluid):

A great difference with the A method has to be noted here: the A method surface
tension N x N matrix is now a column vector of the Nd- This originates from the
required assumption that the Lishchuk method considers fluids as entities rather
than interfaces as figure 6.11 shows.

ion B

— Surface tension A
Figure 6.11:

Schematic representation o f the Lishchuk surface tension m ethod in Ncomponent. The surface tension parameter is the same over the whole
fluid’s interface, irrespectively o f the particular fluid in contact.

This surface tension column vector is therefore less realistic than the N x N ma
trix surface tension in the A method. This provides an unexpected advantage to
the A method over the Lishchuk method (despite its higher micro-currents). In
some configurations, where the explicit surface tension of each couple of fluid in the
simulation has to be resolved,the A method remains the only alternative.
In addition, where the N x N matrix (<jaf3) controls the liquid-wetting in the A
method, additional steps have to be implemented in the Lishchuk method to consider
liquid-wetting properties (see next section).
This generalised Lishchuk method provides however identical perturbations as its
binary counterpart in identical configurations, and its associated micro-currents’
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activity has been measured to be identical to that of the enhanced binary Lishchuk
method.

6.4.2

w ettings m ethod in th e Lishchuk m ethod

Lishchuk m eth o d liquid-w etting
As mentioned previously, the liquid surface tension cannot be impressed by the
surface tension matrix o a providing droplet a with a range of surface tensions. A
similar step is added to impose liquid-wetting: applying a body force towards the
‘outside’ of the surrounding fluid, typically towards the interface of the droplets in
contact (see figure 6.12). This encourages the surrounding fluid to migrate between
the two droplets and ensure good lubrication of the supernate. It provides the same
macroscopical behaviour as the more physical A method.

Drop B
Drop A

Surrounding wetting

Figure 6.12:

Schematic representation o f the liquid wetting in the N-component
Lishchuk surface tension method. Supernate wetting is impressed by a
body-force acting normally to the surrounding fluid's interface, and is there
fore less physical than the set o f surface tensions craS o f the N-component
A method.

We add the following perturbation after the collide step:

A fi = -(7s U ps P s cia
where the subscript S denotes the surrounding fluid, o s is the surrounding fluid’s
liquid wetting towards other droplets (corresponding to <jSa in the A method), and
P s is the normalised colour-field vector of the surrounding fluid (giving the direction
of the forcing). The minus sign denotes th at the surrounding liquid tends to wet
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other droplets (biological cell like behaviour).
This method produced very good results for the lubrication of two droplets of similar
size but to induce non-physical behaviour for a suspension of highly polydisperse
droplets, or when droplets lose their integrity by breaking up. When a smaller
droplet comes into contact with a bigger droplet, the very difference of radii of the
two droplets induces the colour-held of the surrounding fluid to point towards the
bigger droplet, while it should point parallel to the interface of both droplets. See
figure 6.13.

Surrounding surface tension
1

Resulting force
Normal to the surrounding interface

Figure 6.13:

Schematic representation when two droplets have significantly different
sizes. The resultant normal force is non null pushing the smaller drop into
the bigger.

This leads to an unphysical net force in the direction of the bigger droplet from the
smaller droplet (by symmetry arguments, the same force is acting on the other side
of the small droplet, balancing the net force) and drives the smaller droplet into the
bigger one. It should however be noted that this occurs only when the two droplets
are of significantly different sizes (typically more than a factor

10

in diameter) and

is insignificant for most of the applications of this thesis, which considerers mono
dispersed droplets only (blood flow or microfluidics). An alternative representation
will therefore be required if this model is applied to highly polydispersed suspension.

S pontaneous liquid-w etting behaviour of th e Lishchuk m eth o d
In this test, two rectangular ‘droplets’, initialised in contact, have identical surface
tensions (7 Dl =

7

D2), and the surface tension of the surrounding fluid is set to

be zero (7 s = 0). The simulation parameters for this data were 200 x 100 nodes,
tvs =

ljd

= 1.7, crSD = 0.01, o DD = 0 and the steady state was typically after 106

time steps. Figure 6.14 shows the initial and steady state of this test. Note the
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significant difference with the spontaneous liquid behaviour of the A method.
The spontaneous repulsion between two droplets can be understood by imagining
that each droplet of the Lishchuk method is a separate entity as far as the surface
tension is concerned (unlike with the A method). Recall that the curvature of the
interface of fluid a is calculated as the curvature of the interface of fluid a with any
other fluid ( other droplet or surrounding fluid). This leads to an important value
of the curvature at the diagonals of the initial droplets, until each droplet has an
equal curvature throughout its interface.
A-com ponent wall wetting with the Lishchuk m ethod
Recall that the wetting with the binary Lishchuk method is impressed by imposing
a body-force acting parallel to the wall, from the drop to the surrounding fluid (the
sign of the body-force coefficient sets the wet ting/drying behaviour):
&wall

dap

Cia ,

(^ * ^ )

where <jWCLa is the wall wetting parameter. Generalising the wall wetting step to the
N-component algorithm is straight forward from equation 6.3, and reads, for fluid

A /i = -^wall U 9aPNI3Cia ,

(6.4)

where pNI3 is the generalised pN function defined as:
N0 _

f f - f ?

P

2p

’

and a^all is the generalised wall wetting parameter for the (3 fluid, against the
surrounding fluid.

6.4.3

C onclusion and applications o f th e different sponta
neous liquid-w etting of b oth surface tension m ethods

Both methods have shown significantly different spontaneous liquid wetting be
haviour. Along with the stability issues discussed in previous chapters, different
spontaneous behaviour is actually great advantage for the stability of the simula
tion. For example, if the simulation of sticky aggregates is required, the A method
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(a) Initial configuration

(b) Steady state

Figure 6.14:

Spontaneous drying o f two droplets in the N-phase Lishchuk method.
Note the significant difference with the spontaneous liquid behaviour o f
the X method.
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©

^[»
Figure 6.15:

|^j»

Flow-focusing simulation with our novel Lishchuk N-component algorithm.
It looks qualitatively a t least, very similar to the experimental snapshots by
Anna et al. o f figure 6.2.

provides better stability, since less forcing (if any) has to be impressed on the sim
ulation (providing th at the micro-currents do not overcome the flow at the sort
of regime of interest). On the other hand, to model vesicles like blood cells, the
Lishchuk method provides the required anti-sticking behaviour between the differ
ent cells in the simulation. It is even possible to implement both techniques in
the same programme, should both spontaneous behaviours be needed for different
droplets, since the core algorithms are exactly compatible.

6.4.4

P roof o f capability: sim ulation

Figure 6.15 shows the development of the water flow breaking up in the flow focusing
configuration, simulated by our novel enhanced N-component Lishchuk algorithm.
The simulation parameters for this data were 250 x 100 nodes,

ljw

= 0.1,

lj°

= 0.5,

ctsd = 0.1, the time interval between the images is 500 times steps. This sequence
took 30 mins on our SPC3.
Figure 6.16 shows the explicit non-coalescence of the droplets downstream of the
aperture, demonstrating th at our new model can address, the main specifications
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of the flow focusing configuration. It required 10 hours on our SPC3 to acquire the
28 droplets of figure 6.16. It should be noted that the breaking up of droplets in

•

Figure 6.16:

m

Flow-focussing simulation showing non-coalescence o f the droplet down
stream from the aperture.

the microfluidics regime is very fashionable and more illustrations and studies can
be found in [126], [213], [188], [150], [210], [189] (review articles), [187], [204], [54]
(droplets in microfluidics devices).
The results in this chapter demonstrate th at our model can tackle this configuration
and very efficiently, which as far as the author is aware, no other model can. Our
model has, therefore, great advantages over most other models and has already been
the subject of great interest from other research laboratories and industries.

6.5

O th e r ap p licatio n s, proofs of concept

This last section shows the application of our N-component model to other configu
rations than microfluidics related applications, and demonstrates its capabilities for
heavily interface-dominated flows.

6.5.1

Rayleigh-Taylor Instability w ith N -com ponent fluids

There are many medical and scientific developments that have been and are being
developed to minimise the amount of blood lost in a particular surgery, and to make
best use of a patients own blood. A technique that is being used successfully is
called Post-Operative Blood Salvage and Reinfusion. Although in many surgeries
the majority of the bleeding happens during the actual surgery, in some types of
surgery it continues after the operation has been completed. A recent technology
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has been developed that allows this blood to be collected and returned to patients.
To express it simply, the blood is cleaned, decontaminated, and usable.
The chamber of a blood salvage device is designed so that the blood it contains
is constantly under shear, to avoid coagulation, which could lead to the machine’s
damage or potential harm for the patient. We saw that RBC’s deformation is
an important factor for the blood flow at the mesoscale,and simulations modeling
RBC’s as solid spheres are therefore not accurate and could incorrectly validate a
design. Our N-component model offers a more accurate representation as figure 6.17
demonstrates.
Simulation
260 non-coalescing droplets were initialised on the top of the simulation and sub
jected to a step of gravitational force acting towards the bottom of the simulation.
The simulation parameters for this data were 200 x 200 nodes, ujs = 1.8,

ujd

= 1.0,

tjSD = 0.01, aDD = 0.01 and g = 10-4. The simulation required 5 hours on our
SPC3, which makes it very accessible. This simulation can also be seen as the mod
eling of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with deformable particles, similarly to Pan
et al who used the Direct Numerical Simulation technique to model the RayleighTaylor instability with solid particles [153].

6.5.2

Stenosed capillary

M otivation
Preproliferative (or Background) diabetic retinopathy is primarily a disease of retinal
blood vessels. The earliest vessel closures in diabetic retinopathy are usually the
capillaries. These small vessels are critical to the health of the retina, since they are
needed to deliver oxygen and nutrients to the area and to carry away carbon dioxide
and other waste products. The source of this capillary closure is not completely
understood and theories include: (i) clumping of blood cells or other blood elements,
(ii) abnormality or damage to the endothelium (the cells lining the inner wall of the
capillary), (iii) swelling of an abnormally permeable vessel wall and (iv) compression
of the capillary by surrounding retinal swelling [37].
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Figure 6.17:

Flow o f deformable droplets subjected to gravity. This simulation demon
strates the capability o f our N-component m odel in the area o f blood salvage
or the simulation o f the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with deformable parti
cles. The deformation and interactions o f the drops in apparent through
the simulation.
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This last example illustrates the capability of our novel N-component model, to
address this issue. See figure 6.18.
Sim ulation
We initialise the droplets at the inlet of the simulation and impose a pressure gradient
via a body-force. The simulation parameters for this data were 500 x 100 nodes,
ws = 1.8, u D = 1.0, aSD = 0.01, <7dd = 0.01 and Re = 1. The images are taken
every 200 time steps. These sequences required 30 minutes each on our SPC3.
Another application is the blood flow in the spleen, where RBC’s have to deform
significantly to go through very small capillaries. This consists of a very simple and
efficient design to filter aged RBC’s who are not able to deform as much as healthy
(young) RBC’s and simply burst trying to go through the blockage.

Conclusion
We have shown in this chapter how to improve further our N-component model for
the application to binary fluid microfluidic systems. We have successfully applied
our model to experimental configurations, which are acknowledged to be computa
tionally difficult to address. We had to generalise the Lishchuk method for surface
tension to our N-component model and found unexpected properties of the A method
compared to the Lishchuk method. We have also demonstrated the capability of the
model in some dense suspension configurations and made a (successful) first attempt
to simulate mesoscopic blood flow.
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Figure 6.18:

Blood capillary with a significant blockage. This situation happens in
retinal capillaries o f diabetics. This could also represent the very small
capillaries o f the spleen where RBC's have to deform significantly to pass
the constriction.
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C onclusions and future work
Conclusion of this thesis
During this thesis, we have designed a method to purposely decrease the micro
currents activity in the Gunstensen method applied to a Gunstensen interfacial
algorithm. Few corrections to the original Gunstensen algorithm have also been
implemented to reduce the micro-currents. These corrections reduced the micro
currents activity by a order of magnitude and concentrated their velocity fluctua
tion around the interface, leaving the bulk fluids ‘neater5. This also improved the
circularity of a Gunstensen droplet while relaxing to equilibrium. Since blood flow
has been the prime target application, the walls5 interactions could not be set aside.
We therefore have developed a new method of imposing wall-wetting and obtained
convincing behaviour.
We have also developed an algorithm enabling the efficient simulation of a large
number of mutually non-coalescing droplets. This method is, as far as the author is
aware, the only one capable of such efficiency and have already met great interest
by other (renowned) physics and biological university laboratories as well as world
leading industrial companies.
We have validated the hydrodynamics of our N-component model by comparing our
simulations with well established experimental results. We have also provided a
calibration of the parameters of the droplets in suspension (viscosity and surface
tension), which could be found very useful when applying this model to engineering
configurations.
We have generalised and improved the Lishchuk surface tension method for the Gun
stensen algorithm and obtained an even greater reduction of the micro-currents, .and
we were capable of simulating convincingly binary fluid micro-fluidic devices. This
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application has also found great interest from very well established groups.
We managed to retain the advantage of the Gunstensen method over most other
numerical methods for multi-phase: the method remains very adaptable, as the core
algorithm does not impose a lot of constraints on the user, who is free to add new
physics to the algorithm (or even to change the evolution equation).
It is the author’s belief that this new model will find numerous very fruitful appli
cations, in a very wide range of applications.

General future work
As mentioned many times in this thesis already, the prime target application of this
project was the mesoscale modeling of blood flow and the flow of other deformable
bodies in suspension. We certainly have made significant progresses in this direction,
and achieved what no other model could efficiently simulate. However, within the
blood flow application, the exact biconcave shape of the RBC is very important
to recover, for example in the study of the formation of rouleaux (RBC cloths),
margination or leukocyte rolling. The whole of this thesis was only concerned with
two dimensions, but the third dimension has always been in sight. To demonstrate
this, we have successfully extended the Lishchuk algorithm to three dimensions and
simulated a cubic droplet relaxing into a spherical sphere. Every step of the final
algorithm is, theoretically, generalisable to three dimensions. We have measured (as
it could be deduced from our test on efficiency), that going to three dimensions still
scales linearly with the number of nodes (note however that some tricks had to be
applied for the recolouring to remain efficient).
To improve the efficiency of the model even further, some future work might attempt
to implement a dynamical allocation of colour and density, to reduce the number of
fluids declared but not used on a node. This could reduce, considerably, the time
and memory requirements (up to half, to the author’s opinion).
Some other future work could also be done to consolidate the validation of the
hydrodynamics of the N-component model, since some issues over lubrication still
remain unaddressed. This could ultimately provide some insight on the detailed
mechanism of margination in blood capillaries, which remains only superficially
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understood at the present day.

The author’s future work
The author will develop further this model as a Postdoctoral fellow of Harvard
Medical School, at the Steel Laboratory (Boston, Massachusetts,.USA) for the in
vestigation of cancer growth. This project will consist in investigating the possibility
that blood flow can be a factor in cancer growth.
The author’s future work is to generalise the N-component Lishchuk method in 3D
and implement restrictions of constant surface area for the RBC’s needed at the
micro-capillary scale.
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A p p en d ix A
List of S ym b ols/A b reviation s
A .l

A bbreviations

BE: Boltzmann Equation
BGK: Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook model
CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics
CSF: Continuous surface force (method)
CSS: Continuous surface stress (method)
D2Q9: LB 2 dimensions 9 velocity geometry
FC: front capturing
FT: Front tracking
HVAC: Heat ventilation and air conditioning
11: long/diagonal links
Lu.: Lattice unit
LB: Lattice Boltzmann.
LBE: Lattice Boltzmann Equation.
LBGK: Lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook method.

LBM : Lattice Boltzmann Method
LSM: Level set method
NSE: Navier Stokes Equation
si: short/transverdal links
SPC 3: Standard PC Computational Capability. In our lab: Intel Pentium Zeon
2.4 GHz with 2.0 Gb of RAM
VOF: Volume of fluid (method)

A .2

Greek sym bols

a*: Momentum density associated with the colour a in the direction i.
a: Any fluid other than fluid a
af. Complement momentum density to the colour a. We have a* =

—a:*.

(3: Blunting of the velocity profiles
5a(x,i,n ): boolean function equal to

1

if the colour label lb(x,i,n) is a and

0

oth

erwise
e: Knudsen number.
At: Estimated time for a particle to cross the flow focusing configuration longitu
dinally.
V: Body force parameter used when inducing an inlet/outlet pressure difference.
7

: Microscopic surface tension parameter

7

ow : Oil-Water surface tension
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7ap : Surface tension between fluid a and [3
A: Modulation of the surface tension parameter for long and short links
A0: Value of A giving the most reduced (ia and the most isotropic drop. We found
that Ao = 2.1415
fi: Shear viscosity
fj,a: micro-currents activity
v: Kinematic viscosity
v°\ Oil viscosity in the Flow-focusing configuration
vw i Water viscosity in the Flow-focusing configuration
vD: Drops’ viscosity
vs : Surrounding fluid’s viscosity
uq:

Collision rate in the BGK collision operator

Q: Collision operator in the BE.
toa: BGK relaxation parameter of fluid a
u °: BGK relaxation parameter of the Oil in the flow focusing configuration
uje: Effective BGK relaxation parameter
4>: volume fraction of suspension to surrounding fluid
4/: ratio of the droplet viscosity and the surrounding fluid’s viscosity
p: Fluid density
pa: Nodal density of fluid a
p**: nodal fluid density without fluid a
pB: Nodal density of blue fluid
p°: Oil density in the Flow-focusing configuration
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pR: Nodal density of red fluid
pw : Water density in the Flow-focusing configuration
E: macroscopic surface tension defined by the Laplace’s law
a: surface tension parameter
awaii: Wall wetting parameter of fluid a
oDDi Drop’s liquid wetting parameter with each other
ao w : Oil-Water surface tension parameter
aSDi Surrounding-Drop liquid wetting parameter
crD: Drops’ surface tension parameter
Gwaii: Df0P wall-wetting parameter
Gwaii' Surrounding fluid wall-wetting parameter
<j'ap (w ith

Shear stress tensor (non diagonal elements of aQp.

aap: Stress tensor
cr": Normal stress tensor
°waii: Blue fluid wall wetting parameter
awaii: Bed fluid wall wetting parameter
0 -ji

Link dependant surface tension parameter

7^: Collision time of the BGK collision operator
6pa\ angle of the colour-field P a
6C: Contact angle
Oil Angle of link %
Opi Colour-field angle of the red-blue interface
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0iy(x): Angle of the wall at x

A .3

Latin sym bols

A: Aperture of the Flow-focusing configuration
A l '. Local anisotropy of the drop
Api Total anisotropy of a drop
bp. Momentum distribution of the Blue fluid in direction i
B B mid: boolean array defining the simulation boundary in the mid-link bounce back
method
B B on: Boolean array defining the simulation boundary in the on-link bounce back
method
D : droplet
/(v ): Density of probability associated to the velocity v.
f eq: LB Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function.
fn.

n th order component of velocity distribution /

f e: Boltzmann-Maxwell equilibrium distribution function
fii Colourblind momentum distribution, in direction i
f n: n-body velocity distribution
g: gravitational field parameter
K: curvature of the interface
lb: Colour map identifying the colour of each density

m: Mass of the fluid particle
N: total number of fluid in the simulation
Nmoi: Total number of molecules in V
N q : maximum of fluids allowed at any site
A t(x): number of different fluids at x
0: Oil in the Flow-focusing configuration
Ore: Order of recolouring
P: Fluid’s static pressure, or thermodynamic pressure, or hydrostatic pressure.
Ppi (3 component of the colour-field of colour a
P a: colour-field of colour a
.A,

P B: a component of the surrounding colour field
Q: Arbitrary quantity conserved in binary collisions
Rdrop’ Initial radius of the drop
Vi'. Momentum distribution of the Red fluid in direction i
Ra: Averaged radius of the drop
Reml: Oil Reynolds number at the inlet
S: Surrounding fluid
Sap: Strain rate tensor
Ta: Table of priorities for the recolouring process of colour a
Tb' Table of priorities for the recolouring process of the blue colour
ti\

lattice dependent weights of f

eq

Tr : Table of priorities for the recolouring process of the red colour

U°: Mid-line oil inlet velocity
Uw : Mid-line water inlet velocity
W : Water in the Flow-focusing configuration
W w : Width of the water inlet in l.u.

A. 4

Vectors

A: Total body-force acting on a fluid element.
cp LB link velocity associated with the geometry
F: External body-force acting on the fluid
n: normal to the interface
P : Colourblind colour field
P a: colour field of colour a
qQ colour flux of colour a
u(x): Macroscopic velocity of the fluid at x.
v: Microscopic velocity of a fluid’s particle
V: Volume control fluid
v: Short time averaging of the velocity v designed to smear out the checker board
pattern
W (x) : Wall direct with respect to the node at x
x gra: Coordinate of the centre of gravity of a droplet
^mixed- Coordinate of mixed nodes
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Abstract
We present an improved lattice Boltzmann model of multi-component flow
which permits practical, hydrodynamic modelling o f multiple immiscible
fluids. The model is robust and significantly reduces the interface anisotropy
and micro-currents, which are artefacts observed in many schemes. Our
new scheme is used on a particular regime o f blood flow: that o f the
veinule mesoscale, where it is necessary to resolve significant numbers o f
deformable, interacting cells, which we model as incompressible liquid drops.
We demonstrate the model’s ability to recover the complex flow phenomena
typical o f the veinule scale.
PACS numbers: 02.70.—c, 47.1 l.+j

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, a range o f lattice Boltzmann (IB) methods have been developed as
m esoscopic models of isotropic [1] and anisotropic [2] fluids. The IB method shows particular
promise when applied to complex flow at low Reynolds number [3] and especially to multi
fluid systems. A range o f techniques have been developed to model fluid interfaces (e.g.,
[4-6]), with perhaps the Shan-Chen approach [7] being the most popular. More details can be
found in reviews by Benzi et al [8] and Chen et al [9]. It is our objective here to demonstrate
that a multi-component IB provides a basis for one particular model o f veinule-scale flows.
In section 2 we outline this ‘explicit’ model o f mesoscale blood flow, in which we resolve
deformable, advected blood cells as incompressible drops o f many im m iscible liquids.
It should be noted that even in mesoscale hydrodynamics the boundary between two
immiscible fluids should have no structure or thickness. Surface tension is activated in IB by a
number of methods which are m icroscopically physical. As a result, the emergent continuum
interface suffers from unwanted artefacts: (i) small but spurious velocities, or micro-currents,
and (ii) a finite thickness.
Key IB interface models are able to capture the kinematics o f phase separation [5].
However, where hydrodynamics alone defines the problem narrow interfaces are desirable,
0305-4470/03/318517+18$30.00
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simply from the point o f view o f computational resources. This is especially true when
the interfaces are intimate and the geometry is complex. Here we wish to simulate many
immiscible, interacting drops. Computational considerations restrict the size of each. For
hydrodynamic behaviour, graded interfaces o f (say) width 6 lattice units on drops practically
restricted to radius 20 lattice units are unphysical. Fortunately, in the hydrodynamic regime,
simpler IB interface models [4] which produce a sharp interface (typically 2 -3 lattice units)
are as valid as any other IB method [10]. The basic technique of Gunstensen and Rothmann
[4] is, moreover, the method most readily amenable to the algorithmic developments designed
to accommodate mutually immiscible species (section 3.3).
To be precise, we base the work reported here on a version [6 ] o f the interfacial model
due originally to Gunstensen and Rothmann [4], The use of a Gunstensen/Rothmann-type IB
model is further justified by its ability to sustain a significant difference in kinematic viscosity
between the separated liquids at low Re. The basic method is described in section 3.1
and refined in section 3.2, reducing both the anisotropy of the interface and the intensity o f
the micro-currents. The generalization o f this model to any number o f mutually immiscible
species is then presented in section 3.3.
In section 4 we present quantitative results which demonstrate the improvements in the
surface tension algorithm and results which demonstrate its ability to realize veinule-scale
blood flow.
We present our conclusions in section 5.

2. Model for mesoscale blood flow
Blood flow has been studied for many years. The majority o f studies deal with visco-elastic
flow in vessels with a diameter more than two orders of magnitude greater than that o f a red
blood cell (RBC). Here blood is considered to be a homogeneous, non-Newtonian liquid (see
Quartcroni [12]). There is also work on microscopic flows, where single cells are modelled
explicitly (see below). In this case, the flow is recovered from low Re multi-component
hydrodynamics in which the interface-mediated physics is of primary importance. Certain
m esoscale calculations have ‘resolved’ cells by assuming that blood components advect along
the streamlines o f the corresponding undisturbed flow. Whilst limiting, this assumption is
probably reasonable for small, rigid cells. However, when cells are o f a size comparable with
the vessel, explicit deformations and interactions cannot be neglected. A full understanding
o f such processes requires explicit modelling o f a high volume fraction o f deformable, and
interacting, particles [ 11].
Microcirculation flows, in small veins or veinules, are characterized by significant
numbers o f strongly interacting cells, which require explicit resolution. Capillary length
scales have flow dominated by plasma-advected RBCs and the crucial properties o f constant
RBC surface area and preferred membrane curvature are undoubtedly o f central importance.
But at the veinule scale there are a range o f important phenomena, in which explicit models
o f deformable cells should be used, and where one expects membrane curvature to be less
important than the volume exclusion effects associated with high cell numbers. We briefly
discuss some examples o f such situations:
(1) In veinules, white blood cells (WBCs) can concentrate near the walls. M argination can
promote WBC function. Margination is affected by flow rate, W BC to RBC ratio and
haematocrit, the latter being the percentage volume of solids in plasma, typically 37%.
The mechanism which drives the RBC to migrate towards the centre o f the vessel may be
RBC aggregation, and associated volume exclusion effects, or it may also be their greater
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deformability. Calculations have considered single solid cells but there are no results in
the interface-dominated regime treating significant numbers of deformable particles.
(2) Empirically, haematocrit is found to be the principal determinant o f blood viscosity.
The investigation o f haematocrit dependence of viscosity becomes possible only with an
explicit model.
(3) Margination near a microcirculation junction causes plasma-rich blood in any side vessel
[13]. This effect, known as plasma skimming, clearly requires explicit resolution o f blood
components and flow geometry.
Clearly, it would be valuable to have a model capable o f resolving flow constitution,
geometry, differential deformability (RBC versus WBC) and particle size distributions. So,
for the type o f applications outlined above, we propose an incompressible liquid drop model.
Such a model must automatically capture the constraint of constant cell volume and allow for
differential deformability. The constraint o f constant cell surface area is assumed to be less
important. In summary, we represent veinule-scale blood as a heterogeneous liquid consisting
of a wetting, ambient plasma component and a number of intimate, approximately solid
and mutually immiscible drops. The drops may have different sizes, viscosities and surface
tensions for different applications.
Despite success over a range o f applications, conventional computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is unsuited to model such flows as we propose here. However, IB offers a practical
vehicle for our drop model o f the veinule microcirculation. The multi-component lattice
Boltzmann (IB) method has been used for flows containing separated liquids. However, to
simulate the situations outlined in ( l)- ( 3 ) above, one must have a means of interrupting
coalescence/evaporation between drops. For, note, RBCs accrete at low shear into ‘rouleaux’
but certainly do not amalgamate like drops o f oil in water. Therefore, to adapt IB for the
veinule microcirculation it is necessary to devise a practical algorithm with controlled liquid
drop coalescence. This is discussed in section 3.
To demonstrate its worth in situations such as ( l)-(3 ), our model must work sensibly
with many suspended drops, all o f a size comparable to that of the veinule, all showing
deformation. Using the A-phase IB (section 3), we simulate, in section 4, a dense suspension
o f relatively viscous, neutrally buoyant deformable cells. The cells are assumed to be advecting
through an asymmetrically expanding duct at a Reynolds number— a situation representative
of physiological flows. Crucially, the balance between inertial and surface tension forces
(capillarity or Taylor number) is controlled so as to allow clear deformation in all parts o f the
flow.

3. Development of the IB model
We outline an IB model o f multi-component flow for ^>2 mutually immiscible species,
designed to provide a vehicle for the modelling requirements outlined in section 2. For
the reasons discussed in section 1, our liquid-liquid interface is generated by a version o f the
Gunstensen and Rothmann IB algorithm [4], We further demonstrate that this interface has,
for hydrodynamic applications, properties matching those o f more popular IB interfaces [7].
As a basis we adopt the two-dimensional, 9-velocity LBGK model (denoted by D2Q 9,
with the Q = 9 velocities depicted in figure 1), which has a single scalar collision parameter.
This was pioneered by Qian and d’Humieres [18] and analysed in detail by Hou et al [15].
The IB model fluid is weakly compressible but for the envisaged range o f Re, compressibility
errors should be very small.
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F ig u r e 1. T h e D 2 Q 9 lattice b asis or v e lo c ity set u se d fo r our b a sic s in g le rela x a tio n tim e L B G K
m od el.

3.1.

An IB interface

We first consider two immiscible liquids. Our model currently applies to fluids with the same
physical density. For small Re, the effect o f gravity on differential drop buoyancy may be
approximated through a body force, an approach which is exact only at R e = 0. However,
buoyancy effects will not be o f primary importance in the target blood flow application though
they may be significant in other adaptations o f our model. Hence we consider body forces in
this subsection.
Vectors of the lattice basis are denoted as c, with indexing given in figure 1. The collision,
propagation and forcing o f a D2Q9 LBGK algorithm is written as

pv, t ) - /,(r, t )) + F,-

f i i r + CjSt, t + S,) = f ( r, t) +

(1)

where 8t represents the time step, r controls the molecular viscosity o f the lattice fluid through
/ 2

t

^
(units of the time step,
density which includes
the effects o f buoyancy
gradient, G. The overall

— 1\

(2)

6

St) and the constant, F,-, represents a spatially uniform body force
(i) parameter g, which differs for the two fluids and approximates
[17], and (ii) a term which represents an applied constant pressure
forcing, F;, is thus

F,- = 3 G tppcix + 3 gtppCjy

(3)

where the weights, t p , are defined below.
The macroscopic density and momenta o f the two fluids are obtained from the moments

P = J2 f i

Py = J 2 f iCi

(4)

and the equilibrium distribution function, /) (0), is

'

_ |vp
2 cf

with weights

tp

= 4 /9 , 1/9, 1/36 for link index

i

(v• ay

(5)

2 cj
= 0,

i

even,

i

odd, respectively (labelling

o f figure 1). cs = 1 /V 3 is the velocity o f sound for the D2Q9 model. The form o f the
equilibrium distribution function, (5), ensures that

p = E P 0)

=
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and also recovers the non-viscous components o f the momentum-flux tensor through
nS =

12 2 0)ciacip =
I

^ pSap

+ p vavp.

(7)

For a more detailed derivation o f this basic algorithm see Zou et al [15].
Gunstensen and Rothmann [4] were the first to introduce multi-component behaviour
into IB through the action o f new rules added to a model similar to that outlined above.
These new rules give a spontaneous interface between immiscible, co/onr-differentiated
fluids, represented by momentum densities /?,•(r, t ) and £, (r, t ), as outlined in the next few
paragraphs.
Rj (r, t ) and fi,-(r, t ) are summed at each lattice node to define a conserved red density
P r ( t , t ) and a conserved blue density p B(r, t ), with p { r, t) = p B(r, t) + p B(r, t ). /?, (r, t) and
B i(r, /) evolve as follows.
The overall, colour-blind, momentum density,
f i ( r , t ) = Ri (x , t ) + Bi(jr,t)

( 8)

is used to calculate an overall density and velocity. These quantities are interpreted as the total
density and velocity of the red and blue fluids at position r, time t. A colour-blind equilibrium
/](0) is then defined using equation (5). Collision o f the multi-component fluid is performed in
three steps: (i) a colour-blind collision using equations (5) and (1), (ii) a perturbation which
introduces interfacial tension and (iii) a re-allocation of colour (re-colouring) which introduces
component segregation.
Surface tension is introduced by inserting a small (nominally 0 { 8 j ) [6 ]) mass and
momentum conserving perturbation, A//, to the post-collision /,• (r, t ) prior to re-colouring:
A /i(r , t) = a C (r , f ) c o s ( 2 ( ^ ( r ) - ft)).

(9)

Here, the parameter o controls the strength o f the effective surface tension, angle 0,- is the
angular orientation of lattice lin k / (figure 1) and 0/ ( r , t) is the direction o f the colour gradient:
f ( r , /) = ^ ( / ? ; (r + c ,-,0 - B j ( r + c,, r))c(-

(10)

ij

which is taken as an approximation to an interface normal at the boundaries between the two
fluids. C(r, t) is a concentration factor.
C(r, t) = 1 —

p R( r , t ) - p B( r , t )
p R(r, t) + p B( r , t )

( 11)

which limits activation of surface tension to multi-coloured nodes [6 ].
Colour is de-mixed by re-allocating colour densities p R{r, t ) and p B(r, t ) over the post
collision ‘receptacle’ f ( r, t) so as to maximize the work done by colour flux:

q(r, t)

r, t ) -

=

B i( r, t ) ) q

(12)

i
against the colour gradient ( 10).
Different relaxation parameters t can be applied to the separated liquids, to give them
different kinematic viscosities. In the mixing/segregating region an effective relaxation
parameter reff is used, which, through identity (2), gives the appropriate mean viscosity
for the fluids mixing at the interface:
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Segregation and surface tension is thus produced in any region o f the lattice where colours
mix. Such a region corresponds to a fluid-fluid interface, with essentially correct continuum
length scale properties [6 ]. Finally, it is important, for present applications, to note that the
interfacial region is relatively narrow.
3.2. An IB interface with reduced micro-currents
It is possible to improve the properties o f the emergent interface described in section 3.1. For
given values of or and r, macroscopic interfacial tension in the ‘diphasic’ model (section 3.1)
can be calculated for two interface orientations [16]. Surface tension for an IB interface
parallel to the short link direction (even i, figure 1) is, to first order in product o r [16],
4a r
= — •

(14)

For an interface parallel to a long link direction (odd i, figure 1), we have a surface tension
=

4a r

V2

.

(15)

This difference holds a clue to the minimization of the micro-current.
The form of the perturbation we choose in equation (9) allows one to set surface tensions
E 5 and E/ independently. That is, perturbations applied to the odd i and even i f ( r , t ), will
separately control E/ and E*. This may be seen, for example, by considering an interface
oriented parallel to the long links (odd i, figure 1). The value o f perturbation (9), for all even
i value f ( r , t ), is zero. Hence, all even i value /,( r , 0 are ignorable when considering E/.
An equivalent argument follows for E^. Accordingly, we set E 5 and E/ independently, using
different perturbation parameters, a and Aa , to perturb even i and odd i value f ( r , t ). By
adjusting A, the closed interface bounding a red drop can be characterized by a single, uniform
macroscopic surface tension. Dividing equations (14) and (15), we can estimate a value of A
to first order in the product a r [16]:
A = 4 = ^ 2.15.

V2

(16)

Ensuring that interfacial tension is uniform has other beneficial effects besides making
a static drop more isotropic (circular). The interfacial micro-current field associated with
a drop placed centrally on a lattice, bounded with no-slip walls, represents a solution o f
the Navier-Stokes equations with boundary conditions determined by the walls and by the
velocities induced near to the interface by the segregating flux of the interfacial perturbation.
The qualitative features o f the micro-current flow field may be predicted by considering the
directions in which the segregating flux has its maxima and minima. Hence, by smoothing
the variation o f this quantity with angular position, we also smooth the imbalance responsible
for driving a micro-current. Accordingly, adjusting the ratio 16 should improve drop isotropy
and minimize the micro-current activity, as measured by the velocity residual:
m = ^ D ( r ,0 .

(17)

3.3. N immiscible fluids in IB: coalescence and wetting
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 introduce our IB model of a binary liquid. Here we generalize that model
to a mixture o f N immiscible liquids which must not coalesce or evaporate and which must
have controlled wetting properties.
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Hence, there are certain essential requirements in the N-colour extension. To regulate
evaporation masses o f individual drops each need to be conserved. Over 106 lattice updates,
our interface algorithm in section 3.2 conserved the mass of a drop to better than 2.0 x 10_3%.
Interruption of coalescence is just as crucial to model blood cells. The latter is quantified, for
this algorithm, below. To avoid the need to consider cells’ interaction with the veinule wall,
we choose to prevent all drops from wetting the solid boundaries.
Our generalization to N immiscible components assigns each fluid a ‘colour’ superscript,
a = 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . , (N — 1). Fluids with different values o f a can have different properties,
e.g., collision parameters, ra . Now, for N different species, multi-component IB quickly
demands unviable amounts o f computer storage, as N increases. But for relatively small,
non-evaporating, ‘sharp’, drops, these arrays for N primary quantities / " ( r, t) will be very
sparse. Moreover, a natural question arises around the validity o f attempting to represent, on
lattice nodes with Q links or velocities (see figure 1), more than Q different colours or species.
To address storage, we track only N q { < Q <<C N ) dominant species at any node. Note
also that the particular N q colours, or immiscible components, vary between nodes. We
are thus considering colour difference, as opposed to absolute colour, which is the source o f
the principal reduction in the requisite storage. The sharp interfaces from our Gunstensen-type
interface method mean minimal mixing and a reduction in the number o f different colours
found on a node. In practice we take N q = 5. This value is found to be adequate for even
the most intimate mono-disperse multi-component flows. But, note, this choice reflects the
geometry and number o f components (colours/drops) in our particular application.
Before further detailing our method, we acknowledge that, to guide species segregation,
a lattice map of absolute colour is needed. However, for such a map, sufficient information
can be stored in a four-dimensional array o f integer type, with a subscript set {x, y, i, N q }
to identify, for lattice position {x, y}, direction i, the colours
N q in number) present
their integer superscript, a . By recording N q species at each node, the dominant-type real
storage requirements, on the primary quantity
t ), for a total o f No drops (or immiscible
components), is reduced by a factor N q / N q, in fact to levels comparable with the diphasic
model (below).
Controlling coalescence amounts to dealing consistently with all possible mixed node
states, with a generalized perturbing and re-colouring processes, designed to eliminate mixing
between all species. This requirement may still be stated as a need to maximize the work done
by a generalized colour flux against a generalized colour gradient.
The diphasic colour gradient (section 3.1) must be generalized. We continue to assume
that colour gradient defines an interface normal [20], and generalize it, based upon section 3.1.
We define an intcrfacial colour gradient between any pair of de-mixing im miscible components,
denoted by or and f f relative to the vector

M r>= z ; i ] (/°(r + « ()- //('
< j

(is)

which, we emphasize again, is assumed to be normal to the local (a, /?) interface. This colour
gradient is used to perturb the ‘colour-blind’, total:
N q -

1

M
r(, ) = Z

f“

«=0

with a surface tension inducing perturbation. Note that this summation
corresponding summation o f i gives the total density of fluid a on the node:

Q
p A r, t) = Y / t f ( r , t ) .
i=

0

is on a:

the
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For the interface between components or and
section 9:

we use a generalized perturbation after

Af f ( r , t) = crapCap(r, t) cos(2(0/ (r) - 0/))

(19)

in which there is no summation on repeated subscripts, o ap is a surface tension parameter for
the aft interface, 9/ is the polar angle o f the field in equation (18) and
C ap ( r, 0 = 1 -

pa {v, t) - ppiv, t)

( 20 )

pa (r, t) + p p ( r , t )

is the concentration factor for the (a, /J) fluid pair, after equation (11). For a D2Q9 lattice,
crap is modulated by the factor X (section 3.1), so that crap becomes
Xoap
° ap

1[O
aan
afi

i even
i odd.

The perturbations described in equation (19) are superposed for each o f the
P q fluid pairs
(a, p ) on a mixed node. This yields an effective perturbation to the colour-blind _/)•(r, t ):

A/,(r,0 = ^ A ^ ( r , r )
(CLP)
in which the summation is taken over all pairs (a, ft) of fluids present (see below).
We now define an ‘average’ colour gradient which points towards component a and away
from the total o f all other components present at the node at r:

f“« =EE
=

/ “(r + C i)

-

J ^ / 'V
P^a

J2 l2f j (r+c«') ~ fj (r +

+

c,)
■

(21)

The same calculation is repeated for each fluid component present at the node, position r. The
appropriate colour gradient f“(r) (equation ( 21 )) is used to re-colour for component a within
each node in the same way as for a binary fluid.
The process defined above opposes the inter-diffusion of all different components. Note
that to calculate the colour gradient ( 21 ) requires knowledge o f the absolute colour, not just
the relative amounts o f the different colours present in a local environment. We also note that
the sum on a o f these individual fields is a measure o f the local gradient in the total fluid
density and is therefore zero only in a uniform fluid.
In order to achieve full colour separation, the order of the re-allocation of more than
two colours to receptacle f i is significant. Different ordering in the re-colouring process
can clearly result in small differences in the post-collision post-segregated state. Careful
observation shows that these differences are small but not without consequence. They are, for
example, probably linked to the residual micro-current activity. In order to produce optimum
segregation (sharp interface), the minority species at a node is given priority allocation to its
favoured direction. Failure to adopt this scheme results in a relatively large loss o f information
about the location o f minority species, resulting in increased drop evaporation.
Target flow applications are, by intention, heavily interface dominated. Recall, for
our effectively mono-disperse systems here, a maximum o f five drops in proximity were
allowed (again, simple packing considerations mean this value will increase with increasing
polydispersity). Five immiscible drops or de-mixing fluids lead to 2 F5 = 10 possible local
interfaces. This factor ‘amplifies’ the computational overhead attending the increase in the
total length o f interface as N (drop number) increases, as assessed in table 1 (see below).
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T a b le 1. T h e d ep e n d e n c e o f the m em ory o f the a lgorith m and ex e cu tio n s p e ed (tim es) upon N,
num ber o f im m isc ib le drops (flu id s), based upon a 100 la ttice u pd ates on a 2 0 0 x 2 0 0 square
lattice. T h e drop s iz e varies (d ecre a se s) as N in crea ses.

N

2

10

100

T im e (m in )

7

8

9

11

64

64

64

64

M em ory (M b )

1000

T a b le 2 . T h e d ep e n d e n c e o f the m em ory o f the algorith m and ex e cu tio n s p e ed (tim es) upon N,
num ber o f im m isc ib le drops (flu id s), based upon a 100 lattice u pd ates on a 2 0 0 x 2 0 0 square
lattice. T h e drop s iz e rem ain s fixed as N in crea ses, h en ce the co n stra in ed ran ge o f param eter N.

N = Nq

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

T im e (m in )

1.1

1.5

1.8

2.1

2.3

2 .6

3 .0

M em o ry (M b )

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

9
3 .4
25

We now proceed to consider the wetting properties o f our algorithm. To bound a mixture
of suspended drops in an internal flow we must consider the relative wetting properties of the
liquids, and we now describe a means o f controlling continuum-scale inter-component and
wall-wetting properties.
Consider a mixture o f fluids close to a boundary. Differential wetting is achieved using
a perturbation process similar to that used for liquid-liquid wetting. Accordingly, the wallwetting perturbation for a fluid a is taken to be
A / “ (r, t ) = yo“ (r) co s(2 ( M r ) - M o^wait

(22)

where p a {r) is the wall-nodal density o f the fluid a , 0w(r) is the orientation o f of the wall
normal and <7a|wall is a parameter controlling the ‘welting surface tension’ of the fluid a . By
setting different values o f aa|wan, the different components present at a boundary may each
be differently inclined to wet. Different components therefore compete to wet the boundary,
which is the essence o f the underlying physical process. The perturbations described in
equation (22 ) are repeated (superposed) for each fluid a on a mixed wall node.
Results of wall-wetting simulations are presented in section 4. These show the change
in shape o f a drop at a wall as a result o f variation in the wetting parameter. The wall
perturbation process is found correctly to control the wetting at the boundary, and this leads
to a wide range o f possible applications. For the present, we wish simply to ensure that the
‘plasma’ preferentially wets the boundary, thereby denying adhesion o f the red blood cell
drops and maintaining an explicitly resolved layer o f plasma at the boundary. Thin films
o f incompressible liquid at low Re (the ‘lubrication regime’) can sustain large hydrostatic
pressures. An explicitly resolved layer o f plasma also avoids the need to postulate the sub
lattice ‘lubrication force’ associated with narrow contacts in the lubrication regime. We note
that white-cell adhesion could also be easily incorporated using the methods just described.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the performance o f our algorithm executed on a Silicon Graphics
Origin 300500 MHz IP35 (CPU: MIPS R14000) workstation. Table 1 shows the dependence
o f the memory requirements o f the algorithm and execution time upon N, number o f immiscible
drops (fluids), based upon a 100 lattice updates on a 200 x 200 lattice, with the drop size
decreasing as N increases, note. The information in table 1, which assumes a maximum
of five colours or immiscible components per node fo r all values o f N, emphasizes that
the total memory requirement is tied to the choice of N q (= 5 , recall), number o f ‘recognized
com ponents’ and therefore it does not scale with N. The execution time increases in proportion
to the total length o f all interfaces, although this is not apparent in the data o f table 1, because
o f the particular way that the drop size is reduced as N is increased, (to assist packing).
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a (i)
42.5
42
41.5
41
40.5
40
39.5
39
38.5
38
•3

-2

0

1

1

2

3

8/rad

a (ii)

F ig u r e 2 . R esu lts p erform ed on a 150 x 150 la ttice w ith drops in itia liz ed to radius 4 0 la ttice u nits.
T h e im a g e s a (i), £>(i) and c (i) s h o w the sh ap e o f the in terfa ce fo r the d iffer en t v a lu es o f X: X = 1.0
(to o sm a ll), X = 2.1 (c lo s e to op tim u m ) and X = 4 .0 (to o b ig ). T h e co r resp o n d in g p lo ts a ( ii) , fe(ii)
and c (ii) s h o w drop radius as a fu n c tio n o f angular p o sitio n in the in terfa ce. T h e o p tim u m v a lu e o f
the param eter X o cc u r s c lo s e to the p red icted v a lu e (2 .1 5 ) o b ta in ed fro m eq u a tio n (1 6 ).

Table 2 shows the dependence o f the memory o f the algorithm and execution time upon
N = N q , based upon a 100 lattice updates on a smaller 100 x 100 lattice, now with the drop
size fixed as N increases over a smaller range. Unsurprisingly, given these conditions, the
execution times and memory requirements in table 2 both increase in proportion to N = N q .

4. Validation and application of the IB model
In this section we first describe the validation of the improved IB interface followed by
simulation results typical o f the veinule-scale microcirculation. In respect of the latter, we
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b(i)
42.5
radius

1

42
41.5
41
40.5
40
39.5
39
38.5
38
■3

-2

0

■1

1

2

3

8/rad

m
F ig u r e 2 . (C o n tin u ed .)

consider (i) single advecting, deforming drops, (ii) control o f coalescence and (iii) many
immiscible, deformable drops.
Note that the contact angle for three components a , /3 and y in contact may be compared
with its value from Young’s equation:
CO S ( 9 e ) =

Yay

(23)

Yap + Ypy
in which yap is the macroscopic a f surface tension, proportional to oap .
4.1.

Drop interface

Simulations reported here refer to a lattice fluid nominally at rest, initialized to an equilibrium
state of uniform density p = 1.80 on a 150 x 150 lattice with a drop o f initial radius 40 lattice
units. Evolution was performed to steady state. The interface and lattice collision parameters
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c(i)
42.5
° radius

42
41.5
41
40.5
40
39.5
39
38.5
38
-3

-2

■1

0

1

2

3

0 /rad

c (ii)

F ig u r e 2 . (C o n tin u ed .)

were 0.0075 and 1.7, respectively. Micro-current activity and isotropy were assessed at each
time step by the scalar lattice summation o f the velocity residual (equation (17)). This quantity
was used to identify the steady state and the results were obtained for a wide range o f ratio
parameter A.
Drop isotropy is measured in graphs o f the drop radius (distance from the centre o f mass
to multi-coloured sites in the interface) as a function o f angular position. Figures 2a(i), b(i)
and c(i) depict the position o f the interface for X = 1.0 (too small), A. = 2.1 (close to optimum)
and X = 4.0 (too big) and the corresponding plots a(ii), b(ii) and c(ii) represent drop radius
with angular position. The increased range and resolution o f A. shown in figure 3 confirms the
trend. Figure 3 shows two sets of data, each normalized to its value at parameter A = 2.15.
The first set (circles) shows the standard deviation of the drop radius, the second (triangles)
shows the micro-current activity measured by the parameter m (equation (17)). Both series
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radius

F ig u r e 3 . T h e standard d eviation o f a drop radius (c ir c le s) n o rm a lized to its v a lu e at param eter
A = 2 .1 5 and the m icro-cu rren t activ ity in (tria n g les) again n o rm a lized to their v a lu e at A = 2 .1 5 .
A ll data corresp on d to a v a lu e o f a — 7 .5 x 1 0 - 3 and L B G K c o llis io n p aram eter 1 / r = 1.7. N o te
the c o in c id e n t and p ro n o u n ced m in im u m at the ex p ec te d v a lu e, A « 2 .1 5 , in both s e r ie s o f data.

F ig u r e 4 .

Instan tan eou s drop con figu ratio n s fo r a drop en trained in flow past an a sy m m etric

ex p a n sio n , s u p er im p o se d o v er s h o w s strea m lin es fro m the co r resp o n d in g u n d isrup ted (s in g le
p h a se) flow . N o te that the lo w e st re so lv ed strea m lin e in figure 3 , im m e d ia te ly to the le ft o f the step
c orresp on d s to a recircu lation .

o f data show a pronounced minimum at the expected value, X = 2.15. The optimum circular
shape occurs when parameter X is close to the value predicted from equation (16) and in this
case anisotropy in the radius cannot be resolved.
Careful measurements around X = 2.1, based upon the standard deviation of the radius,
reveal weak dependence o f optimum X upon the value o f LBGK relaxation parameter r. This
is understandable, since the theory behind equation (16) is only first order in product r a [16].
4.2. Deforming, advecting drop
For definiteness, we take an asymmetrically expanding duct.
A number o f detailed,
physiologically relevant questions arise around this geometry (figure 4), e.g., for given Re,
what size o f drop can becom e trapped in any feature corresponding to a primary vortex o f the
undisturbed flow? Our aim here is to demonstrate the potential o f our IB simulation in such
problems.
In the results presented here, the effects o f gravity are ignored. Although the effects
of gravity are not important in most mesoscale blood flow applications, it is still possible
to approximate the influence o f gravity by the use o f different constants g in the evolution
(equations (1) and (3)). Flow was forced by a constant body force, G (equation (3)), applied
uniformly to both fluids. The step was simulated as adjacent front-facing and back-facing steps
in a channel with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. Figure 4 shows
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results only from the back-facing region, which might be taken to represent the occlusion of
a vessel caused by the accumulation o f plaques at its wall. Single drops were entrained by an
effective pressure gradient. The expansion has a ratio of step height to upstream throat of 1/3
and the narrow part o f the channel was resolved to 40 lattice units (lu), which arc defined to
be the shortest inter-node distance. The Reynolds number for the corresponding undisturbed
flow was set at a physiologically representative, Re = 73.
We now consider drop deformation in more detail. Red blood cells change shape in
response to local flow conditions and, in turn, deformation affects the physiological function
of the red cells. Moreover, at a concentration o f 50% by volume, a suspension of solid spheres
cannot flow, whereas blood is fluid even at 98% concentration by volume. Clearly it is essential
to capture deformation. To assist, we appeal to a lattice capillarity or Taylor number:
Ca =

yvRp

(24)

where y is the local shear rate, R is the undeformed drop radius and v is the kinematic viscosity
o f the liquid o f the drops. Figure 4 superimposes snapshots of a reasonably deformable drop
over the streamlines of the corresponding undisturbed flow. The Taylor number was set at
Ca = 0.04 and the initial radius 7 lu. This choice o f Ca was made in order to produce a drop
deformation similar to that photographed for a red blood cell deforming in a hydrodynamic
focusing experiment [19].
By adjusting the collision parameter o f the drop fluid in the range 0.4 < r < 1.99, it
is possible to obtain a drop/fluid viscosity ratio up to approximately 300. However, for all
our results, this viscosity ratio is set to be 7, which is approximately the correct ratio for the
viscosity of the internal fluid of red blood cells by comparison with the surrounding plasma.
These arguments clearly ignore the effects o f the elastic properties o f the cell membrane which
we have assumed to be less important in the class o f flows we consider. Note also that the
lowest value o f resolved streamline in figure 4 is actually recirculating.
4.3. Many deforming, advecting drops: blood flow
In high volume fraction flows, drops can come close to the simulation boundary. To avoid
the need to postulate sub-lattice lubrication forces, we always encourage an explicit layer
of plasma fluid to remain between drops and the boundary. We need to ensure preferential
wetting o f the boundary by the plasma fluid and this requires control over contact angle.
Before proceeding to consider applications and results for veinule-scale simulation, we must
therefore verify the wetting behaviour o f our IB algorithm.
To demonstrate our liquid-liquid wetting algorithm (section 3.3), figure 5 shows typical
results obtained for three static, immiscible fluids on a lattice, dimension 150 x 50, reciprocal
collision parameter 1/ t = 1.7. This data was obtained by assigning a range o f different values
to the respective surface tensions. A circular arc has been fitted through the set o f mixed nodal
densities to obtain the interface fit and hence 6e. Each o f the interfacial points in figure 5 lies
< 10th lu from the fitted circle.
Results in figure 5 are in excellent agreement with
the expected values; the difference between the measured and expected contact angles
(equation (23)) evaluates to <2%.
In respect o f liquid-boundary wetting, simulation results achieve the similar degree o f
agreement. However, the shapes of the drops at a solid surface (figures 6 ) are not so circular;
the fit shows an average o f %0.5 lu between the fit and the interpolated interface. This
discrepancy is due to the cumulative effect o f the micro-current at the simulation walls, which
drives very small circulations sufficient to disturb the drops in a rest simulation. However,
these effects are small and normally overwhelmed by flow.
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F ig u r e 5. R esu lts ob tain ed for three im m isc ib le flu id s at th ree d ifferen t rela tiv e su rfa ce ten sio n s,
ch o sen s o as to vary the resu ltin g con tact a n g le. D a ta s h o w n d eriv e from a sim u la tio n o f 105 tim e
step s, on a lattice, d im en sio n 150 x 5 0 , again w ith c o llis io n param eter 1 / r =

1.7 (a ll flu id s).

M easu red con tact a n g le v a lu es m ay b e com p a red w ith th e th eo retica l v a lu es g iv e n by Y o u n g ’s
eq u ation .

© ■

F ig u r e 6. R esu lts o b tain ed for a fluid in con tact w ith a b oundary, w ith in cr ea sin g w a ll w e ttin g in
‘read in g o rd er’. T h e c o llis io n operator in u se w a s a g a in 1 / r =

1.7 and the a ssu m ed stea d y state

at 105 step s. S y ste m s iz e w as 100 x 80.

The results shown in figure 7 represent the flow which our model is aiming to recover.
Sixty incompressible, neutrally buoyant, mutually im miscible drops of identical internal
viscosity and surface tension were initialized on a lattice o f size 220 x 50 and forced by
a uniform pressure gradient. This internal geometry is broadly characteristic o f the veinule
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F ig u r e 7 . In c o m p r essib le, n eutrally buoyan t, id en tical, im m isc ib le d ro p s, in itia liz e d on a la ttice,
2 2 0 x 5 0 , and fo rced b y a u niform pressure gradient (b o d y fo r c e ), in an internal g eo m etr y
ch aracteristic o f th e v e in u le m icrocircu latio n (h ere R e =

2 0 ).

P e rio d ic b oun d ary co n d itio n s

w ere in fo rce left to right in this sim u la tio n . T h e figure sh o w s a d e v e lo p in g tim e se q u e n c e o f d rops,
in m ost ca s e s s h o w in g o n ly the in terface o f ea ch drop w ith the su rro u n d in g fluid; h o w e v er, a clu ster
o f drops has b een c o m p le te ly sh ad ed in b la ck s o as to a llo w the reader to track th eir re sp ectiv e
p o sitio n s. In ad d ition , a trapped drop jam m in g has b een h ig h lig h ted .

microcirculation. Periodic boundary conditions were applied left to right. The ambient plasma
fluid was set strongly to wet the boundary wall. Thus, an explicit layer o f fluid was maintained
between all drops and the boundary. This is a necessary precaution where no lubrication forces
have been postulated, or where one wishes to avoid questions o f cellular interactions at the
wall. In four time frames we illustrate the jamming of one particular deforming-advecting drop
(shaded grey) and the dispersion o f an initially compact group (shaded black). Throughout,
the role o f deformation in the drops/cells is clear.

5. Conclusions
The study o f some complex flows requires the explicit representation o f a high density o f
suspended, deformable particles. The simple, tractable lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (IB)
interface model advanced here is a clear improvement over preceding models, built on the
basic Gunstensen algorithm [4] (figures 2 and 3). It has application to situations where it
is necessary to recover only hydrodynamics o f separated components. The micro-current
reduction from this algorithm alone is important in opening up low Re, high C a (microfluidic
or surface tension dominated) flows to IB, for it is in this regime that the IB micro-current field
is comparable to that o f the simulated flow.
In veinule blood flow, inertial forces are more important and C a is larger. Our application,
in figure 4, demonstrates the considerable potential for modelling the advection o f deformable
particles. In figure 4 the drop appears to deform considerably. As an aside it follows, quite
closely, a streamline o f the corresponding undisturbed flow, but with considerable deformation.
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That no corresponding statement seems possible when considering multiple drops, at high
concentration (figure 7), is unsurprising.
With the addition o f control over coalescence (evaporation) (section 3.3), our IB method
also has applications to any flow containing deformable particles which can be modelled as
drops, the results o f figures 5 and 6 , culminating in figure 7, demonstrate its ability to provide
explicit information on the location of the drops and the interdependence o f their motions.
Figure 7 strongly supports our controlled-coalescence IB model as the vehicle o f that
representation o f the ‘veinule’ mesoscale o f blood flow in which a high volume fraction
of strongly interacting, advecting and deforming cells, confined by vessels o f diameter
comparable to the cell diameter, are modelled as non-coalescing liquid drops (section 2). The
results o f simulations show real potential. In figure 7 it is tempting to identify (a) ‘plug flow’
o f drops, giving plasma-rich regions, with positive implications for the modelling o f plasma
skimming, (b) trapping in the primary recirculation and notably (c) the role o f deformation.
All these features are promising for the applications outlined in section 2. We stress that
to regulate coalescence whilst controlling interfacial tension and internal drop viscosity (and
hence effective particle deformability) is key in this underlying model.
The IB scheme described in this paper should be of considerable use in modelling the
microcirculation. As a next step, with a simple pipe geometry, our IB model might be
used quantitatively to investigate the ‘phase transitions’ and variations in viscosity associated
with haematocrit. In this challenging application one would need, for example, explicitly to
calibrate parametrization for the different fluids (to represent red, white cells, platelets, etc).
However, we believe that the results presented here make the necessary investment o f effort
worthwhile.
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We review our recent multi-component lattice Boltzmann equation method for the
simulation of a large number of mutually immiscible liquid species and then apply
it to the simulation of dense volume fraction suspensions of deformable particles in
internal geometry. In particular, we illustrate the scope of our method by applying
it to the simulation of pipe flows containing a high volume fraction of monodisperse
suspended, deformable particles. The particles are modelled as immiscible, relatively
viscous liquid drops. We modify the ‘solidity’ of the particles by modifying their
viscosity and surface tension and dem onstrate the effect of the solidity upon the
blunting of the velocity profile.
K e y w o r d s : la t t ic e B o ltz m a n n ; m u lt i- p h a s e flow ; b lu n tin g ; p a r t ic le s o lid it y

1. I n tr o d u c t i o n
The lattice Boltzmann (LB) method shows real promise when applied to complex
multi-component flow at low Reynolds number and a range of LB techniques have
been developed to model fluid interfaces (e.g. Gunstensen et al. 1991; Thompson et
al. 1999), with perhaps the Shan-Chen approach (Shan & Chen 1994) being the most
popular. Here we consider two-dimensional simulations of mutually immiscible, and
interacting, drops. The development of a method which is computationally efficient
for N
2 drops is a prime consideration of this work.
We base this work on an interfacial model, due originally to Gunstensen et al.
(1991), with improved interface isotropy and reduced micro-current activity (Dupin
et al. 2003). Where hydrodynamics alone defines a continuum case study, the G un
stensen interface algorithm is desirable, simply from the point of view of compu
tational memory resources. From the many-component point of view, it provides a
sharp interface necessary to obtain an efficient method in execution time and mem
ory requirements, by reducing the number of nodes containing more than one colour
(mixed nodes).
In § 2 a, we outline a binary model, with some recent improvements, and in § 2 6 ,
we generalize to N immiscible fluids. In § 3, we consider how the ‘solidity’ of incom
pressible liquid drops, used to model a dense deformable particulate suspension, may
be assessed by profile blunting (Dupin et al. 2004).
O ne c o n trib u tio n of 21 to a T hem e ‘C on n ectin g scales: micro, m eso an d m acro p rocesses’.
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2. G eneral m odel
Our basic model is the two-dimensional nine-velocities (denoted D2Q9) weakly com
pressible LBGK (lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Kross) model (Succi 2001), which has a
single scalar collision parameter. In our multi-component version, segregation and
surface tension are produced in any region of the lattice where colours mix by addi
tional local (microscopic) rules. Such a region defines a fluid-fluid interface with
essentially correct macroscopic (continuum-length-scale) properties (Thompson et
al. 1999).
(a) The two-phase model
Since target flows are heavily interface dominated, the surface tension of our incom
pressible droplets is of prime consideration. It is activated by perturbing the post
collided densities
of any mixed node as follows:
A fi( r ,t) = \ia C ( r ,t) cos(2(6f (r)

-

9i ) ) ,

(2.1)

where A* is a modulation parameter ensuring good isotropy of the interface and
reduced micro-current flow (see Dupin et al. (2003) for more details). A* takes a
value of \/3 /2 for the short links and unity for the long links (cf. the D2Q9 model).
C is a concentration factor which limits activation of surface tension to multicoloured
nodes. Of is the direction of the local colour gradient, being the normal to the local
interface as a good approximation. 6{ is the direction of the zth link.
Colour segregation is ensured by numerically reallocating colour in the colour
blind post-collided fy so as to maximize the work done by the colour flux against the
colour gradient (Gunstensen et al. 1991).
(b) The N-phase model
We now consider the generalization of the diphasic model in (§2 a) to a mixture
of N immiscible liquids in which mutual coalescence and evaporation is completely
suppressed.
Our generalization to N immiscible components assigns each fluid a ‘colour’ super
script, r = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,..., (N —1). Fluids with different values of T can have different
properties, e.g. collision parameters rp and, accordingly, viscosity up. Now, for N
different species, multi-component LB quickly demands impractical amounts of com
puter storage, as N increases. However, for non-evaporating fluids forming ‘sharp’
interface drops the arrays for N hydrodynamic quantities (f f ( r , t ), pa (r,t)), are
very sparse, hence the use of the Gunstensen-type interface.
Consequently, to minimize storage, we record only N c, with N c < Q <C N , species
at any node, which gives considerable reduction in the required storage. The sharp
interfaces from our Gunstensen-type interface method mean minimal mixing and a
reduction in the number of different colours found on a node, as well as a reduction
in the total number of mixed nodes. In practice we take N c = 5. This value is found
to be adequate for even the most intimately monodisperse multi-component flows.
Note, however, that the number of colours, or immiscible components, varies between
nodes and in time.
In our generalization to N different fluids, we assign each local hydrodynamic
density (f i ( r , t )) a superscript a (0 ^ a < N c), which is used to identify the fluids
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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associated with the node. Clearly, the identification of particular fluids within a node
must refer to the lattice map of absolute colour, l(r,i,a ). However, for such a map
sufficient information can be stored in a four-dimensional array of integer type. Both
I and the hydrodynamic densities / now have a subscript set {x, y, z, a:} to identify,
for lattice position {x,y}, direction z, the colours present at the node. We note that
these two quantities propagate jointly along the lattice.
By recording at most N c species at each node, the storage and time require
ments are reduced by a factor N c/ N : to levels comparable with the diphasic model
(see § 2 a).
In the TV-phase model, as in the diphasic model, collision is performed in three
steps: mixed fluid collision, perturbation and colour reallocation. The collision of the
mixed fluid’s momentum densities,
Nr.~ 1

(2-2)

f t ( r <t )>
a=0

is performed on the mixed fluid, exactly after Zou et al. (1995), with an effective
relaxation parameter giving, at a mixed node, the effective viscosity

v{r't) = W J ) %

/ { r ,t> a '

where va defines the chosen kinematic viscosity of any component a present at r
which relates to a particular isr through the colour map Z(r,z, a), and
n c- i

p(r,t)= ^

a=0

Q- 1

pa ( r , t ) ,

pa ( r , t ) = ' ^ 2 f t ( r ’t )-

i—0

Controlling coalescence amounts to dealing consistently with allpossible colour pairs
at every mixed node, inorder to eliminate any mixing between species after propa
gation. This requirement may still be stated as a need to maximize the work done by
a generalized colour flux against a generalized colour gradient (following Gunstensen
et al. 1991). Accordingly, the diphasic colour gradient is generalized to any pair of
fluids a and (5 at a node.
We may define a colour gradient at the interface between fluid a and fluid (3 by
what we assume to be its local normal:
I ap(r) = Y ^ ( p a (r + °i) - P0(r + Ci))Ci •
i

(2-3)

This colour gradient is used to perturb the mixed fluid’s momentum densities (equa
tion (2.2)). For the interface between two components a and. j3 we use a generalized
perturbation after equations (2.1):
A /i( r ,i) = ^ 2 A / f ,/5(r,t) = ^ aa(3\ i C ap{r,t)cos{2(6f (r) - 0i)),
(a,/3)
{a,13)

(2.4)

in which there is no summation on repeated subscripts, but the summation is taken
on all possible pairs a , (3. aap is a surface tension parameter for the interface between
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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fluid a and fluid (3 and
Cap (r,t) = 1 -

P a { r *) - P(3(r t )
P a { r t) + P p ( r t)

(2.5)

is the concentration factor for the a , (3 fluid pair, after the diphasic model of §2 a.
Ai is the modulating factor introduced in §2 a. We now define an ‘average’ colour
gradient which points towards component a and away from the total of all other
components present at the node at position r :
f a{r) = ]P [2 pa(r + a ) - p(r + Ci)]a.

(2.6)

i

The same calculations ((2.4) and (2.5)) are repeated for each pair of fluid compo
nents a, (3 present at the node, position r. To avoid coalescence, the appropriate
colour gradient f a (r) (equation (2.6)) is used to recolour component a within each
node, essentially in the same way as for a binary fluid but with the order in which
components a are treated being significant. Note that to calculate the colour gradi
ent (2.6) requires knowledge of the absolute colour, not just the relative amounts of
the different colours present in a local environment.
It is crucial to note that we have shown that execution time and memory require
ments scale linearly with the simulation size (total number of nodes) and N c but are
almost independent of N (Dupin et al. 2003).
3. Sim u lations
As an initial step, to avoid the need to postulate sublattice lubrication forces associ
ated with thin layers of fluid, we manipulate wetting to ensure that a resolved layer
of ambient liquid always remains between drops and any boundary. We therefore
need to ensure preferential wetting of the boundary and suspended drops by the
ambient fluid. This was achieved for the simulations here in the manner described
in Dupin et al. (2003). The correct hydrodynamics recovered in Dupin et al. (2004)
(also depicted in §§ 3 a and 3 b) tend to support this assumption for a volume fraction
of particle,
up to 0.6 at least. Targeted flows are, by intention, heavily interface
dominated. We investigate the blunting of the flow profile, (3 (see below), of a suspen
sion of N particles at a volume fraction of viscosity ratio (droplets/surrounding) A ,
surface tension a , in a straight channel. We employed the well-established mid-link
bounce-back method (Succi 2001) top and bottom. Periodic boundary conditions
were applied left and right. The flow rate is quantified by the pressure gradient
A P/length along the channel. By inspection, our blunted profiles have noticeable
departure from parabolic profiles. We measure averaged departure, at normalized
cross-duct distance y = 0.25 and y = 0.75, by defining the blunting (3:
P

v(y = 0.25) + v(y = 0.75)
2 x 0.75
’

( ' '

in which 0.75 is the height of a normalized parabola. W ith this definition, a flat
velocity profile is characterized by (3 = 1.33 and a parabolic velocity profile by
P = 1.00.
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(a) Rigid particles
It has been found experimentally that for rigid suspended particles, the velocity
profile is determined solely by the suspension concentration and the relative particle
size (Caro et al. 1998). We considered that immiscible incompressible drops with
A = 50 and high surface tension represented solid particles over that range of flow
rates (specified by AP) for which the expected invariance in bulk flow parameter (3
was observed. Note, however, that, by increasing A P without bound, small changes
in (3 occur (Dupin et al. 2004), showing the limits of the solid-particle behaviour of
our droplets at high forcing.
(b) Flexible particles
For immiscible liquid drops (i.e. flexible particle suspensions) with A = 1 and
smaller a on the other hand, we observed the expected decrease of [3 upon increasing
A P (Dupin et al. 2004; Caro et al. 1998).
(c) Simulation results: rigid or flexible particles?
It is appropriate to test our method by using it to resolve the changes that
occur between deformable- and solid-particle-based bulk suspension behaviour, using
parameters A and cr. We consider dense suspensions $ = 0.6 in order to ensure
1.33 (solid-particle bulk behaviour, §3a above). With large A and cr, we limit
A P to lie within the constant-/? ‘solid-particle’ regime (§3 a). For small A and cr, the
choice of AP should allow (3
1.00 (deformable suspension bulk behaviour) to be
observable (§3 5). Figure 1 shows the contours of the departure of (3 from a parabola
as a function of A and cr. The data of this figure were compiled using the method
outlined at the start of this section.
The simulation size was 250 x 100, the ambient fluid had a relaxation parame
ter lo = 1.7, and the particle relaxation parameter varied between 0.1 and 1.9 in
increments of 0.2 (giving viscosity ratios from 0.3 to 110). The surface tension var
ied (14 different values) from its maximum value (giving stable simulations in this
configuration with a ^ 0.006) down by three orders of magnitude. Values of f3 were
calculated at steady state, typically after 5 x 105 iterations. The surface is an inter
polation of the fitted measurements. The measured values of (3 departed typically
from this interpolated surface by 10% (standard deviation from the data and the
interpolated curve). This scattering is due to the noise on the measured velocity
profile, from which (3 is extracted.
As we saw previously, one can relate blunting dependence to solidity. W ith the set
of parameters of figure 1, it provides a calibration of the ‘solidity’ of the suspended
particles upon parameters cr and A (through the measured value of /?). In terms of
elaborating a possible empirical rule, it is interesting to note that curves of (3 as a
function of A, parametrized by a, appear to be self-similar. The curves are similar
in turn to self-similar curves of (3 as a function of cr, parametrized by A. It is worth
noticing that figure 1 confirms the droplet behaviour that one would expect: the
droplet’s ‘solidity’ (here measured by (3) increases with increasing viscosity ratio (A)
and with increasing droplet surface tension.(cr):
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Figure 1. Blunting (3 contours for the flow of droplets in suspension as a function of their surface
tension and viscosity (the surface from which these contours have been taken is an interpolation
of the values of (3 calculated from fitted velocity profiles). The pure parabolic profile corresponds
to P = 1.0 and the plug flat profile to (3 = 1.33.

4. C on clusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a model for large numbers of non-coalescing,
non-evaporating, mutually immiscible incompressible liquid drops. From the results
here (figure 1), the model supports a large range of parametrization, e.g. ambient
fluid to drop viscosity ratio and surface tensions, and is able to recover correct bulk
‘macroscopic’ flows from the particular set of microscopic rules in use. This obser
vation is particularly relevant as a vindication of our representation of lubrication
forces. W ith the help of this new lattice Boltzmann scheme, we have been able to
microscopically parametrize dense suspensions of immiscible drops by relative viscos
ity and surface tension to produce macroscopic effects on bulk channel flows which,
qualitatively at least, encompass the range of behaviour from solid suspensions to
suspensions of deformable particles. In addition to the latter, this calibration pro
vides crucial information for future investigations where one might need to model
solid particles at a given flow rate. This opens unique possibilities for investigation,
where deformability cannot be ignored when simulating advecting suspensions.
- Where particle deformation is high, one might expect close contacts between drops
at high volume fraction. Accordingly, the representation of sublattice lubrication
forces in the algorithm is the first point at which work needs to be undertaken.
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We review the analysis of single and TV-component lattice Boltzmann methods for
fluid flow simulation. Results are presented for the emergent pressure field of a sin
gle phase incompressible liquid flowing over a backward-facing step, at m oderate
Reynolds Number, which is compared with the experimental data of Denham &
Patrick (1974 Trans. IChE 52, 361-367). We then access the potential of the TVcomponent method for transport of high volume fraction suspensions of deformable
particles in pressure-driven flow. The latter are modelled as incompressible, closely
packed liquid drops. We dem onstrate the technique by investigating the particles’
transverse migration in a uniform shear (‘lift’), and profile blunting and chaining.
K e y w o r d s : la t t ic e B o ltz m a n n ; iV -c o m p o n e n t flow ; b lu n tin g ; p r e s s u r e - d r iv e n flo w

1. I n tr o d u c t i o n
The expanding literature on the lattice Boltzmann method (hereafter LBM) may be
classified into general model development (use) in simple (complex) geometry, tu rb u 
lence, thermohydrodynamics and complex, TV-component fluids. Simple geometries
are used for quantitative comparisons or qualitative tests of new schemes. Typical of
the latter, Hou et al. (1995) and Hou (1995) compare LBM and com putational fluid
dynamics (hereafter CFD) results for lid-driven cavity flow for a range of Reynolds
numbers 10 ^ Re ^ 105. Other geometries include backward-facing steps and arrays
of cylinders (Qian et al. 1996; He & Luo 1997a; Chen et al. 1997), for both creep
ing and vortex shedding. Several informative reviews can be found (see, for example,
Wagner 1994; Higuera & Luo 1989; Mei et al. 2000). Relative ease of boundary imple
m entation makes LBM well suited for complex geometries. Typical of this application
is work by He & Doolen (1997a, 5), who also use an irregular lattice and an interpola
tion system. In porous media, the LBM ’s application to the problem of the emergence
of macroscopic transport coefficients from microscopic dynamics has dem onstrated
its mesoscale credentials. Darcy’s law has been confirmed in LBM schemes by Succi
et al. (1989), Cali et al. (1992) and Ferreol & Rothm an (1995). Fundam ental LBM
development is now a large area of research encompassing boundary models, numer
ical stability (Reider & Sterling 1995), non-uniform grids (He & Doolen 1997a, 6 ;
Filippova & Hanel 1998; Tolke et al. 1998) and spurious dynamics (Qian & Zhou
O ne co n trib u tio n of 12 to a T h em e ‘D iscrete-elem ent m odelling: m eth o d s an d ap p lica tio n s in th e en v iro n 
m e n tal sciences’.
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1998). Several turbulence models are currently available (Martinez et al. 1994; Succi
et al. 1991; Hou et al. 1996) and these may be coupled with thermohydro dynamic
models (see below). Further afield, LBM models for the Schrodinger equation are
under development (Succi 2002; Boghosian & Taylor 1997).
LBMs for fluids with an energy mode were initially developed by Alexander et
al. (1993), to model monotonic gases. Subsequent improvements (Chen et al. 1994)
have produced a model which agrees well with analytical results for Couette and
Poiseuille flows. However, these thermohydrodynamic LBM models only allow small
temperature variations, due to their limited stability arising from the lack of an
H-theorem.
Simulating complex fluids is a strength of the LBM. Colloids have been considered
with algorithmic generalizations to represent suspended particles (Ladd 1994), and
other LBM models include magnetohydrodynamics (Chen et al. 1991), bubble growth
(Yang et al. 2001) and granular flows (Luo et al. 1997). Most importantly for this
work, two-phase fluids with spontaneous interface formation have been developed to
model immiscible fluids (Swift et al. 1995; Gunstensen et al. 1991; Shan &; Chen
1994; Halliday et al. 1998; Lishchuk et al. 2003), and, for N immiscible components
(N
2) by Dupin et al. (2003). It is on this area that we shall now concentrate.
Currently, LBM models fluid mixtures using two strategies, broadly termed ‘bot
tom up’ and ‘top down’. On one hand, top-down strategies are adopted when appro
priate behaviour may be postulated for the model: the system considered (often
mesoscale) has an interface with a known equilibrium state. Free-energy LBM inter
face models (Swift et al. 1995) capture the kinematics and hydrodynamics of phase
separation, for example. On the other hand, bottom-up strategies are adopted where
hydrodynamics alone defines a continuum problem (as in the present work), or where,
for very complicated systems, an equilibrium state of the interface is not known. In
the latter case simpler LBM interface algorithms are equally valid (Do-Quang et
al. 2000) and desirable from several points of view: computational efficiency (Dupin
et al. 2003), their ability to embed additional physics directly and their ability to
produce a sharp fluid-fluid interface which impacts minimally on the continuum
length-scales of the application. A range of techniques has been developed to model
such fluid interfaces with, perhaps, the Shan &; Chen (1994) approach being the most
popular. More details can be found in reviews by Benzi et al. (1992) and Chen Sz
Doolen (1998).
In continuum hydrodynamics, the boundary between immiscible fluids should have
no structure. However, surface tension in the (mesoscale) LBM is activated by meth
ods which are microscopic and as a consequence, the emergent LBM interface has
artefacts: small but spurious velocities or micro-currents and a finite thickness. It
should be noted that another scheme for imposing surface tension by Lishchuk et
al. (2003) has a greatly reduced micro-current activity. Here we aim to illustrate
the potential of the two-dimensional TV-component LBM applied to the transport of
high-volume-fraction suspensions of deformable particles in internal pressure-driven
flow. We model the latter particles as mutually immiscible, relatively viscous drops
of incompressible liquid.
The paper is essentially divided into three further parts. We firstly review the core
LBM method (§2). Secondly, we present an appropriate generalization, inserting
practical immiscibility between a large number of drop species, in § 3. Finally, in § 4,
we validate pressure-driven single-component flow with experimental evidence and
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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proceed to consider TV-component problems such as transverse migration on single,
deformable drops in a linear shear and the transport of dense suspensions. For the
experienced reader, all new results/analysis are to be found there.
2. T h e L attice B oltzm an n eq u ation for sin gle-com p on en t fluids
There are several approaches to the modelling of fluid systems. Microscopic
approaches (<10“ 9 m) include molecular dynamics (MD) and non-equilibrium molec
ular dynamics (NEMD), mesoscale approaches (<10~6 m) include lattice gas cellular
automaton (LGCA) and lattice Boltzmann and macroscopic approaches (>10-9 m)
include the broad family of traditional CFD. This section proposes briefly to set
the LBM into context and length-scale. For more detail the reader is directed to
excellent, comprehensive reviews by Succi (2001), Chen Sz Doolen (1998) and Luo
(2000).

(a) Practical context of the lattice Boltzmann simulation
At the microscopic scale, MD and NEMD (Goodfellow 1991; Allen Sz Tildesley
1997) solve numerically the Newtonian equations of motion for a set of explicitly
modelled molecules. Both of these techniques show great potential but are impractical
for continuum systems: current computer ability limits simulations to only ~105
molecules, far short of continuum scales. To bridge the gap, mesoscale methods like
dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), Stokesian and Brownian dynamics and LGCA
and LBM have evolved.
DPD simulation (Groot Sz Warren 1997; Espahol 2002) was originally developed by
Hoogerbrugge Sz Koelman (1992) to avoid the lattice artefacts of LGCA (§ 2 e), while
accessing hydrodynamic time- and space-scales. In DPD, point-like ‘particles’ move
and interact with each other through prescribed conservative, repulsive, dissipative
and stochastic forces whose amplitudes are governed by a fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. These particles represent a population of molecules moving coherently.
DPD is effectively a coarse graining of MD to a hydrodynamic mesoscale which
can accommodate additional microphysics (possibly in the form of potentials) in
the interest of multi-phase flows, colloids, and polymers. However, like MD, DPD
is computationally expensive. Moreover, problems remain regarding its equation of
state, diffusion coefficients and length-scale separations.
The LBM (Chen Sz Doolen 1998; Succi 2001) uses a discretized Boltzmann equation
(§ 2 g) with fully discretized space, time and therefore velocity. Distributed groups of
particles (hereafter densities) with the same discrete velocity move along links of a
lattice and are redistributed at nodes, according to local collision rules. This locality
brings decisive advantages to LBM: it is massively parallelizable, complex geometries
are made trivial, and additional physics can be included.
In fact the LBM can be used, as in this paper, at continuum scales. However,
by far the most popular single-component continuum-scale method remains CFD
(Anderson 1995; Conner Sz Brebbia 1976).
(6) Hydrodynamics of the lattice Boltzmann method
We shall see that the macroscopic dynamics describing a standard LBM is a weakly
compressible form of the Navier-Stokes (Landau Sz Lifshitz 1995) and-continuity
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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equations
9t(p) + dp(pup) = 0,

(2.1)

dt (pua ) + dp(puaup) = - d aP + dp(2 vpSa(3) + paa,

(2.2)

where aa is a uniform acceleration acting on the lattice fluid, v its kinematic viscosity,
P the lattice fluid pressure, p the lattice fluid’s density, Sap = \(d pua + daup) the
rate of strain tensor and u the lattice fluid’s velocity (see equation (2.20) for the
definition of p and u). The LBM has an ideal gas equation of state,
P = cjrp,

(2.3)

where Cg is the speed of sound squared. Equations (2.1) and 2.2 havesolutions
parametrized by a single dimensionless number, based on a characteristic lattice
velocity Uo, lattice dimension L$ and the LBM’s kinematic viscosity v: the lattice
Reynolds number
R e = UoLo
V

which quantity may be directly compared with the Reynolds number of the flow
under study. Note that, for LBM, the speed of sound cs is only 0(1), which induces
some problems for high-Re applications of the standard LBM.
(c) Theoretical foundations of the lattice Boltzmann method
The earliest example of LBM (ca. 1988) was essentially an attem pt to address
statistical noise inherent in LGCA (Succi 2001). Subsequently, the essential theoret
ical basis of the LBM has been shown to derive from non-equilibrium statistical
mechanics (Succi 2001, 2002) so its theoretical analysis has two distinct routes. One,
heuristic, follows LBM’s advent from LGCA’s, the other a formal discretization of
the exact Boltzmann transport equation (He & Luo 19976; Abe 1966). We detail the
former here.
Boltzmann made stringent assumptions (Liboff et al. 2003) to close the description
of dilute systems obtained from kinetic theory. For dilute systems the macroscopic
observables of interest only depend on one- or two-body distributions, so the 6N
variables were reduced to just M = 1,2. The Boltzmann equation
dtf + v - d xf + a - d vf = C2{ f 2}

(2.5)

then follows, where / = f \ ( x , v , t ) is the one-body distribution representing the
probability density of finding a particle at position x , with particle velocity v at
time t. f 2 is a two-body distribution (see below) and C2 is the two-body-collision
operator. It should be noted that, for dense systems, the validity of this reduction
is less clear and, at the time of writing, there are attem pts to formulate lattice
BBGKY equations (after Bogolyubov, Born, Green, Kirkwood and Yvon), which
may be better adapted to the simulation of denser fluids. The left-hand side of
equation (2.5) represents the free steaming of particles in phase space; the collision
operator, C2{ f 2}, henceforth denoted C( f , f ) , on the right, represents the effects of
collisions. In the dilute-gas limit (where binary collisions alone are significant) the
gas is considered to be subjected to molecular chaos (molecules entering a binary
collision have uncorrelated motion):
f 2 ( x i , v 1, x 2, v 2,t) = f ( x 1, v 1, t ) f ( x 2, v 2,t).
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This allowed Boltzmann to write down an integral expression for the C2 { / 2 } (Liboff
et al. 2003). In fact He & Luo (1997a) have shown that one particular LBE algorithm
may be obtained by a systematic discretization of equation (2.5).
(d) Solving the Boltzmann equation: Chapman-Ensk0g analysis
The Chapman-Enskpg procedure is used to solve the Boltzmann equation (2.5)
by means of recursive perturbation techniques (Chapman & Cowling 1970). A vari
ant of this method might be better known as ‘successive approximation’, ‘multi-scale
expansion’ or ‘Hilbert expansion’. It is used to obtain the behaviour of hydrodynamic
modes in the LBM, although crucially, it may miss other, kinetic, modes. The expan
sion is parametrized by a small dimensionless Knudsen number, K n , introduced into
the collision term of the Boltzmann equation (2.5) without the forcing term (Liboff
et al. 2003):
-

dtf + vadaf = - C { f , f ) ,

e = Kn =

£

(2.7)

Jj

The distribution function f ( x , v , t ) and time derivative are then expanded in terms
of e as
(2 .8)
77=0

71=0

with the constraints that ‘moments’ of the equilibrium distribution f ( ° \
j(Q) _

y (e q ) _

(2ttR T )d / 2

exp< -

(v — u f
2RT

(2.9)

alone determine the hydrodynamic quantities

to
i

IT
1

1---

1
V

\

V
dv = p u
e

( 2 . 10)
CD

:(n ) yr(n)

II
'd

1
V

n > 0,
j

where e is the energy and u is the macroscopic fluid velocity. Importantly, higherorder non-equilibrium parts (f^n\ n > 0) do not contribute to the hydrodynamic
observable. Note, the space/time variation of f ^ is purely implicit, through, for
example,
= f ( ° \ p , u , T ) . The collision term is also expanded in terms of e,
oo

C ( f , f ) = X > n c,(n )>

c< "> =

77=0

E

CXfW/W),

(2.11)

k+l=n

and solutions to the Boltzmann equation may now be obtained by equating powers
of £ in the expanded equation, obtained from equations (2.7)-(2.11), then solving
each order of this recursion hierarchically:
o o r 1) :
O(£0) :
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By solving to 0{e~1), the equilibrium distribution
is found to be the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution (Chapman Sz Cowling 1970). Given this, the 0(£°) equation
can, in principle, yield
and so on through increasing orders of e.
Hydrodynamic equations are extracted by evaluating moments of the Boltzmann
equation with normal solutions (Liboff et al. 2003):
J (dtf + vadaf - C ( f , /)) dv

1
v
b{v-u)

=

0.

(2.13)

The above equations will give the Euler equation (Landau &; Lifshitz 1995) for
/ = /(°) and the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) for / = /(°) + /H) (Liboff et al.
2003).
The Chapman-Enskpg procedure is, unsurprisingly, key to extracting the hydrodynamic equations of the LBM and will be used in detail in §2 h. An important
approximation of the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision operator (Bhatnagar
et al. 1954) greatly simplifies solution. The BGK Boltzmann equation is
f t / + « a 0 „ /= - ! ( / - / « » ) ,

(2.14)

T

and now the first-order solution

is easily obtained, from equation (2.12), as

= - r ( f t / (0) + vadafM ) .

(2.15)

(e) Lattice gas cellular automata
It is instructive to look at the construction of lattice gas cellular autom ata (LGCA)
models, as these are parents to the LBM and operate in a similar vein.
Cellular automata (CA) (von Neumann 1966) and MD for gases (Broadwell 1964)
were merged to gave rise to the first LGCA. Mono-energetic molecules are confined
to move/interact on a lattice and updated by CA rules. Space, velocity and time
are all discretized. The first LGCA model (the HPP model) with deterministic rules
that reproduce fluid dynamic-like features was introduced by Hardy, de Pazzis and
Pomeau (Hardy et al. 1973, 1976). This was superseded by the FHP model (proposed
by Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau (Frisch et al. 1986; Wolfram 1986)), which was
the first LGCA model shown to map onto the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2). It has
discrete velocity and position space and discrete collision rules (Frisch et al. 1986),
represented in essence in figure 1, which shows two sequential lattice states.
Notwithstanding, evolution of the LGCA models is very simple and consists of two
main repeated steps: collision and streaming (see figure 1), the time-order of which
is irrelevant. Collisions are very simple but must conserve particle number, momenta
and energy (only). Evolution is represented by a lattice-species Boltzmann equation
ni(x + Ci,t + 1) - n i(x ,t) — C i(n i,n 2, . . . ) ,

(2.16)

where n i{x, t) is the number E { 0 , 1 } of particles with particle velocity Cj, ni E { 0 , 1 } ;
the subscripts i and j denote discrete velocities z, j E {1,2,..., 6}, b is the size of the
lattice velocity basis and c* is a ‘Boolean’ function of the Hi values which expresses
the possible collisions.
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Figure 1. L attice stru c tu re and evolution of th e F H P -I LG A model. Solid (hollow) arrows repre
sent particles w ith th e velocities corresponding to tim e t (t+). Hollow arrow s therefore represent
post collision, post propagation evolution.

The LGCA may be viewed as a maximally discretized MD model. Variants with
increased stability on more complicated lattices have been developed: essentially, all
give the same general hydrodynamic equations but with different values for, e.g., the
speed of sound squared Cg and lattice fluid viscosities v and p. The key advantages
of LGCAs are their unconditional stability, optimal use of computer memory, and
localization, allowing for massive parallelization and dedicated computers. In fact
it has been shown th a t isothermal LGCA models admit both a local and global
H-theorem (Frisch et al. 1986), confirming the unconditional stability—a decisive
advantage in the com putation of turbulence. Further information on LGCA and
its applications may be found in Succi (2001), Wolfram (1986), He et al. (1997a),
McNamara & Zanetti (1988), D ’Humieres et al. (1989), Rothm ann & Zaleski (1994)
and Benzi et al. (1992).
LGCA simulation has now been largely superseded by the LBM, for the above
advantages are accompanied by a number of limitations. Certainly, early models
were limited to relatively low Reynolds numbers (see equation (2.4)) due to high
momentum diffusivity (viscosity v) and the LGCA’s lack of Galilean invariance.
(/) Lattice Boltzmann models
M cNamara & Zanetti (1988) realized th a t equation (2.16) can be re-expressed as
a Boltzmann equation for LGCA ensemble averages. Defining
f i ( x , t) = {m ( x , £)),

0 ^ fi ^ 1, i = 1 , . . . , 6 ,

(2.17)

where f i ( x , t ) are real continuous functions representing the probability distribu
tion of finding particles with discrete velocities and space. Their evolution may be
expressed after equation (2.16) as
f i ( x + Ci,t +

1)

- f i ( x , t ) = A ^ / 0 , / 1, / 2 , . . . ),

(2.18)

the collision term A i( f i) being essentially the Ci of the LGCA but with the ensemble
averages fi replacing the rq (Frisch et al. 1986). In fact, there are several variants of
the lattice Boltzmann method (e.g. Succi 2 0 0 2 ); we shall focus on the simplest.
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Figure 2. The D2Q9 model lattice structure showing a regular repeating structure
w ith nine distributions located a t each lattice node.

(g) Lattice BGK (LBGK) models
It was Qian et al. (1992) and Chen et al. (1992) who realized that A i in (2.17)
could be further simplified by assuming a singe relaxation time r:
f i ( x + Sci,t + S) = fi{ x ,t) - - ( f i ( x , t ) - /^eq)) +

0^

T

^ 2,

(2.19)

T

in which we have added a ‘forcing term ’, Fi, to which we shall return, taking Fi = 0
for the moment. Note that equation (2.19) has a relaxation form.
Equation (2.19) and its appropriate equilibrium distribution function (see below)
together comprise the so-called LBGK model. Setting r = 1 in equation (2.19), the
momentum densities, fi, relax immediately to local equilibrium /^eq\ on the scale of
the propagation length 5cia, which is determined by the time-of-flight parameter S.
With Cia = 0(1) it is natural to associate the duration 5 with the mean free path, or
Knudsen number. In other words, we take 6 = e (see equation (2.7)) for the purposes
of extracting the model’s dynamics.
When LBM is used for two-dimensional fluid dynamics simulations, the LBGK1
model is the one most commonly used and, in particular, the one with nine veloc
ities in two dimensions (D2Q9). Section 2 h details an analysis for extracting its
hydrodynamics. The shortcomings of the LBGK models include spurious invariant
quantities when 1 /r reaches its limits, and round-off errors which can cause instabil
ity, due to floating point algebra. At present no local or global H-theorem for LBM
models has been found (Succi 2002). However, it is anticipated that this will change
in the near future. This will allow the stability boundaries for these methods to be
determined.
(h) Hydrodynamics of the LBGK method
Our method of manipulating the macroscopic dynamics differs from th at of others
(e.g. Hou et al. 1995) in that, for adaptability, it treats the role of the lattice in a
general way. However, we focus on the slow, hydrodynamic modes in the usual way, by
using a Chapman-Enskog analysis to develop the LBGK evolution equation, (2.19).
The requirements on
are as discussed previously, but we have an additional
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>

.

c-+ -

8

i

relates directly to the viscous stress

1

E/i(eq)

pua (x,t)

=

C ia
C i a C if i

.n L p (x it).
>

0
0

1

( n )

C ia
a T z /3 _

,

(2 .20)

n > 0.
>
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In fact LBGK equilibrium f j eq^ approximates a uniformly translating Maxwell
Boltzmann distribution in the peculiar velocity (Cia —ua):
j ( eq)

_
(2ttR T ) d / 2

ti = exp

CiaCic
RT

(Cia Ra)
2R T

exp

= pU exp

RT

exp

u
2R T ) '

(2nRT)D/ 2 ’
( 2 . 21 )

by making a Taylor expansion to 0 ( u ) in equation (2.21):

/ieq)=PU

^

Cia^a
CiaCifiUaUp
R T ' 2(R T )2

jM
2R T J

For isothermal flows R and T are constant and we therefore may simplify f ^ :
f i eq) = ti( A + Bciaua + CciaCipUaUp -f jDu2),

(2.22)

in which ti, A, B, C and D are taken as constants yet to be determined (not all of
which are independent). This form of the equilibrium distribution is less general than
th at of Hou et al. (1995), because it is predicated, from the outset, on a uniformly
translating Maxwell-Boltzmann. However, any attem pt to depart significantly from
that form (i.e. that of equation (2.22)) quickly leads to instabilities. In the limit of
small Re, an increased freedom of choice around the coefficients in.equation (2.22) is
a means of embedding different physical effects. Our discrete velocity set q is th at of
the most popular in the literature, classified D2Q9 (two dimensions and nine discrete
velocities; see figure 2). Here we derive parameters for D2Q9, though it is trivial to
adapt this derivation to fit any of the models listed at the end of this section.
To close the equilibrium distribution f ^ of our D2Q9 model (and effectively
determine the whole of the model’s dynamics) we Taylor expand the left-hand side
of the LBGK evolution equation (2.19) to second order in 5 = e as
e[dt -f- Ciada]fi + \£ 2[dt + Ciada]2fi + 0 ( e 3) = — (fi —/^eq^).
(2.23)
r
The terms of 0(e) already correspond to the Boltzmann transport equation (2.14).
We now substitute the Knudsen number e-expansions of equations (2.8) (for fi about
equilibrium f ^ and for the time derivative dt about dto) into equation (2.23) and
retain terms to 0 (e 2). Separating orders of e, we have, at 0(e),

{dt0 +ciada)fl0)
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and, at 0 (e 2), using the result at 0(e) in equation (2.24),
d t j 0) + (fit. + Ciada) ( l - j f j f T =

(2.25)

We proceed to tune the discrete moments of equations (2.24) and (2.25) onto hydrodynamic behaviour. Summing equation (2.20) on link index i:

a.E/«(0)+4*
E«°/<(0
) = - ; Ei a(1).
i
i
from which it is evident that the model’s macroscopic dynamics are described by the
continuity equation on its shortest time scales to:
dt0P + dapUa = 0.

(2.26)

The first moment of equation (2:24) is obtained by multiplying it by
summing on i:
ci* fi0) + d0 E CicCil3fi0)

dto
i

=-1 E

i

prior to

°iaI

i

Hence, we obtain an Euler equation for the momentum,
dtopua + dpll^p = 0,

(2.27)

where TT^g isthat defined inequation (2.20). To extract the longer-time dissipa
tive modes itis necessaryto proceed to longer times. Takemoments inthe 0 ( e 2)
equation (2.25) and use the identities given by equation (2.20). The zeroth moment
immediately yields
dtlp = 0,

(2.28)

and, using equations (2.20), its first moment (with Cia) yields
(i -

+ dtlpua = 0.

(2.29)

The Chapman-Enskpg expansions need to be recombined, in the case of equa
tions (2.27), (2.29) to give the Navier-Stokes equation. To obtain the desired result
from this the process we clearly need to control the form 7 7 ^ and 7 7 ^ . This is best
achieved by expressing the latter directly in terms of the parameters ti, A, 77, C and
D of f - eq\ resulting in expressions which contain ‘tensors’ such as JE UciaCip, for it
is possible to show that 7 7 ^ and 7 7 ^ take appropriate form when such tensors are
isotropic.
After Wolfram (1986) and C. M. Care (2003, personal communication), we seek
(i) a set of isotropic tensors E n with order 0(n ) of the discrete velocity basis (C{a ,
figure 2),
(ii) the appropriate weight of link i, ti.
Phil. 7Vans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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The latter tensors appear in the expressions for 7 7 ^ and 7 7 ^ . We define and evaluate
the following tensors:
ti = to 4- 4ti + 4t2,

£(°) = ^
i

E ^ ) = ^ 2 t icia = 0,
i

■^a/3 ~ ^ vtjCjgCjp = (2t\

T

^

4t2)dap,

i
^a (3 7

= ^ ^ tjCiaCipCjry = 0 ,
i

^ap-y5 ~ y >^'jCia.CjpCjryCiQ

(2ti

8 t 2 )^a /570

T 4t2(8ap8^g 4“ 8a*y5pg -f- 8agSf3-y)i

(2.30)
as may be checked by direct computation, using the D2Q9 basis. Note th at odd-order
tensors E^2n+1^ arezero. Only fourth-order tensors are necessary for hydrodynamics.
Wolfram showsthat the E JJ... will be isotropic if
E l n.+1 = 0,

E l n.. = T 2M 2n„,

(2.31)

where tensor Zl2n.. is defined as (Wolfram 1986)
A

^a.(3&aP5

1,

^ap-y6

^aP^-yd T da-y$(36 4” ^a6^P7 *

(2.32)

Comparing equations (2.32) and definitions (2.30), we obtain
T° = to T 4ti + 4t2,

T 2 = 271 + 472,

T 4 = 4t2,

t 2 = ^t\.

(2.33)

W ith equations (2.33), we return to the task of manipulating the emerging macro
scopic equations into an appropriate form. We evaluate the requisite momentsof the
equilibrium distribution (equation (2.20)) by inserting the form of f^eq^(2.22) and
using equations (2.33). For example, the moment JE f ^ = p gives
ti T B u a E t'iCia + Cuaup ^
i

i

tiCiaCip + D uaua ^
i

U = 0,

(2.34)

i

which, on substituting for the tensors from equation (2.22), yields
- p + A T 0 + Cu2T 2 + D u2T° = 0

(2.35)

after a little algebra. Similarly, the first moment

E 4 ° E = p“t
i

and the ‘momentum flux’ moment
y

^f i

Cij Ci Q = P S 7 g -f- p U j U g ,

i

give, respectively,
—pu7 + B u y T 2 = 0,
—PS^g —pu^ug + A T 281g 4- T 4Cu26^g +-2TAC%L1ug 4- D u fT 2^ ^ —0.
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Noting that the equations (2.34)-(2.36) must be true for all p, ua, we obtain the
following six equations:
- p + A T 0 = 0,

C T 2 + DT° = 0,

- P + A T 2 = 0,

2CT4 - p = 0,

- p

+ B T 2 = 0,

C T 4 + D T 2 = 0,

(2.37)

and, recalling that A = p, we have a closed system of simultaneous equations with a
non-trivial solution:
A

=

__

r j-iO
P

1,

,

B = 3p ,

rj-i 2

C=

rp A
\ p ->

D =

~ \p ->

__ 1
3 ’

_

P =

1
9 ’

to

=

4
^
9 ’

t i

=

1
9 ’

=

1
36’

t “2

\ p .

I
(

>

We may identify the | in the equation of state as the speed of sound squared (d?),
in terms of which the equilibrium is often written

Finally, we demonstrate an appropriate form for ‘viscous stress’ moment
need an expression for
obtained by rearranging equation (2.24) as

We

Ke = E
i

= ~ T Y 1 Ci l Cid(d to + C i \ d \ ) f t q)

>

i

= -T[-CgU7<%p - clued1p - d x p u ^ e u x + d x p u ^ S x e + d x p u e c ^ x ] ^
(2.40)
where identity [d^pu^ue = —c^u^dep — c^ued1p — dxpu^ugux] and the continuity
equation have been used.
We recombine the four Chapman-Enskpg moment expansions. First the O ^ 1) and
0 (e 2) continuity equations (2.26), (2.28):
(edto + e2dtl )p + edapua = 0

=*

dtp + dapua = 0.

(2-41)

Combining the lCia moment’ 0 (e 1) and 0 ( e 2) (equations (2.27) and (2.29)) gives
dtpua + dppuaup = —dac2p + e \c 2s(2r - l)dp2pSap - (r - \)dpd1puaupu1,
where Sap = \{d aup + dpua) is the rate of strain. Defining the viscosity as
|^ C g ( 2 r - l) ,

(2.42)

we note an ideal-gas equation of state, with ci? only of the order of 1. Retaining terms
to 0 ( u 2),
dtpua + dppuaup = - d aP + dp(2i'pSap).

(2.43)

Equations (2.41) and (2.43) are a weakly compressible form of the Navier-Stokes and
.continuity equations. The procedure by which they have been derived may be applied -:
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Table 1. L B G K lattice param eters fo r a selection of commonly used models indicating the
lattice shape, velocity directions and equilibrium distribution weights

to
0

tl

model

unit
cell

D1Q3

line

2

D1Q5

line

D2Q7

hexagonal

1
2
1
2

square

4
9

1
6
1
6
1
12
1

D2Q9

3

D2Q13

hexagonal

D3Q15

cubic

D3Q19

cubic

D3Q27

cubic

D4Q25

FCHC

11

1

9
9

t2
y/2

t3
y/S

t4
2

Cs2

0

0

0

3

0

0

i

0

0

1
36

0
1

12
0
0

1
1
1
4
1
3
3

order of
isotropy
4
6
4
4

25
2
9

100

0

1
9

1

1

0
1

3
8
27
1
3

18
2
27

1

0
1

54

216

0

3

4

0

36

0

0

0

4

36

1

300
i

72

0

10

6

0

1
3

4

0

1
3

1

4

to the other lattices summarized in terms of their velocity basis and corresponding
weights (table 1). It differs from other derivations (Hou et al. 1996) simply in that
the isotropy of lattice basis tensors is programmed-in explicitly, which is a procedural
advantage when inserting additional microphysics. In considering table 1, it should
be noted that the analysis of three speed models produces a sufficient number of
constraints to solve the coefficients of the equilibrium distribution. However, our
method is not the only path to the LBGK equilibrium. He &; Luo (19976) give an a
priori derivation applicable to any lattice structure. Luo integrates the Boltzmann
transport equation, via the method of characteristics, to derive the LBGK evolution
equation. A Taylor expanded Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution has its
weights (ti) and lattice calculated by a numerical integration, the number of velocities
reflecting the order and choice of the polynomial used in the quadrature. Following
this route leads to a number of enhanced models with flexible lattice structures (Luo
1998; Mei et al. 2000; He et al. 1997a), and it allows one to add physics directly
from kinetic theory and the Boltzmann equation.
(i)

Boundaries in lattice models

The Navier-Stokes equation is an elliptic equation: it requires the boundary veloc
ity field to be closed to have any solution. This velocity information can be set in
equivalent terms, especially at open boundaries, using, for example, pressure and
flux conditions. One problem with LBM lattice closure is that the velocity distribu
tion gives D conditions which are not necessarily sufficient to determine appropriate
values for all the fi at a boundary.
Consider first the no-slip zero velocity boundary condition. The velocity of the
fluid matches that assumed for the boundary, often zero. Wolfram (1986) showed the
simplest operation to reproduce a zero in velocity is the bounce-back condition, fi
which stream onto a wall site have their velocities inverted for the next streaming
step. This robust process clearly inserts friction into the fluid and conserves mass
but it is only first-order accurate (Kadanoff et al. T989).
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Figure 3. Simplified mid-link bounce-back m ethod on a hexagonal lattice. The heavier line
represents the wall position, note it is positioned exactly halfway between lattice nodes. Solid
(hollow) arrows represent particle distribution functions at tim e t (t + 1). In one tim e-step the
distribution function effectively travels half a link then bounces back in the reverse direction so
as to introduce non-slip boundaries. Both mass and m omentum are conserved. To interact w ith
the wall, particles moving in direction i , at the end of tim e step t , propagate, to re-appear at
the same position, moving in direction i © Q (addition modulo Q) at time t + 1.

The mid-link bounce-back boundary condition retains simplicity of implementa
tion, providing a balance between robustness and accuracy (see figure 3). The zero
velocity is located a distance of exactly half a link from the lattice node on which
it obtains. It is shown (He et al. 19976; Maier et al. 1996; Skordos 1993) to be
second-order accurate in space but first-order accurate in time, i.e. not necessarily
instantaneously accurate. Note that bounce-back methods are not applicable to open
boundaries or moving boundaries.
Halliday et al. (2002) proposed strategies for instantaneously accurate lattice clo
sure, for plane boundaries with any known distribution of velocity. Several other
sophisticated methods have been developed to overcome the closure problem, all
involving velocity gradients (Skordos 1993; Noble et al. 1995). All the results pre
sented here use mid-link bounce-back.
For internal pressure-driven flow, pressure and flux conditions often apply at open
boundaries. LBM’s inherent compressibility error (recall the 0(1) speed of sound)
allows one to impose internal pressure gradients as gradients in density. This strategy
is valid even at modest Re (i.e. when the pressure gradient is large). In isothermal
LBM, a simple method of combating compressibility and imposing pressure boundary
conditions is to approximate the pressure field to a uniform gradient, which is then
represented as a body force (Halliday et al. 2001).
More precisely, a uniform body force or acceleration paa may be used to approx
imate the principal part of a pressure gradient. Such an acceleration can arise in
the LBM’s momentum equation (§ 2 b) from the term F{ in the lattice evolution
equation (2.19). For a uniform body force in an isothermal LBGK (Halliday et al.
2001 ),

Y 2 Fi = 0,
i
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(2.45)

While the above is consistent with Luo’s (1998) general derivation of uniform accel
erations from the Boltzmann equation, we note that equation (2.45) is strictly valid
only if aa is constant throughout the flow domain. In any system without unidirec
tional flow, the pressure gradient cannot be uniform. In fact, it must solve a Poissontype equation obtained by taking the divergence of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
V 2 ( ^ j = davpdpva.

(2.46)

The solution of (2.46) yields the instantaneous pressure for the given velocity dis
tribution (Succi 2001). Spencer et al. (2004) designed a ‘two-part’ fictitious body
force. The firstr conservative, part is designed to correct the pressure field after
equation (2.46) (see §4). The second, non-conservative, part is designed, after the
method of Halliday et al. (2001), to reduce compressibility effects. For applications
like those we shall consider, this conservative component closely corresponds to a
uniform body force, as the results we present in § 4 will show.
(j) The exactly incompressible LBGK (EILBGK) model in D2Q9
For slowly varying flows, the problem of compressibility error may be overcome.
The EILBGK model of Zou et al. (1995) and Lin et al. (1996) makes a slight change
to the interpretation of the distribution function fi in order to make the macro
scopic dynamics much more incompressible, but at the expense of the accuracy of its
time variation. Applications of the EILBGK are therefore restricted to steady-state
solutions and to flows with slow variation (low Strouhal number). However, EIL
BGK allows for a more accurate treatment of pressure boundary conditions. W hat
changes is the equilibrium distribution function and the definition of velocity (other
hydrodynamic moments remain unchanged):
/ r(eq)

St

,

f

C ia ^ a

u

.

- t i \P + —^ - +

ci = i3 ’

to = h

E /i

(eq)

2^ i

tl

1
=
Go:
GcxQ/3

_

(2.47)

1
9’

36’

p{xa ,t)
'U'Ocfaa 5

(2.48)

Using the Chapman-Enskpg analysis as in § 2 h, one can obtain the following dynam
ics:
da'Ua 0)
1
.
2
?
(2-49)
dpuaup = —dacsp + vdpdpUa, J
.

which are the exact steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with con
stant density po- In this model the pressure and viscosity are given by
- = & ,
Po
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in which p/pQ is the effective pressure. Note that both the continuity equation and
the advective term in the Navier-Stokes equations are exactly incompressible, while
the form of the diffusive term is preserved at the cost of the time derivative. In
general, EILBGK schemes are not able to achieve the Reynolds numbers of LBGK
simulations, due to the stricter incompressibility constraints.
3. L attice B oltzm an n eq u ation for N ^ 2 im m iscible fluids
Here we consider how to insert an appropriate interface between immiscible lattice
fluids which are otherwise represented by the D2Q9 model already described. We
describe our generalization, to A
2 fluids, of an existing model for binary fluids
essentially after Gunstensen et al. (1991). Our model provides the means to deal,
in the hydrodynamic regime, with a very large number of physically different, non
coalescing fluids.
For definiteness, we shall consider the velocity profile of system of stabilized, sus
pended drops in pressure-driven internal flow (although, of course, our algorithm
can be applied more widely). Accordingly, individual drop masses need each to be
conserved. In 9.0 x 105 lattice updates of our interface algorithm, the mass of a drop
is conserved to better than 2.0 x 10_3%. For simplicity we choose to prevent all
suspended/advected drops from wetting the solid boundaries.
Our generalization to N immiscible components assigns each fluid a ‘colour’ super
script, r = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ..., (A — 1). Fluids with different values of jT can have collision
parameters rp and, therefore, different viscosity Pp. Now, for A different species,
the A-component LBM quickly demands impractical amounts of computer storage,
as N increases. But for relatively small, non-evaporating ‘sharp’ drops, the storage
(arrays) for N primary quantities f f ( r , t ) will be very sparse. Moreover, a natural
question arises around the value of attempting to represent, on lattice nodes with Q
links (velocities), more than Q different colours or species.
To address storage, we record only N q < Q <C N dominant species at any node.
Essentially, we deal with colour difference, as opposed to absolute colour—which
generates considerable reduction in the requisite storage. The sharp interfaces from
our Gunstensen-type interface method mean minimal mixing and a reduction in the
number of different colours found on a node. In practice we take N q = 5. This value
is found to be adequate for even the most intimate mono-disperse A-component
flows. Note, however, that this choice reflects the geometry and number of compo
nents (colours/drops) in our particular application. Also note that the particular
N q dominating colours, or immiscible components, vary between nodes and in time.
We assign each colour distribution a superscript a , identifying their fluid belonging
within the fluids (T) of the node.
To guide species segregation, a lattice map of absolute colour, label Z, is needed.
However, for such a map, sufficient information can be stored in a five-dimensional
integer array with subscript set { x ,y ,i ,a } to identify, for lattice position { x ,y }
direction z, the n (< N q ) colours present by the value of integer superscript, a. We
have the following limits for the / and the associated colour label Zvalues:
0 < f ( x , y, z, a),

0 < Z(x, y, z, a) < A,

where, for a system of size L x W,
0 < x < L,

0 < y < W,
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By recording only a maximum of N q species at each node, for a total of N drops (or
immiscible components), the dominant (type real) storage requirements ( / “ (r, t)) are
reduced by a factor N q /iV, to levels comparable with the diphasic model (Gunstensen
et al. 1991).
In our A-phase model, collision is, as in the diphasic model, performed in three
steps: mixed fluid collision, perturbation and numerical colour reallocation.
The collision step acts on the mixed fluid’s distribution function f i ,
N

q

- 1

fi(r ,t),

X

(3.1)

a=0
exactly after Zou et al. (1995), except with an effective relaxation parameter defined
to give a mixed-fluid mean viscosity

i,(p’t)=^

S

p a ( r ,*K ’

where ua defines the chosen kinematic viscosity of component a of the node at r,
which relates to a particular v r through the colour map Z (r,i,a), and
n q

-

Q —i

i

p(r,t)=

X
Pa (r,t),
pa (r,t) = '2 2 f i ‘(.r >t )a=0
i=0
Preventing coalescence amounts to dealing consistently with all possible mixed-node
colour states using generalized perturbing and recolouring processes th at eliminate
mixing between all pairs of species, which may be stated as a need to maximize
the work done by a generalized colour flux against a generalized colour gradient.
Accordingly, the diphasic Gunstensen colour gradient is generalized for the interface
between fluid a and fluid /?, by what we assume to be its local normal (Dupin et al.
2003):

I a p ( r ) = Y ^ ( p a (r

+

C i ) ~ P 0 (r

+

( 3 -2 )

i
This colour gradient is used to perturb the mixed fluids’ distribution (equation (3.1)),
with a surface tension inducing fluctuation. For the interface between two compo
nents a and f3 we use a generalized perturbation,
A f i P(r, t) = aa/3Cap{r, t) cos(2(0f (r) - 0*)),

(3.3)

in which there is no summation on repeated subscripts, aap is a surface-tension
parameter for the a(3 interface and

Cap(r,t)

= 1

P a { r t ) - P p ( r *)■
Poc{r t) + P p { r t )

(3.4)

is the generalized concentration factor for the a, (3 fluid pair which limits the action of
surface tension to multi-coloured nodes (Thompson et al. 1999). For a D2Q9 lattice
(see figure
crap is modulated by the factor Aq,
that aaf3 becomes
2 ) ,

s o

.....
Ao&
a(3 i even,
o'*? = {
<ja ( 3
i odd,
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It has been found that Ao ~ 2.12 provides the best angular isotropy of the drop
(Dupin et al. 2003). This maximization of the drop’s isotropy ensures th at radial
interfacial tension is uniform, but has other beneficial effects: the micro-current
flow is minimized. To confirm the value 2.12, the qualitative features of the micro
current flow field of an enclosed drop may be predicted: by considering the (angular)
directions in which the perturbation (3.3) produces the minimum flow in the near
interfacial region, the factor Ao = 3 /\/2 is given (as shown in Dupin et al. (2003)).
We now define an ‘average’ colour gradient which points towards component a
and away from the total of all other components present at the node at position r :
Ci
*

3

(3^a

f a (r ) = ' ^ , [ 2Ptt{r + ci ) - p { 'r + ci)\Ci-

(3-5)

i

The same calculation is repeated for each pair of fluid components a(3 present at the
node, position r , the appropriate colour gradient f a (r) (equation (3.5)) being used
to ‘re-colour’ (see below) for component a within each node, essentially in the same
way as for a binary fluid but with the order in which components a are treated begin
significant (see below). Accordingly, the total perturbation applied to the mixed fluid
at the node at position r is
(3.6)
in which the summation is taken on all possible pairs a, (3 and Af™,f3(r, t) is defined in
equation (3.3). Note that calculation of the colour gradient (3.5) requires knowledge
of the absolute colour, not just the relative amounts of the different colours present
in a local environment. The sum on a of these individual fields is a measure of the
local gradient in the total fluid density and is therefore zero only in a uniform fluid.
The perturbation process produces surface-tension effects in the hydrodynamics
but it does not segregate the mixed fluids. To achieve segregation, a process of ‘re
colouring’ is used. The (conserved) masses of the individual colours present at any
mixed fluid site are numerically re-allocated to the post-perturbed fi, so as to return
as much of species a as possible up the gradient f a , defined in equation (3.5).
In order to achieve optimal colour separation, the order of the reallocation of
more than two colours to receptacle fi is significant. Different ordering in the re
colouring process can clearly result in small differences in the post-collision, post
segregated state. Careful observation shows that these differences are small but not
without consequence. In order to produce optimum segregation (sharp interface),
the minority species at a node is given priority allocation to its favoured direction.
Failure to adopt this scheme results in a relatively large loss of information about
the location of minority species, resulting in small but undesirable adhesion between
drops in contact.
Target flow applications are, by intention, heavily interface dominated. For the
effectively mono-disperse systems we shall consider here, a maximum of five drops
and ambient fluid in immediate proximity was allowed (again, simple packing con
siderations mean this value will increase with increasing poly-dispersity). Resolving
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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Figure 4. Geometry for a backward-facing step in channel flow with a step to channel w idth
ratio of | . Both upstream and downstream of the step, flow behaves as standard Poiseuille flow.
The step region introduces a recirculation zone of length L, the point of reattachm ent being
when the ^-component of the velocity changes sign. In two dimensions, the 2 -direction (into the
plane of the paper) is infinite and so does not influence the flow.
......
.

five immiscible drops or de-mixing fluids leads to a maximum of 2 -P5 = 1 0 possible
local interfaces. Having selected a resolution, however, it is crucial to note th at we
have shown that execution-time and memory requirements scale only weakly with
N , the number of components or drops (Dupin et al. 2003).
In high-volume-fraction flows, drops can come close to the simulation boundary
and to each other. As an initial step, to avoid the need to postulate sub-lattice
lubrication forces, we encourage an explicit layer of ambient liquid always to remain
between drops and the boundary. We therefore need to ensure preferential wetting
of the boundary and suspended drops by the ambient fluid. This was achieved for
the simulations described here (Dupin et al. 2004). But the role of lubrication forces
is quite possibly important in high-volume-fraction suspensions of deformable par
ticles, for intimate contact is inevitable. As we shall discuss below, the applications
considered in the results of figures 8-15 are designed to assist in determining this
validity of this assumption.
4. R esu lts: sin gle and AT-component pressu re-driven flow s
We first investigate laminar pressure-driven flow properties of a single-component
fluid over a backward-facing step using two different LBM methods. Steady-state
results from EILBGK simulation and from body-forced LBGK are compared with
experimental data (Denham & Patrick 1974). We proceed to simulate IV-component
pressure-driven flow in similar internal geometries, concentrating on issues which
relate to the transport of deformable particles, such as lift in a uniform shear and
shear banding of a suspension.
(a) Laminar flow over a backward-facing step
The backward-facing step geometry (figure 4) produces flow separation at the step
and subsequent re-attachment, which is recognized as important within industrial
situations.
We consider a ratio of step height to downstream channel width of | , for
which there exist two independent experimental investigations approximating twodimensional flow (Denham & Patrick 1974;' Kueny &; Binder 1984). Other LBM
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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simulations originate with Qian et al. (1996), who investigate the relationship of the
length of the recirculation zone and Re. Chen et al. (1997) give a thorough quantita
tive comparison of simulation results with experimental data from Kueny & Binder
(1984). Here we concentrate on a quantitative comparison with data from Denham
&; Patrick (1974).
Results were obtained for a range of Reynolds numbers using two methods, both
assuming two-dimensional flow. Our first method uses standard LBGK in D2Q9 with
second-order accurate mid-link bounce-back ‘solid’ boundaries (figure 4), periodic
boundaries in the direction along the pipe and forcing with a conservative bodyforce to approximate the principal part of the pressure field. No pressure gradient is
set explicitly. The overall pressure field is extracted as described below. Using this
method the ‘pressure term ’ (—c^dap), in the lattice Navier-Stokes equation (2.2), is
regarded as a correction to a principal pressure field which is the potential function
for the appropriate body force. The body force in the narrow part of the channel is
^ times that of the wide part of the channel, based upon matching parabolic flow
rates. The potential function for this conservative body-force field is
—^ ■Gx ,

{

x < x 0,

(4.1)

—G (x +

^

x q ),

L >

x

>

x 0,

in which G is the adjustable force constant and xq the step length. The pressure field
of the body-forced LBGK (below) is now determined by the expression c^p +
Mass
is strictly conserved, and pressure across the width of the inlet and outlet throats was
held constant. The length of the lattice was chosen to minimize compressibility errors
(which may be measured from the velocity divergence in the steady-state continuity
equation
O
UOLo
Ua^'Ct
&aP
P
but are otherwise ignored here).
Our second method uses the exactly incompressible EILBGK model, which allows
pressure and velocity boundary conditions to be applied more accurately at the inlet
and outlet throats. Again non-slip boundaries are invoked using mid-link bounce
back. Flow is now induced by setting discharge-matched parabolic velocity profiles
at inlet and outlet and by fixing the outlet pressure while allowing the inlet pressure
to develop to accord with the necessary pressure gradient (itself an observable).
Because of direct link between lattice density and pressure, the total mass of this
simulation increases asymptotically to a steady-state value.
Using the law of similarity, we compare body-forced LBGK and EILBGK simula
tions with experimental results from Denham & Patrick (1974), based on Denham’s
definition of Re:
Re = — ,

(4.2)

V

in which U is the average flow velocity upstream of the step, h step height and u the
kinematic viscosity. Comparison of simulated and experimental data was made by
normalizing velocities to the appropriate U, distances to the step height h. For all
our velocity data we note that both the body-forced LBGK and EILBGK results give
very similar results for given Re, so velocity figures are representative of both models
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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Figure 5. The recirculation length as a function of Re for the expansion ratio 1. D ata are
compared with experimental values obtained via dye trace and laser anemom eter m easurem ents
in Denham &; Patrick (1974).

used. For all velocity data, flow profiles in the inlet and outlet were in good agreement
compared with parabolic flow, supporting the assumption of fully developed flow. All
results are analysed in their steady-state solutions, found by measuring the residual

R(f) = '%2\u(x it)\-

(4 -3 )

X

For the EILBGK system there is an additional condition on the total mass, which
must be constant at steady state.
From stream-function data, the recirculation zone was seen to increase with
increasing Re. The position of the vortex centre is given by the coordinates {xc —
0.3Ln,yc = 0.6/i); this is in agreement with the coordinates given by Denham &
Patrick (1974).
We define the recirculation length to be the distance x from the step at y = 0
in which a change in the x-velocity direction occurs. Figure 5 displays normalized
recirculation length against Re for the step ratio of | . Note that the LBGK data
provided in figure 5 are more accurate and cover a greater range of Re than in
previous studies (Qian et al. 1996).
Both LBGK and EILBGK data are in good agreement. For given lattice resolu
tion it was observed that the range of accessible Re for EILBGK is less than those
for body-forced LBGK, owing to a more stringent incompressibility constraint. The
experimental data points, taken from Denham & Patrick (1974), contain a ±2%
tolerance for measurements of velocity. Including the tolerance limits, experimental
results lie just below the simulated points, the discrepancy increasing as Re increases.
But CFD simulations agree with our LBM models.
Velocity profiles obtained at different locations along the simulation are compared
with experimental velocity profiles in figure 6. Recall that the. agreement between
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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Figure 6. Comparison of simulated velocity profiles with experim ental profiles obtained in Den
ham & Patrick (1974) in the step region a t ife = 73 for various dimensionless distances from
the step position: (a) —1.3, (6) 0.0, (c) 0.8, (d) 2.0, (e) 4.0, ( /) 6.0 and (g ) 8 .0 ....

EILBGK and body-forced LBGK data is good and figure 6 shows only one set of
simulation data, which agrees satisfactorily with experimental results at Re = 73.
Upstream of the step, discrepancies are probably due to an inadequate development
length in the experimental inlet (Denham & Patrick 1974). At higher Re, there
emerge further discrepancies throughout the length of the system, probably due to
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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(a)

Cb)

(c)

id)

channel length
F igure 7. Pressure contours for (a), (b) Re = 31 and (c), (d) Re = 174 for (6), (d) body-forced
LB G K an d (a), (b) pressure-driven EILB G K . B oth sim ulations used identical velocity b o u n d ary
conditions (refer to tex t) b u t only in th e EILB G K sim ulation does inlet pressure develop freely.
T here is qualitative agreem ent betw een th e pressure fields (e.g. m inim um pressure occurring in
th e recirculation zone for b o th sim ulations).

three-dimensional effects (Denham & Patrick 1974). More recent experiments on
a backward-facing step with a step ratio of
(Armely et al. 1983) support this
conclusion.
Figure 7 shows steady-state pressure contours (with constant increment, in arbi
trary units) for different R e, for body-forced LBGK and pressure-driven EILBGK.
The step height is one-third of the width of the channel. The lattice size is 60 x 600.
Recall th at it is EILBGK which accommodates pressure boundary conditions, with
inlet pressure developing freely. Qualitative agreement is good, with the minimum
pressure occurring in the recirculation zone for both simulations. N otwithstanding
this, there are small quantitative differences between these pressure fields of the same
order as those which routinely appear between CFD solutions obtained by different
methods. Unfortunately, no experimental information on the pressure exists.
As can be seen from figure 7, our two methods produce slightly different pressure
contours. However, given their very different representations of a pressure field, the
correspondence between the results is highly reassuring. Body-forced LBGK imple
m entation essentially assumes a uniform gradient of pressure which is perturbed.
While intuitively valid at most points in the simulation domain, this assum ption is
weak in the step region, where forced LBGK and EILBGK show differences.
(b) Suspensions of deformable particles
We proceed to consider pressure-driven flow of deformable particles, modelled as
incompressible liquid drops, of varying volume fraction. The solid properties of our
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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Figure 8. The increased blunting of a dense, monodisperse suspension’s velocity profile with
increased volume fraction </>, with fixed drop deformability. The latter is quantified by surface
tension (param eter a = 0.01) and viscosity ratio A = 30 and fixed flow rate (pressure gradient).
(f) varies over the range 0.1-0.6. The latter value is determ ined by packing and lubrication
considerations.

particles are controlled through their interfacial tension and viscosity relative to
that of the ambient fluid, A. The latter is parametrized by A ^ 50 and controlled
as discussed in the last section. Figures 8-12 demonstrate our N-phase algorithm
applied to pressure-driven duct flow of a dense suspension of neutrally buoyant drops.
On inspection, our blunted profiles have noticeable departure from parabolic. We
assess averaged departure, at normalized cross-duct distances y = 0.25 and y = 0.75
by defining a blunting (3:
__ v(y = 0.25) + v(y = 0.75)
2 x 0.75

(4.4)

in which 0.75 is the height of a normalized parabola. With this definition, a flat
velocity profile is characterized by (3 = 1.33 and a parabolic velocity profile by
/3

= 1.00.

A lattice of size 100 x 250 containing drops of initial radii 4 lattice units was
used. Data were extracted from steady-state configuration (typically 1.0 x 105 simu
lation time-steps). The upper and lower dot-dashed lines in figures 8 and 9 illustrate
the value of (3 corresponding to a flat and a parabolic velocity profile, respectively.
The dashed line represents a second-order interpolation to the data. Details of each
simulation are to be found in the appropriate caption.
For rigid suspended particles it is known that the velocity profile is determined
solely by the suspension concentration and the relative particle size (Caro et al. 1998).
By setting yl = 50 (large) and increasing the volume fraction of suspended material
we can obtain the expected increase in (3 (figure 8). We note that no significant
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2004)
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Figure 9. The decrease of blunting with increasing pressure gradient A P w ith non-constant
deformability. Fixed surface tension (param eter a = 0.005) and viscosity ratio A = 1.

changes in (3 were observed for constant volume fraction, on increasing pressure
difference, as expected.
For immiscible liquid drops (i.e. flexible particle suspensions, A — 1), on the other
hand, we observe the expected dependence of the velocity profile upon the flow
rate (applied pressure gradient), with the degree of blunting decreasing as flow rate
increases (Caro et al. 1998) (figure 9).
In both figures 8 and 9 the expected qualitative features tend to vindicate the
method we have used to circumvent lubrication forces (see the last section). The
qualitatively correct nature of the variation in the macroscopic suspension flow pro
files emerges from the microscopic rules implemented. In particular our device of
enforcing an explicit layer of ambient fluid at drop and boundary surfaces seems to
be valid, at volume fraction <f = 0.6 at least.
Recent experimental data confirm the shear-induced positional ordering of dense,
intimate suspensions of particles and drops (Frank et al. 2003). Figure 10 shows the
time-development of the cross-duct location of all the drop centres in an initially
randomly placed suspension.
Clearly, starting from a random configuration (figure 11), and after an initial phase
of transverse migration, our dense mono-disperse suspension of drops tends to flow
in well-defined horizontal layers (figure 12), with occasional ‘hopping’, giving rise to
an effective transverse diffusion of suspended drops.
(c) Lift of deformable particles with linear shear
Liquid drops deform and certainly do not transmit stresses instantaneously. To
compare the properties of liquid and solid drops as components in a microscopic
model of transport we consider particle lift. Particles of radius R confined in channels
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I > «' < M

5 0.4

time steps (xlO4)
Figure 10. T rajectories of drop centres in tim e. D rop surface-tension p aram eter a = 0.005 and
viscosity ra tio A = 1. T h e suspended drop volume fraction was 0.6: the lattice size was 250 x 100
an d th e d ro p radius was 4.

Figure 11. R andom initial arrangem ent of th e droplets.

and subject to flow (here a linear shear 7 ) tend to migrate away from the wall,
eventually to advect at some distance from the wall characteristic of the particle
Reynolds number:

Rc p
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Figure 13. S te ad y -state elevation of a single droplet in straig h t channel
norm alized to its d iam eter w ith th e particle Reynolds num ber.

Figure 13 shows the lift (normalized cross-duct displacement) of a neutrally buoyant
deformable drop, A — 10, for reference, and a solid cylindrical particle of the same
size, for a range of Rep.
The latter was simulated by the LBM using the algorithm of Ladd (1994). Sim
ulation param etrization for both solid and deformable drops is as specified in the
figure caption. The geometry of both simulations was identical. As expected, there
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is a some difference between the two objects—a relatively low viscosity drop has an
internal flow structure and a different drag. However, within the bounds of simula
tion error, both solid and deformable drop data show qualitative similarities in the
overall shape of the graphs. Note also that the range of accessible Rep is appreciable.
5. C onclusion
In § 2 of this paper we have derived governing hydrodynamical equations for single
component LBMs and in §3 we detailed the most recent TV-component extension,
predicated on continuum length-scale applications to large numbers of explicitly
modelled deformable bodies.
The lattice Boltzmann technique appears to present a numerical scheme for the
simulation of complex, TV-component hydrodynamics. In particular it holds out the
prospect of realistic simulations, at the continuum length-scale, of high-volumefraction suspensions of deformable drops, currently modelled as drops of relatively
viscous, incompressible fluids.
We present results for pressure-driven flow in internal geometry, demonstrating and
validating an efficient single-component implementation (the backward-facing step)
and an iV-component extension (chaining, lift). For many engineering computations
in the lattice Boltzmann literature, flow is induced by a uniform body forced method
for easier algorithmic implementation. Our single-component results suggest that, if
only velocity information is required, then this method may be used with confidence
and, with appropriate adjustment, can produce a good representation of the pres
sure field. Our multi-component results, we suggest, point to TV-component lattice
Boltzmann simulation as a very useful tool for the explicit modelling of transport in
dense suspensions.
For the future, our model should be improved by the inclusion of lubrication
forces, which assume increasing importance as the suspended material volume frac
tion increases. At low volume fraction, suspended particles will, broadly, advect with
the flow, embedded in the local fluid. Accordingly, the properties of the interface with
low tangential and normal stresses, especially in respect of the micro-current activity
assume greater significance. For micro-fluidic applications, to which all the methods
reported here apply, this micro-current is, again, of considerable importance. It is
our opinion that the most significant challenge to application of the TV-component
lattice Boltzmann computation is accurate representation of the interface.
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